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ABSTRACT

Corporeal Archives of HIV/AIDS: The Performance of Relation

by
Jaime Shearn Coan

Advisor: Kandice Chuh

Corporeal Archives addresses the historiography of HIV/AIDS in the United States,
which, like many other national narratives, is oversimplified and full of erasures. While much
recent work in this field has focused on the work of visual artists and writers, in my
dissertation project I explore how choreographers and theater artists in the early years of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic in New York City used time and space to produce alternative narratives
of queer life. These artists generated time for grieving and rebuilding in the midst of the
temporal chaos of mass death and illness (crisis time). They refused to portray HIV/AIDS as
a discrete or singular phenomenon, instead showing how it intersected with every aspect of
life, refusing a singular association of their bodies with pathology and death.
My project provides the first comprehensive account of the multi-media theater
productions of Assotto Saint (1957-1994), an immigrant to Queens from Haiti at age nineteen,
and a key figure in the Black gay literary movement of the 1980s, where he collaborated with
artists such as Essex Hemphill, Joseph Beam, and Marlon Riggs. While Saint is primarily known
for his poetry, his theatrical performances, including Risin’ to the Love We Need (1981) and New
Love Song (1989), inscribed African-diasporic gay and transgender lives into American history.
His performances provided, for audiences and performers alike, a space for self-representation
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and collective healing around the bodily threats of HIV/AIDS, racism, and homophobia,
mobilizing genealogies of African-diasporic performance and cultural production in pursuit of
what Saint would term “a new love song” for their time.
The second subject of my study is the New York-based, Minnesota-born, gay Jewish
choreographer Neil Greenberg (b. 1959), who began his career dancing for the avant-garde
choreographer Merce Cunningham. Greenberg tied his choreography to the context in which it
was made, using autobiographical text and a video camera. In works such as Not-About-AIDSDance (1994), he turned his body into a corporeal archive, integrating choreographic quotations
from others and recording his improvisations, linked to specific places, times, and life events,
into set choreography, thereby linking his body to his dancers’ bodies, which were not marked in
the same way. The performances of Greenberg and Saint enact collective rites of mourning that
also demonstrate the persistence of the collective body in the face of social erasure and physical
death.
In methodology, my project contributes directly to theories of the archive. In examining
the structures that differently produce the archives of these two artists, I work to expand and
redefine Saint’s archive by conducting new oral history interviews and building a public-facing
digital archive. In light of the particular challenges of documenting performance, and the
tendency for HIV/AIDS to be framed as historical, I inquire into the appropriate methods for
reactivating these performances, arguing that oral history is a relational research method that can
better serve performance. The duration of the interviews, as well as their improvisational and
contingent nature, parallel the time-based nature of performance, and allow for multiple
temporalities to coexist at once.
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INTRODUCTION

This is Not an AIDS Dissertation

In Isaac Julien’s short film This is Not an AIDS Advertisement, (1987)1 we see two men
standing together on a bridge, their images reflected in the water. One of them is Julien. They
embrace, they play. Hypersaturated colors bleed pink, purple, yellow, white light flickers over
faces, sweet music: strings, birdsong, is heard—there’s a feeling of romance, of ease—flowers
reach towards the camera in two pairs of outstretched arms, the water turns orange and red in the
sunset, trees spin up above. Images arrive and disappear with no temporal or narrative unity.
Then the mood changes, the music gets punk, Jimmy Somerville sings, “Feel no guilt in your
desire.” Someone sprays graffiti. Portraits follow one after another of men, women, and children,
making direct eye contact with the camera. We see the couple again, still dancing with their
flowers.
Julien made this film in response to an anti-sex PSA campaign by the British
government.2 The title frames the film by posing it as a response or rebuttal to the campaign, a

1

Released in the U.S. in 1998.

In Simon Watney’s 1994 essay, “Infectious Desires” he describes how, with the onset of AIDS,
homosexuality gets framed as a contagious condition (23). Simon Watney, Policing Desire:
Pornography, AIDS, and the Media (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota Press, 1997), 23. He also cites
examples of the campaign ads that Julien is responding to: Accompanying an image of a wrapped holiday
gift: “Aids: How many people will get it for Christmas?” Accompanying an image of a Valentine: “Your
next sexual partner could be that very special person. The one that gives you Aids.” Watney, Policing
Desire, 136. Douglas Crimp refers to Julien’s film in his essay, “How to Have Promiscuity in an
Epidemic, ” which calls attention to anti-sex messaging in the U.S., from the government’s seizing of
GMHC’s safe-sex pamphlets, to calls within the gay community, by leaders such as Larry Kramer, to stop
having sex. Crimp counters this stance, writing, “it is our promiscuity that will save us.” Douglas Crimp,
Melancholia and Moralism: Essays on AIDS and Queer Politics (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004), 64.
2

1

reclaiming of subjectivity, and “an advertisement for gay desire.”3 It also resists the equating of
gay men and AIDS. At the same time, it acknowledges and does not shy away from that
association. In a sense, it could be an AIDS advertisement, showing a counter-image of what
people living with AIDS act like or look like. The fact that Julien places himself in the film4 also
signals an act of defiance in associating his own image with AIDS, even in the negative form.
Finally, although the film is by turns lyrical and sexy, Julien begins it with a dedication. In
addition to celebrating gay desire, Julien says, “This is Not an AIDS Advert was a tape about
mourning.”5 The film was dedicated to Mark Ashton, a gay activist, one of the first people Julien
knew who died of AIDS-related causes.
This dissertation is not about AIDS. It is also not not about AIDS. It is a study of
engagement with the inexhaustiveness of any narrative—whether that be national, etiological,
cultural, biographical—which takes up HIV/AIDS as a discursive formation and material reality
that has (dis)organized lives in uneven ways, particularly along the lines of race, nationality, and
sexuality. I open with Julien’s film because it highlights the paradoxical conditions that queer
artists faced at this time in the making of performance works, of simultaneously acknowledging
the material and affective effect of HIV/AIDS on their lives, and the rejection of AIDS as an
overarching identity, as a single issue, or as content. As in This is Not an AIDS Advertisement,
the dual functions of collective mourning and the insistence on the aliveness and persistence of
the (individual and collective) body, is one that emerges in the performance works I will discuss.

Issac Julien, “An Interview with Isaac Julien,” interview by Bruce Morrow, Callaloo 18, no. 2
(Spring 1995): 406-415.
3

4

He also does this in Looking for Langston, although there he poses as a dead man in a coffin.

5

Issac Julien, interview, 408.

2

Corporeal Archives of HIV/AIDS: The Performance of Relation tracks how, in the early
years of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in New York City, choreographers and theater artists
transmitted the material realities of the epidemic through corporeal archival practices—that is to
say, through using their bodies. I elucidate the various ways that artists and activists deliberately
archived their lives and communities in the face of imminent death through the ephemeral mode
of performance. While more traditional modes of archiving did take place at this time, and
indeed were also practiced by the artists I study, looking to the body in performance as an
archival site emphasizes the mobilization of knowledge formations that were imminently needed
by the “temporary and conditional we” that performance enables.6 Foucault writes of the body as
a “historiographic surface.”7 Dance scholar Linda Caruso-Haviland phrases it this way: “the
body is writ upon and also writes.”8 These artists consciously displayed their bodies as
interpellated within systems of power and webs of relation. Jennifer Terry writes of this era, “the
new archivist is on the street, in the thick of things, occupying a mobile subject position.”9 We
might add “in the theater.”
This project provides the first comprehensive account of the multi-media theater
productions of Assotto Saint (1957-1994), an immigrant to Queens, NY from Haiti at age
nineteen, and a key figure in the Black gay literary movement of the 1980s, where he
collaborated with artists such as Essex Hemphill, Joseph Beam, and Marlon Riggs. While Saint

6

Román, David. Performance in America, Contemporary U.S. Culture and the Performing Arts
(Durham: Duke University Press. 2005), 1.
7

Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge and the Discourse on Language, trans. A.M.
Sheridan-Smith (New York: Pantheon Books, [1972] 1982), 76-100.
8

Bill Bissell and Linda Caruso Haviland, The Sentient Archive: Bodies, Performance, and
Memory (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 2018).
9

Terry, Jennifer. “Deviant Historiography,” differences 3 no. 2, (1991): 286.
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is primarily known for his poetry, his theatrical performances, including Risin’ to the Love We
Need (1981) and New Love Song (1989), inscribed Black gay and transgender lives into
American history. His performances provided, for audiences and performers alike, a space for
self-representation and collective healing around the bodily threats of HIV/AIDS, racism, and
homophobia, mobilizing genealogies of African-diasporic performance and cultural production
in pursuit of what Saint would term “a new love song” for their time. The second subject of my
study is the New York-based, Minnesota-born, gay, Jewish choreographer Neil Greenberg (b.
1959), who began his career dancing for the avant-garde choreographer Merce Cunningham.
Greenberg, defecting from the Cunningham practice of chance-based movement devoid of
narrative, emotion, or identity, tied his choreography to the context in which it was made. In
works such as Not-About-AIDS-Dance (1994), he turned recorded improvisations into set
choreography, projected autobiographical text, and incorporated choreographic quotations from
deceased loved ones, in order to shift from the representation of AIDS as content to a
demonstration of AIDS as a structural condition of his life and performance.
The works that I travel time with trouble the idea that all people affected by AIDS
experienced the same “Crisis.” While this project is in many ways a cultural history, it is also
concerned with the development of new aesthetic and theoretical positions as artists made work
amidst of the onset of HIV/AIDS which overdetermined the meaning made out of bodies—
especially queer male bodies. While an attentiveness to racial difference was lacking in early
work on the signification of AIDS, in this study I explore the intersection of race, sexuality, and
seropositivity on staged bodies. I track how Greenberg and Saint, invoking the constructed
nature and instability of the “I,” always relational and moving, always caught up in a biopolitical
web of meaning, communicate how meaning is made in relationship, in structure—how it moves.

4

Central to this study is the production and circulation of queer archives and my analysis
of them. I will suggest that archives show us not just traces of individual lives but also the
circulations and frictions between and among lives which constitute collective history. In
addition to conventional archives, what I propose to be understood as corporeal archives,
encoded within dance and live performance, function, my dissertation will show, as both
chroniclers and shapers of history and culture. In particular, I look to the archives artists have
carried into their bodies and activated kinesthetically—the other bodies, collectives, and
communities that they embody; the affect of the events happening around them, and the events
themselves; along with personal narratives, popular songs, sexual practices. In addition, figures
and events from the past are also reactivated and reinterpreted through the bodies of performers,
via what I am calling archival gestures. This practice served to reveal submerged genealogies as
well as to escape what José Esteban Muñoz calls the “burden of liveness,” which is often borne
by minoritarian performing artists, to only exist in the present.10 The archival gesture integrates
the past into the present, while also pointing towards what cannot yet be seen: the future. As can
be seen, a promiscuity of methods emerged, combining political action and aesthetics in new and
various ways, and placing individuals in new collective configurations.
Identifying an aesthetic turn towards what I call composite composition, I demonstrate
how, even when HIV-positive dance and performance artists created work that was
autobiographical in nature, a sense of inseparability from others was demonstrably present. The
artist’s performance of self, thickened through intercorporeal relations and social belongings,
became a vehicle for politico-aesthetic mobilization—so that these artists served, then and now,
as corporeal archives of their time. These archives stand in opposition to national narratives of

10

José Esteban Muñoz, Disidentifications, 189.

5

isolated and stigmatized individuals who died alone, and pose a challenge to the
monumentalizing efforts currently underway which imply that HIV/AIDS is no longer a crisis.11
Making work while processing grief and living through the crisis of meaning that resulted from
the accumulation of illness and death offstage, these artists placed old material alongside new,
recontextualizing movement and text to create new meaning in the present. Bringing the past into
the present creates a flexibility, a sponginess—relational time and space that reflects the
ongoingness of AIDS.
While much scholarly work concerning HIV/AIDS is discursive, centers white gay male
experience, and reinforces strict divisions between the performance of activism and the
performing arts, I argue that body-based, live performance is particularly well suited to an
examination of the differential constraints placed on and between bodies. Through extensive
archival research, an examination of the structures that differently produce the archives of these
two artists, the production of new oral history interviews, and engagement with performance
theory, queer studies, Black studies, Black feminist theory, theories of the archive, and oral
history theory (and particularly, with theory that emerges at the intersections of these
discourses), this dissertation contributes to longstanding debates around the afterlives of
performance, proposing that oral history interviews, even when recorded decades later, can
provide dynamic and collaborative performance documentation, placing performances in their
wider contexts and unsticking them from the past in service of the future.
Corporeal Archives of HIV/AIDS: The Performance of Relation addresses the
historiography of HIV/AIDS in the United States, which, like many other national narratives, is
oversimplified and full of erasures. While much recent work in this field has focused on the work

11

See, for example, the New York City AIDS memorial erected in 2015 across from the former
site of St. Vincent’s hospital. https://nycaidsmemorial.org/
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of visual artists and writers, in my dissertation project I explore how choreographers and theater
artists in the early years of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in New York City generated time for
grieving and rebuilding in the midst of the temporal chaos of mass death and illness. They
refused to portray HIV/AIDS as a discrete or singular phenomenon, instead showing how it
intersected with every aspect of life, refusing a singular association of their bodies with
pathology and death.

Performance (Studies) and Temporality
Attending to live work from the period of the 1980s and 1990s requires both a reliance on
and theorization of performance archives. What are the different ways that live performance can
travel beyond its original staging? Whether it should or not has been a longstanding debate in the
field of Performance Studies. Performance scholar Peggy Phelan has famously argued that the
essence of performance is its own disappearance and has warned against attempts to represent or
resurrect it.12 José Esteban Muñoz and Rebecca Schneider13 have countered or complicated this
stance by arguing that performance leaves traces that are impossible to anticipate, and that the
traces themselves are constituted out of disappearance. If we let go of the idea of representing a
performance in favor of approaching it as a set of embodied practices that reside in bodies, in
time, and in places, perhaps some of its original energy can be sparked, can turn into something
else, can do work. Performance makes a (temporary) record, or impression, of what the present
feels like. While this can’t be recreated, it sets in motion a way of knowing that can be

See Peggy Phelan, “The Ontology of Performance in Representation without Reproduction” in
Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (New York: Routledge, 1993), 146-166.
12

See José Esteban Muñoz, “Ephemera as Evidence,” Intro to Special Issue of Women &
Performance: Queer Acts 8 no. 2 (1996): 5-16. and Rebecca Schneider, “Performance Remains,”
Performance Research: A Journal of the Performing Arts 6, no. 2 (2001): 100-108.
13

7

transmitted body to body at any time. The body is revealed to be a transitory archive. This
project joins recent inquiries into embodied knowledge in performance, including André
Lepecki’s Singularities: Dance in the Age of Performance (2016) and The Sentient Archive:
Bodies, Performance, and Memory (2018), edited by Bill Bissell and Linda Caruso-Haviland.
Time matters to performance. I join many theorists of performance in seeking to
understand how, in the ephemeral space of performance, time exists—how it is created,
calibrated, warped, stopped. But performance doesn’t stop there. It keeps messing with time,
even after the curtain, if there is one, has dropped. Lepecki writes, “Ephemerality also begs for a
rearticulation of temporal vectors…. the past reveals itself not to be simply made of whatever is
gone from present time, but as a dimension of potentiality of matter deeply woven into the fabric
of the future.”14 Performance loosens and loses temporality. The performance work of Greenberg
and Saint generates multiple temporalities, using the strategies of corporeal archiving, which
brings the wider present and near past into present perception, and archival gesture, which
activates pasts and futures in the present.
As I will discuss, theatrical time is generally perceived to be “out of time,” in that, over
the course of the time of the performance (one to two hours), temporal boundaries are forced to
give. However, unlike performance that is seen as purely entertainment, an escape from time, the
performances I speak of were taking place in crisis time—i.e., there was no time. I see their work
in expanding temporality to be especially important, life-saving perhaps. In her recent book,
Ricanness, Sandra Ruiz theorizes performance made by Puerto Rican artists, expanding the

14

Lepecki, Andre. Singularities: Dance in the Age of Performance (New York: Routledge, 2016),

15.

8

notion of duration aesthetics,15 claiming it as a way of being that exists in Puerto Rican life,
writing that the “[e]vent itself is not the endurance act.”16 Rather, it is, quite simply “remaining
in time.”17 In her Epilogue, she places artistic production in relation to the recent catastrophe of
Hurricane Maria: “Although we are terrorized by a steady state of emergency, the aesthetic helps
us slow down and do our time in life differently, within varying velocities.”18 This points to the
pedagogical function of the performance works that I discuss forewith—slowing down time in
the midst of an ongoing crisis demonstrated that agency was possible. The slow rise of
Greenberg’s index finger to his temple in Not-About-AIDS-Dance. The careful ritual of mixing a
partner’s remains with soil—even when “there was no time for tears that year”—in Saint’s New
Love Song. I see these gestures functioning as, in Tavia Nyong’o’s words: “a doing of history
that is a showing of the doing of history, and in that showing, history’s undoing.”19
Temporality is engaged in many ways over the course of this dissertation. I have already
mentioned that oral history interviewing is a method I employ due to its ability to engage the past
through the lens of the present. In the chapters that follow, I engage with oral history theory and
theories of the archive as I narrate my movement between institutional archives and the
conducting of audio interviews. My work is indebted to the work of scholars like Ann
Cvetkovich and José Esteban Muñoz, among others, who have considered the role of archives in
Ruiz asks: “Who is let into this dominant archive of endurance art at the expense of those
forced endure out of it?” Sandra Ruiz, Ricanness: Enduring Time in Anticolonial Performance (New
York: NYU Press, 2019), 11.
15

16

Ruiz, Ricanness, 11.

17

Ibid, 140.

18

Ibid, 172.

19

Tavia Nyong’o, Afro-Fabulations: The Queer Drama of Black Life (New York: NYU Press,

2019), 23.

9

queer epistemologies while challenging the idea of what an archive can look like, fighting
especially for the value of ephemera and of feeling. Cvetkovich argues that oral history
interviews make a “(theoretical) claim for specificity, for the experiential detail.”20 Muñoz
characterizes ephemera as that which “includes traces of lived experience and performances of
lived experience, maintaining experiential politics and urgencies long after these structures of
feeling have been lived.”21 Within the experiential detail, whether it is a story or a performance
program, lies innumerable directions forward. “The present uses of history,” writes historian
Helen Freshwater, “[should be] as important as an accurate reflection of the past.”22 While I hope
my project can offer further historical grounding of the period I am addressing, I am not seeking
to create a whole, originary tale. I recognize that the archive is, and must be, full of gaps.23 After
my first oral history interview, with Walter Holland, a good friend of Assotto Saint’s, he
conveyed the following tale to me:
P.S. On a sad note, I had recorded a long interview with Yves on micro-cassette for my
dissertation. Soon after his death, a young, enterprising graduate student came along and
asked to meet with me. He told me he was doing his dissertation on Yves. I was young
and naive and foolhardy and “loaned” him the tape on the spot after our initial meeting.
Michele had referred him to me, so without vetting him, I just assumed he was
legitimate. I gave him all my contact information with the promise that he would transfer
the recording to a CD or a larger tape cassette, and share with me a draft of his
dissertation. Of course, he vanished into thin air and I never heard from him again. The
craziest part is that I took only his phone number on a slip of paper, which I believe I lost,
or later tried to no avail. This is strangely reminiscent of Yves’ own experience with his
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video of the death of David Frechette. Jan accidentally taped over it with a game show.
Yves was devastated. Anyway, live and learn.24

The Politics of Signification
Much has been written about the signification of the (white) gay male body as the
embodiment of AIDS in the public imagination by pioneering theorists of the AIDS crisis,
writing in the 1980s, such as Simon Watney and Douglas Crimp. Watney exposes the forces at
work that result in “‘the faces and bodies of individuals who clearly disclose the stigmata of their
guilt… The principal target of this sadistically punitive gaze is the body of the ‘homosexual.’’’ 25
Paula Triechler’s framing of AIDS as an “epidemic of signification” 26 called attention early on
to the power exercised by the language put forth by mainstream media outlets in shaping the
public’s understanding of AIDS more than the medical profession. Crimp builds on this,
revealing the AIDS crisis to be an ‘‘‘epidemic of stigmatization rooted in homophobia.’” 27
Finally, Tim Dean, pointing out that the “S” in the acronym AIDS stands for syndrome,
maintained: “AIDS is to be understood not as a specific disease (it is not in itself contagious or
communicable) but rather as a condition of the body, an index of the body’s vulnerability to
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disease, to its surround, and to itself.28 Since it is impossible to separate out the individual from
their society, or the private from the public, it follows that we must understand AIDS as “a
condition of the body politic.”29
Signification is the representation of meaning, often through the vehicle of language.
AIDS was identified early on as a disease of signification because it was shaped within public
discourse, namely the media, and public health, rather than medical research. The first name
associated with what we now consider HIV/AIDS was GRID (Gay Related Immune Disorder).
This very much shaped the public’s (and the government’s) response, resulting in an increased
level of homophobia, linking (perceived to be) gay bodies to death and contagion.30 With the
1983 naming of Haitians as a risk group for AIDS, xenophobia, anti-immigration sentiment, and
racism coalesced around the bodies of Haitians in the U.S. The first wave of AIDS cultural
analysis was implicitly based on white gay male bodies, which, in contrast, largely only began to
be marked31 once AIDS entered public discourse.32
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African Americans have quite a different trajectory when it comes to the ways in which
their bodies are registered, and to be inattentive to that history, and its afterlives, is to contribute
to the erasure of the (national) history of chattel slavery and disenfranchisement of African
Americans that continues to operate in the current structure of white supremacy that organizes
this country. Performance scholar E. Patrick Johnson points to the long-held white supremacist
practice of equating the black subject with the body: “Racist constructions of blackness…
associate it with denigration, impurity, nature, and the body.”33 Drawing from work by Daphne
Brooks, Patricia Williams, and others, he outlines how Black performing artists must contend
with being spectacularized, consumed as entertainment, with being invisible or hypervisible.34
Dagmawi Woubshet, in his recent book, The Calendar of Loss, has suggested that the proximity
to death experienced by white people during the AIDS crisis was an already familiar way of
living for those from the African diaspora.35
When it comes to the visual representation of AIDS, ACT UP is often the key referent.
ACT UP and its artist arm, Gran Fury, took up imaging as an activist strategy, using marketing
tactics in an effort to reach across audiences. And they were quite successful. Alexandra Juhasz
discusses the place that ACT UP holds in public memory because of their savvy media
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campaigns and their resources and how that has had the effect of standing in for, or blocking
from sight, a much wider coalition of AIDS workers:
Street-based, postmodern, confrontational ACT UP activism got and gets most of the
attention because it could and can and it wanted to. It had the funds, time, and selfconfidence. Given that its participants were more photogenic, wealthier, more powerful,
and simply secure (in the eyes of dominant culture) than the rag-tag group of feminists,
lesbians, drug addicts, people of color, homeless people, poor people, immigrants,
mothers, and Haitians who were also engaged in activism at this time, ACT UP activism
is quite memorable. Yet, as I’m trying to demonstrate, there was an incredible range of
activities and activisms at this time, across the broader AIDS activist community, and
within ACT UP itself. While these informed and complemented each other, only some
were photographed or even photographable. And from the extant documents, memory
and history-making attach themselves…36
Juhasz “pictures” many of the other groups who were both affected and responsible for
the health of particular communities. In addition to calling attention to the unevenness of
documentation, and the consequent unevenness of representation within historiography, she
makes the point that much of this work was not “actions” in the sense of ACT UP’s tactics, but
rather existed outside of the sphere of the representable altogether. Theodore (Ted) Kerr takes up
this thinking, pushing for an expansion of what we might consider activism, including what it
might look like: “If someone’s metric for change is metered in visuals of direct action, it might
be hard to see holding space and relationship building…as HIV-prevention methods.”37 I am
particularly drawn to his inclusion of “relationship building” with its invocation of duration as
well as its gesture towards care.
Over the course of this dissertation, I will occasionally reckon with the of legacy of ACT
UP, in relationship to the work of Neil Greenberg and Assotto Saint, as particular and also
exemplary cases of artists who utilize performance to create spaces of mourning and
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transformation. While I try not to artificially yoke together Greenberg and Saint all that much, I
do hope to show that the work each of them produced diverges from and exceeds the activist
approaches enacted by ACT UP. The political funeral is a thread that runs through, ever so
lightly my discussion of both artists, as well as my own narrative. The political funeral has
emerged as one of the iconic images of AIDS activism in the United States, and is often linked to
ACT UP New York in the popular imagination.38 39 Among other things, it provides one example
of the ways in which AIDS cultural history might be read with more attention to the significance
of race. Like many tactics that ACT UP employed, the political funeral comes out of the civil
rights movement: the mobilization of the open casket, for example, as a register of protest in
response to the murder of Emmett Till.40 I will look at the political funeral of Jon Greenberg
(Neil Greenberg’s brother and a leader in ACT UP), the funeral of Tim Bailey (also part of ACT
UP and a member of The Marys affinity group with Jon Greenberg),41 The Ashes Action, the
funeral of poet Donald Woods—a contemporary and close friend of Assotto Saint’s, Saint’s
funeral, and the funeral of my father. David Coan. I will explore the idea of “carrying the body”
of others via archival gesture in performance, as another way to show the continuity between the
work of collective mourning that was happening off and onstage.
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Contested Narratives: The Historiography of AIDS
At a panel I organized in October 2016, “Interventions in the Narrativization of AIDS,”
David Román began his presentation with the reminder that: “AIDS narratives have been
contested from the very beginning.”42 In a 2016 interview, Cathy J. Cohen questions the “waves
model” of organizing historical movements, as in second-wave feminism, arguing that it
collapses different lived experiences from the same time period.43 Many counter-narratives are
available if you look for them. How about the massive organizing that took place to get needle
exchanges legalized? Or the hard-fought battle to get the CDC to change the definition of AIDS
to reflect the different Opportunistic Infections that were appearing in women? How about the
work of grassroots organizations led by people of color like Minority AIDS Action?
The following timeline is not universal, but primarily reflective of the experiences of
middle-class white gay men in urban U.S. areas, as scholars like Cathy J. Cohen and Cindy
Patton have shown. The story often begins in 1981,44 with the first appearances of articles that
mentioned a mysterious immunological trend in gay men living in San Francisco.45 The name of
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GRID (Gay-Related Immune Deficiency) appeared in May of 198246—a few months later, it was
renamed AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome), due to the fact that people were being
diagnosed who did not identify as gay men.47 The naming of the virus responsible for causing
AIDS as HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) occurred in 1984.48 The first major treatment,
greatly agitated for, and also greatly toxic, was AZT (azidothymidine); it was released in 1987.
Then came the availability of antiretroviral therapies (ARTs) in 1996 (which dramatically
reduced the proximity to imminent death for some). The widely recognized temporal boundary
of the period generally referred to as the AIDS Crisis, i.e. 1981 – 1996, falsely conveys a sense
of an epidemic that is, firstly, over, and secondly, universally experienced.
Coverage of HIV/AIDS in mainstream media was scarce, and when it did happen, people
of color were often pitted against white gay men—yielding a depiction of two opposing
populations.49 In all of the cases that Cohen mentions, when Black people were acknowledged at
all, it was as a problem, and Black gay people were conspicuously absent. This has its parallel in
many accounts by Black gay men who speak of racism in gay communities and homophobia in
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Black communities—in oral histories, and in writing and films produced during this period, as I
will discuss in Part II. I also want to acknowledge the extreme marginalization of women (across
lines of race and sexuality) during this period—when it came to medical studies, political
organizing priorities, leadership positions, artistic production, scholarship, et. al. It speaks
volumes that until 1993 the CDC’s definition of AIDS only referred to men. It took massive
organizing and educational efforts to institute this change, which had a direct effect on access to
resources for HIV-positive women and women living with AIDS. In addition to the comparative
dearth of literature on HIV and women to this day, the caretaking that women provided for gay
men who were ill or dying has largely gone unacknowledged in historical accounts of the
“Crisis.” It is no accident that much of the engaged scholarship, cultural production, and memory
work my study draws from comes from women who are situated at the margins of AIDS
historiography.
Although in 1996, following the arrival of ART, the media touted “the end of AIDS,”50 it
was known then and it is certainly known now, that that was not the case. Longtime AIDS
worker Emily Bass has also noted the absence of the international work that some queer activists
began to do at this time, a time she calls the “footnote years.”51 Theodore (Ted) Kerr and
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Alexandra Juhasz have characterized the years of 1996-2008 “The Second Silence,” referring to
the repression and distancing due to trauma, to burnout and to survivor’s guilt that occurred for
many as a result of a lessening of deaths in close proximity, including the prospect of one’s own.
This is reflected in Douglas Crimp’s essay “Melancholia and Moralism” (2002), a follow-up to
his influential 1989 essay “Mourning and Militancy,” where he stresses the importance of
acknowledging the psychic effects of the early years of the epidemic: the stress caused by
witnessing and caretaking, as well as the direct threat of mortality faced by survivors.52 In a 2007
interview, Crimp says: “In general, I believe that there is currently a massive repression of
AIDS.”53 Rather than resulting from the availability of protease inhibitors, Crimp locates this
repression within the queer community, as a response to the fear and trauma faced by early and
swift losses. Deborah Gould notes the lack of attention given to the workings of affect: “the
emotional dimensions of these conflicts—including feelings of betrayal on the other side as
well—remained unaddressed, overlooked in a context where most read the difficulties as due to
ideological and political differences alone”54 This suggests that reparative work needs to be
done.
We now live in a time when HIV is largely considered a chronic condition, with the virus
going “undetectable” (i.e. not able to be transmitted) when regular treatment is able to be
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adhered to. In addition, PrEP, (Pre-exposure prophylaxis), a once-a-day pill that largely prevents
seroconversion, is widely used by those who can access it. However, resources and life chances
continue to be distributed unequally across racial, class, gender, sexuality, and regional lines.
Stigma continues to operate and criminalization laws increasingly limit sovereignty over the
bodies of HIV-positive people. Juhasz and Kerr locate us currently in the era of the AIDS Crisis
Revisitation (which they mark as beginning in 2008), where there is great interest in returning to
the early years of the epidemic.55 This is the crucial point of what Trouillot terms “the moment of
retrospective significance,”, i.e. the making of history, where silence can and will enter.56 This is
part of the exigency of this project, an attempt to let in more sound.
Cindy Patton, in her 1990 book Inventing AIDS, one of the most intersectional analyses
of the responses to HIV/AIDS in the US to be published during its time writes: “It is a
devastating historical accident that HIV was first noticed among well-cared-for gay men; AIDS,
a diagnosis of early death in the previously healthy.”57 The initial invisibility of black gay men in
the medical discourse and the media is embedded in the very beginning of the AIDS epidemic, in
the fact that the first four cases identified in the US were white gay men, and the next two were a
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black gay man and a heterosexual Haitian man. The last two cases didn’t make it into the initial
reports or media. One of the doctors who authored the first study was recently quoted in the NY
Times as saying, “Until recently, I wouldn’t have thought it mattered. But in retrospect, I think it
might’ve made a difference among gay black men.”58 It’s impossible to measure the effects of
what might have been, but the currently skewed demographics of HIV certainly reflect the early
and continuing under-prioritizing and undervaluing of the lives of black gay men.
Inventing AIDS is grounded in an analysis of power and therefore goes beyond seeking to
represent a more demographically accurate reflection of those affected by AIDS, to revealing the
very shaping of the discourse as is it being made, ie., “not to ‘give voice to’ the hidden voices in
the epidemic…but rather to examine why they cannot be heard in the present discourses about
AIDS.”59 Cathy J. Cohen’s 1998 book The Boundaries of Blackness: AIDS and the Breakdown of
Black Politics, offers a likewise comprehensive history and analysis of the many factors which
have contributed to the disproportionate impact of HIV/AIDS on Black Americans: including the
all-out mobilization happening in Black communities to respond to President Reagan, the
breakdown of the healthcare system, a fiscal crisis in New York, the epidemics of crack and
heroin use, and their stigmatized status in the Black community, the role of indigenous
organizations in enforcing secondary marginalization towards gay men and women, and the
under-resourcing of Black AIDS service organizations compared to white gay privately funded
organizations. Cohen also narrates how the early mobilization against AIDS was led by a
vanguard of Black gay men who consequently died or were pushed out once the heterosexual
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community began to lead grant-funded organizations.60
The formation and institutionalization of gay and later queer identity has developed
within the necropolitical reach of the state, with its unequal distribution of life chances along
racial lines. In the early years of the AIDS epidemic, this was not necessarily recognized by
white gay men who did not have an understanding of their implication within structures of white
supremacy and patriarchy.61 Chandan Reddy theorizes this phenomenon and its after-effects,
writing: “unwilling to think, name, and theorize its own historicity, queerness—that otherwise
remarkable anti-identitarian elixir—becomes the means of making institutionally dominant
though not hegemonic, whiteness as coincident with the space of national politics and culture.”62
Indeed, this period became one in which differential positions based on race and gender
intensified divisions rather than uniting them. This legacy, theorized early on by Cathy J. Cohen,
who has questioned the single-oppression model of queer activism,63 has persisted with the
advance of queer politics.
While the perspectives of people of color have historically been marginalized within
queer studies, Reddy proposes that “queer of color formations can be one site from which some
of the most fragmented but crucial sediments, legacies, and formations of violence of US
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globalism and US racial capitalism as an articulated whole can be excavated.”64 The scholarship
emerging out of queer of color critique, significantly from Roderick Ferguson and Chandan
Reddy, can be usefully applied to a critique of early AIDS cultural analysis, as well as provide
grounds for new avenues of research, and I do so in the company of a new generation of
scholars, including C. Riley Snorton, Dagmawi Woubshet, Kevin J. Mumford, who are centering
Black life in historical and current conversations around HIV/AIDS.
Circling back to Julien’s This Is Not An AIDS Advertisement, which this Introduction
opened with, we are reminded that this work has been here all along. While mainstream media
did not reflect back the lives of most people who were affected by HIV/AIDS, activist or
alternative media attempted to do just that. Alexandra Juhasz has written of the
cotemporaneousness of AIDS and new technologies that allowed for recording and viewing selfproduced representations of living with AIDS. Media collectives recorded all sorts of events,
from the grand to the intimate. Filmmaker John Greyson, in his list of various kinds of
“alternative AIDS tapes” identifies “[d]ocuments of performances and plays addressing AIDS,”65
thereby creating a thruline between (video) activism and performance that was not always
visible. I follow this in my attention to the video documentation that has made possible glimpses
of the performance work of Assotto Saint. I also see a parallel with, or extension of, Juhasz’s
description of activist media in the publishing of anthologies by Black gay men who were living
with AIDS (whether seropositive or not), as they were acts of self-creation and community
formation that circulated locally and became archives, making legacies possible. These were
ways of carrying bodies forward, archival gestures. This dissertation is an effort to do the same.
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Beyond Autobiography: Being-with
The artists I examine created work that could be viewed as autobiographical, but as I will
show, there was always a sense of the inseparability from others present—often the self was
volunteered as a surface to be cast upon—a performative self, a parafiction. Purposefully casting
the self as a composite, these artists resisted the personal narrative model favored by the
mainstream media, which focused on the tragic plight of the (AIDS-afflicted) individual rather
than government neglect, as well as the pressure to represent a cohesive group. The
autobiographical approach was chosen by those who felt that they could, should, or must handle
the public approbation or risk. Assotto Saint cast fictional characters named Assotto in his plays
and spoke forcefully about the importance of disclosing seropositivity in Marlon Riggs’
documentary about Black gay men living with HIV, No Regret. Neil Greenberg came out as HIV
positive in his Not-About-AIDS-Dance when other dance artists were still remaining closeted
about their status, and did so while placing himself in proximity to other living and non-living
bodies.
In this final section of the introduction, my objective is to sketch a genealogy of thinking
about and doing autobiography. This is central to my approach to the performance work of Saint
and Greenberg, who each engage autobiography towards purposes that extend far beyond the
telling of an individual life. It is also key to understanding my methodological approach to, and
the form of, this dissertation. The genealogy I assemble is itself a genealogy of critique and
invention, and follows Foucault’s interpretation of the term:
[Genealogy] must record the singularity of events outside of any monotonous finality; it
must seek them in the most unpromising places, in what we tend to feel is without
history—in sentiments, love, conscience, instincts; it must be sensitive to their
recurrence, not in order to trace the gradual curve of their evolution, but to isolate the
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different scenes where they engaged in different roles. Finally, genealogy must define
even those instances when they are absent, the moment when they remained unrealized.66
Foucault’s concept of genealogy has been instrumental in the shaping of this project
overall. It also provides an entry into deconstructing autobiography—as a genre that follows the
model of teleological history, beginning with an origin, and proceeding along a “gradual curve”
of development. When it comes to autobiography, there is a lot of friction that exists around the
“auto,” or the “I” that is assumed to exist (independently) at the center of the endeavor. Lisa
Lowe has pointed out that “the autobiography is the liberal genre par excelence. It is the modern
narrative expression of the individual subject providing evidence of not only the imperatives and
privileges of liberal subjects, but also its aesthetic form.”67 The concept of the liberal subject,
which many scholars including Cindy Patton link to the enlightenment notion of the individual as
“a unique agent with a will”68 leads to a dynamic where “politics is defined as the activity of the
individual in relation to society enacted in the social, i.e. public, sphere. That which is private is
not political.”69 Examining the uses of and challenges to autobiography is necessarily imbricated
with the political valences of shifting conceptions of identity.
The feminist theory that emerged in the 1970s and 1980s challenged the separation of the
personal and the political, and did so often by offering personal experience. In 1972, the poetactivist Adrienne Rich wrote: “I have hesitated to do what I am going to do now, which is to use
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myself as an illustration.”70 Rich’s “use” of herself as an example connects to Saidiya Hartman’s
thinking about “‘the ‘autobiographical example.’” She writes, “[it] is not a personal story that
folds into itself; it is not about navel gazing, it’s really about trying to look at historical and
social process and one’s own formation as a window onto social and historical processes, as an
example of them.”71
Sharon Holland demonstrates how auto/biographical writing (and/or its interpretation),
particularly by people of color, often reinforces individualism rather than interrelation: “The
(im)possibility of biography—an account of some one’s life—a documenting that usually, for
better or worse, takes the lives of individuals as exemplary to the community, thus setting them
apart from, rather than making them part of, the community of counterparts.”72 Black feminist
thought in particular challenged conceptions of identity that were solely individual or
descriptive, looking instead to practices of coalition building and space-making, i.e., identity as a
“place of departure, of creating and inventing spaces”73; “a politics whose vision is not the origin
but the destination.”74
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Roderick Ferguson has pointed to the sometimes-submerged genealogies of women of
color theorists in contemporary queer cultural production and theory. I explore this in more detail
in Chapter 4, as I trace the impact of the lineage of Black feminist thought on Assotto Saint’s
approach to making work that does work. Ferguson suggests that “[m]aking the queer of color
and the woman of color subjects the basis of critical inquiry means that we must imbue them
with gestural rather than emulative functions. As subjects of knowledge, they point away from
themselves and to the racialized, gendered, classed, and eroticized heterogeneity of the social,
summoning critical practices appropriate for that heterogeneity.”75 As I move into a few
examples of invention within/exceeding the genre of autobiography in the following section, I
would like to invoke a particular example that I believe does the gestural work that Ferguson
describes, and that is the reprinting by Lisa C. Moore, founder and editor of Redbone Press, of
the out-of-print Black gay male anthologies In the Life and Brother to Brother, in 2008 and 2007,
respectively. Scholar Alexis Pauline Gumbs calls attention to the reprinting as well as to Beam’s
editorial work as enacting Black feminist ethics: “as much as Moore’s act… was an act of
solidarity with and love for black gay men, Beam’s original work and Moore’s accountability to
that work is also a black feminist act.” 76 Taking up Audre Lorde’s powerful slogan, “We were
never meant to survive, she notes how “[s]urvival, in Beam’s redefinition through this anthology,
is a relational practice.” 77 This points to the stakes inherent to discussions of identity, which are
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sometimes regarded as purely discursive rather than reflective of, and determining material
realities.
I situate Greenberg’s and Saint’s work within a field of experimentation with
autobiography which includes auto-ethnography78 and biomythography79 as well as the
anthology. I place my own project in relation to these forms as well, in addition to writing that
has come out of academic quarters, which has sought to make space for full subjectivity for the
writer, particularly in relation to the subjects they are researching. Foremost in my repertoire,
particularly as models for this project, are Barbara Browning, Douglas Crimp, Saidiya Hartman,
Wayne Koestenbaum, José Esteban Muñoz, and Robert Reid-Pharr. There are many others.
Foucault writes, “Historians take unusual pains to erase the elements in their work which reveal
their grounding in a particular time and place, their preferences in a controversy—the
unavoidable obstacles of their passion.”80 This is true and also speaks to the pressure exerted on
writing that is termed academic to conform to styles that keep the body out of the picture.
Particular fields have been more accommodating of course, namely Performance Studies,
English, Ethnic Studies, and Queer Studies.
American Studies scholar Kandice Chuh has recently called for the cultivation of an
“illiberal humanities” where we can “articulate a common ground through the interaction of the
specificities of our uncommon bases and practices of knowledge; we —those who are committed
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to the twofold project of critiquing normativities and the violence of the status quo, and working
toward and for alternatives—need to activate ways of going beyond the sometimes strenuous
demands of disciplinarity and professionalization, ways that are not so much interdisciplinary but
are instead deliberately promiscuous.”81 Chuh’s call to action speaks to the current moment
while also invoking former conjunctures, such as Crimp’s defiant stance that: “it is our
promiscuity that will save us.”82 Robert Reid-Pharr makes the cogent point that within academia,
projects of identity are often seen as “indulgent” 83 while in reality they have “actually kept
people alive.” 84 He tests the ground of the universal with the weight of his own body, writing: “I
echo the work of generations of feminists and black radicals who have insisted continuously that
their visions of the American future are the most legitimately American visions now available to
us.” 85 Reid-Pharr, along with Barbara Browning, was included in Muñoz’s ground-breaking
issue of Women & Performance, Queer Acts, of which his essay “Ephemera as Evidence” serves
as the introduction. In this essay, Muñoz describes “a writerly relationship to ephemera”86 as a
mode of writing that is anecdotal, performative, and moving. The scholars I speak of have
invented and adapted many forms in their endeavors towards writing in relational ways. In
Barbara Browning’s book Infectious Rhythms, which I draw on in Part II for its analysis of U.S.Haiti relations, she chooses to place her personal disclosures in the Endnotes. Browning writes:
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“There are two reasons to state this quietly, in an endnote. One is the patent inappropriateness of
my claiming too large a place in a narrative which ultimately so far exceeds my story.”87
Browning’s example feels relevant for me as I consider the impact of my presence across these
pages. I have chosen to include not just anecdotes concerning the research process in the present,
but also some of my history as it relates to this present, and to the other conjunctures I write
through.
In Cruising Utopia Muñoz writes, “Queer intimacies underwrite much of the critical
work I do.”88 To conclude, I would like to address the role of care and ways of being-with that
have shaped this project. In addition to the Black feminist conceptions of identity that I glossed
earlier, I have turned to theories that have emerged out of diasporic worldviews in which identity
is seen as relational, spatial, and rhizomatic rather than static. Stuart Hall writes that cultural
identity is “[n]ot an essence but a positioning. Hence, there is always a politics of identity, a
politics of position.”89 Édouard Glissant, in Poetics of Relation, envisions a rhizomatic structure
in which “each and every identity is extended with a relationship through the other.90 Looking
towards the futural possibilities that lie in the implementation of such thinking, Wendy Brown
asks: “What if we sought to supplement the language of “I am” – with its defensive closure on
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identity, its insistence on the fixity of position, its equation of social with moral positioning—
with the language of ‘I want this for us’?”91
In his introduction to Cruising Utopia, José Esteban Muñoz refers to Jean-Luc Nancy’s
concept of “being singular plural” as a “post-phenomenological category”92 that “addresses the
way in which the singularity that marks a singular existence is always coterminously plural—
which is to say that an entity registers as both particular in its difference but at the same time
always relational to other singularities.”93 “Being-with” has been an organizing rubric for me as I
consider what it means to engage intimately with people who have lived through experiences and
times that are very different from my own and then to curate those experiences into some sort of
catalogue. Corporeal Archives of HIV/AIDS: The Performance of Relation is a queer curatorial
project, invoking the meaning that Gayatri Gopinath ascribes to the concept, as a caring for and
caring about works and people, as a method of gesturing towards connections that might not
otherwise be visible.94 The work of the artists has also led me to places that might not otherwise
have been visible to me. Spending time with Saint’s performance work, particularly as it
employs Haitian culture and political history and Vodou practices, has led me outside of a
strictly limited geographic and US-based study. The editors of a recent issue of Women &
Performance on queer Haitian performance write in their introduction, “The working principle
for this special issue is the Haitian concept of mache ansanm, which translates literally as ‘walk
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together.’”95 This kinesthetic expression of keeping time together, across an assemblage of
various bodies, also helps me to understand what it is we are doing here.
This project is a study of and study as relation. My work is governed by care—for
archives, for events, for complex personhood, for mobilizations—and as such, attends to the
manifestations of life that occur in spite of, or alongside, the dominance of fear and violence that
has shaped our contemporary life. Christina Sharpe asks, in In the Wake, “How do we
memorialize an event that is still ongoing?” One of the ways is to acknowledge that is ongoing,
and ever-shifting. Sharpe also asks: “[H]ow does one memorialize the everyday?”96 The
performance works I attend to, through the ephemeral mediums of paper, cassette and VHS
tapes, and human bodies, are attempts to do both of these things. Historian Martita Sturken
writes, “The desire to memorialize the AIDS epidemic while it is still occurring reveals the need
to find healing amid death.”97 The multiple temporalities that this project holds requires a
simultaneous investigation into this desire as it was experienced at the start of the epidemic, and
now, “while it is still occurring.”
In “The Taste of the Archive,” Brent Hayes Edwards reflects on the form his essay takes:
“These orchestrated fragments echo the fragmentation of the archive itself. They are meant as a
reminder that the redistribution of archival artifacts into a historical narrative cannot deliver the
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past in a manner that would be seamless, much less exhaustive.”98 The fragments that make up
these pages, the shifts of tone and style, the too many introductions and prologues and
epilogues,99 and the overflowing footnotes,100 all reflect what I call the “too much-ness” or the
“sponginess” of this material, this time, these lives. It is in fact impossible to complete. One of
the slides in Neil Greenberg’s Not-About-AIDS-Dance reads: There was more I wanted to do
with this dance, but there wasn’t time.101 In the spirit of intertextual collaboration, an invitation
to bring your own queer intimacies to these pages, I echo what filmmaker and AIDS advocate
Derek Jarman wrote in the last text he authored before his death: “If I have overlooked
something precious, write it in the margin.”102

Chapter Descriptions
Part I: Neil Greenberg
In Chapter Two, “‘I don’t know what made this ‘private’ in the first place’: Neil
Greenberg’s Not-About-AIDS Dances,” I demonstrate how Greenberg’s engagement with
meaning-making, or signification, particularly in relationship to HIV/AIDS, does not begin with
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his Not-About-AIDS-Dance, but evolves out of his experience dancing for choreographer Merce
Cunningham and shows up clearly in his works MacGuffin (1987) and Stage-Gun-Dance (1988).
These first two works feature an atmosphere of unease, suspicion, and reversals. They emphasize
the materiality and apparatus of the theater as well as the performative nature of identity. In all
three of these works, Greenberg utilizes projected text to reveal and challenge the projection onto
the bodies of the dancers that is endemic to the tradition of dance as well as to the politics of his
historical conjuncture. Through carefully attending to the title of Not-About-AIDS-Dance, I show
how Greenberg circumvents the material reality of HIV/AIDS becoming a matter of thematics.
The use of hyphens provide a connective tissue that allows for negation as well as positive
identification. The theater becomes a pedagogical space where Greenberg retrains the audience
to see the subjectivity and history of the dancers. The use of biographical information—i.e., the
revealing of “secrets” on his own part and on behalf of his dancers, throws into crisis common
sense notions of public and private. While the disclosure of his own seropositivity is perhaps the
central reveal of the work, Greenberg’s inclusion of the dancers’ biographical information show
the scale of tragedy as particular but also in-common, as well as revealing a circuit of care that
exists between them, across serostatus.
Chapter Three, “Neil Greenberg’s Corporeal Archiving: A Brother, A Funeral, A World,”
picks up the discussion of Not-About-AIDS-Dance, but shifts emphasis to the corporeal archiving
work that Greenberg employs in his efforts to bring both individuals and whole social worlds
that have departed into the theater. Utilizing what Joseph Roach terms “the kinesthetic
imagination,” Greenberg incorporates choreographic quotations into the work, namely of his
brother Jon who had recently died of AIDS. Greenberg ties his choreography to the context in
which it was made, turning his videotaped improvisations into set choreography for his company
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members to take into their own bodies. Including movement and autobiographical material from
earlier time periods in his work, Greenberg creates an accretive body of work that moves,
disrupting temporal limits set by theatrical expectations as well as by social and medical
discourses, which equated seropositivity with morbidity. I draw primarily upon video
documentation of Greenberg’s performances and an extended oral history interview, which are
held by the Library for the Performing Arts (NYPL). An examination of Neil Greenberg’s press
response and his brother Jon Greenberg’s role in ACT UP, including his political funeral, allows
for an opportunity to consider the uneven nature of representation related to HIV/AIDS, and the
ramifications of that disparity, and to trouble distinctions between political and aesthetic
interventions. Moving to his next work, The Disco Project (1995), I consider Greenberg’s
utilization of disco music and choreography, as a ritual of mourning that incorporates the joy and
pleasure of queer social dancing and lifeworlds. I end the chapter with an account of working as
a collaborator with Greenberg in the context of the Danspace Project Lost and Found Platform,
revealing the “queer intimacy” of our intergenerational investigation into the ever-changing past.

Part II: Assotto Saint
In Chapter Four, “The Too-Much and Too-Little Problem, or An Introduction to Writing
About Assotto Saint,” I explore Saint’s entanglement with various groups, genres, and identity
formations. I discuss Saint’s role as a leader in Black gay male literary and cultural circles in
New York, an editor of anthologies, and a cultural activist. While I describe working in his
archive, collected at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, I also bemoan the fact
that there is very little audiovisual documentation of his performance works. After engaging with
mythologies and legends associated with Saint’s biography, I assemble my own rag-tag
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screenshot and anecdotal archive of Saint at the margins of AIDS historiography, particularly in
relationship to ACT UP, through providing an account of surprise encounters, via video and
literature. I also provide a brief account of the history of US-Haiti relations regarding HIV/AIDS.
I end the chapter with the provocation that Saint used the space of the anthology for political
mobilization, in ways that paralleled and overlapped with the literary agitation of David
Wojnarowicz, carrying the bodies forward of the one hundred Black gay men published in The
Road Before Us.
Chapter Five, “Assotto Saint’s Archival Gestures,” coheres around Saint’s first major
theatrical work Risin’ To the Love We Need (1981). Following the historical and geographic
situated-ness of the play, I look to the site of the Christopher Street piers and the figure of
Marsha P. Johnson as sites of contestation and memorialization in relation to queer life and
HIV/AIDS. I explore how Saint inscribes Black feminist genealogies in Risin’ through the use of
archival gesture, while also lingering on another instance of archival gesture, the act of graffiti
writing. Risin’ images Black gay male group formation for the first time at a theater in New York
city, an inscription of the present, and does so at the cusp of the AIDS epidemic, thereby
providing a historical account of the public sexual culture of the piers that is constituted as much
through racism and exotification as it is of fulfilling desires and finding freedom. Throughout
this chapter, I try out different modes of research including script analysis, house visits, and
personal history, in an attempt to parallel the porousness of life and aesthetic production that is
inherent in Saint’s work.
Chapter Six, “Trying to Hear Assotto Saint’s New Love Song, Thirty Years Later,”
investigates how the sonic and affective qualities of performance might travel forward into the
future. New Love Song premiered in 1989, in the midst of the “crisis time” that characterized this
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phase of the AIDS epidemic in New York City. Whereas Risin’ focused on the occasion of
Stonewall, the symbolic birthdate of gay liberation in the US, NLS takes place on July 4th, 1986,
the celebration of the founding of the nation, and the Centennial Celebration of the gifting of the
Statue of Liberty. In a sense, it can be seen as inscribing the experiences of Black gay men into
the national narrative at a time when it is almost wholly suppressed—pointing to the limits of
liberty that are rhetorically activated during the contemporaneous patriotic activities. Saint wrote
in his notebook that the work was to be a “Black gay reaffirmation of life/A memorial.”103 New
Love Song creates time for the processing of collective trauma via embodied representation, and
draws upon African-diasporic spiritual practices, including Vodou, in order to connect the
present trauma to various other times and places, providing opportunities for the witnessing and
marking of loss, as well as a sustaining practice for those who had survived. In this chapter, I
deepen my engagement with the field of oral history and present an event I organized with the
actors and collaborators from New Love Song as a way to reactivate both performance and
submerged histories of HIV/AIDS in the service of the present. I dwell in the space of intimacy
that this embodied form of research both requires and provides.
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PROLOGUE

Not-About-Me

“Here, again, I slip myself into my own omniscient narrative, like a needle under the skin.”104

My father died in 2002 in San Diego from AIDS-related complications. I was there.105
My father was not, as far as I am aware, a member of any sort of queer community, but he was of
the age demographic that was the first to encounter the epidemic. He died at age 49. I don’t know
when he seroconverted. In my early-to-mid-twenties, I was involved in queer activism and
worked as a street outreach worker with sex workers in San Francisco—I also provided STI and
HIV testing and counseling. I was very comfortable with, if not pushy about, my sexuality and
fiercely maintained a sex-positive outlook. The irony of my father keeping his sexual life and his
HIV status secret while his child was living a radically queer San Francisco life was not lost on
me.

Turn it Over
After he died, we took everything
down. Marilyn Monroe maintained
her optimism, striking poses, her eyes
looking kindly past us. I chose
the framed LIFE mag as a keepsake:
Marilyn in a bathing suit, the view
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from his bed. Months later, I slid
it out of the frame, found a drawing
on the back: a portrait of a man
giving head. It was a cover: Marilyn’s
beauty mark and widely regarded bust.
Behind her, a blowjob between men.
Was it for me to discover? Yes, I began
by playing the hero. Look, I have turned
my father’s secrets over to you.
Like him, I wanted to be an artist.

So here I am, telling his story, because it is also mine. Although ART’s were available
for six years before Dave’s death, they did not save his life—not because he couldn’t access
them, but because he continually failed to adhere to his regimen and developed resistance. I tend
to see this as a slow suicide rooted in denial. My father was an alcoholic and an addict and he ran
away from his problems and also his responsibilities. It is not my intention to heroize him or to
demonize him, although I’m sure that I do both at times. I wonder why he remained outside of
the margins of any queer community and why he refused to accept, even after his diagnosis, that
he was living with a virus that was linked in the popular imagination to queerness. I found out a
few years ago that he had a lover named Adam, who died in 1999. Adam was born in 1972—he
was only eight years older than me.
In some ways, my father’s death feels anachronistic, left over from an earlier time,
exceptional. My father was a white, middle-class, blond man, an adopted Californian from
Rhode Island, supposedly straight, although I’m not sure that his tiny shorts and mustache
convinced many people. He fits uneasily into both queer and AIDS history, into my own
personal history for that matter. My relationship to HIV/AIDS as well as to queer male sexuality
and culture has shifted since then. I’d say I operate at a queer angle to gay male-ness. My father
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was queer and closeted, and I came out as transgender after his death, so we never met in the
space we might have.
In 2010, I exhibited an audio installation called This Form is Just a Disguise as part of
the National Queer Arts Festival in San Francisco. This installation, in addition to collected
ephemera, featured a score composed from poems, quotes, soundscapes, and my father’s
outgoing message from his answering machine—the only recording I have of his voice. This was
an early attempt at working with a personal archive. In that case, I had to create the archive
because, well, my father was a regular guy, nothing special—no institution would be interested
in preserving the evidence of his life. Yes, he was regular, handsome, ready with a smile, life
was a beach. And yet, he was haunted.

Figure 0.1. Multimedia Installation, Queer Cultural Center.
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This Form Is Just a Disguise106
I remember going to my father’s memorial service, which took place, oddly, in a
primary-school classroom. There was no mention of AIDS, of course. His drinking buddies all
got up and attempted good cheer, going on about what a wild guy Dave was, the life of the party.
A neighbor held up a child’s painting and talked about how good my father was with his
children. What if I had stood up and yelled, No, he wasn’t good with children, actually, and no,
he wasn’t sick with cancer, he died of AIDS! Stand up with me if you agree! I didn’t know that
that was possible then.107 Outside the service, I remember the wife of the man who’d spoken so
glowingly about my father’s rapport with his children, asking discreetly about a rumor she had
heard. When it was confirmed, her knees buckled. Her body gave her away; she’d had a brush

From the Queer Cultural Center’s website: “Multimedia installation (two answering machines
with audio loops, found tables, letters, drawings, hair, mugwort, sage, sea glass, wood, rock, keys,
candles, other found objects, and father's tin coin bank, photographs and wooden doll). Dimensions
variable, 2010.” “Artist’s Statement: What absences haunt us collectively? In this installation, I present
reconstructed narratives of personal and collective queer history. Some of the narratives are fictional,
some conjectural, some archival. My motivation in the creation of this project was to trace the impulse of
my creative generation, in this case, a series of letters composed by a gay man in his late fifties to his
deceased and estranged former best friend/unrequited love object. The letters start off casual, but soon
start to give off the stink of denial—an inability to accept responsibility, reality, finality. The last letter
however, is a sort of utopic narrative—possibly in the past, possibly in an alternative present. This voice
(named Richie) haunted me; after he left, and the piece was finished, I realized that he was about the same
age as my father. My father died in 2002, a few months shy of his 50th birthday, from AIDS-related
complications. We were estranged, and I knew hardly anything about his life, but he (vaguely) clued me
in to his queerness before he passed. The voice of Lovemappings fits the standard of gay male life during
the AIDS epidemic that has come to stand as one of the dominant narratives of queer history. It was
perhaps a life my father might have led. I struggle to identify myself against the backdrop of both of these
narratives: the one so public, the other so secret. Aside from my voice, my current identity and experience
are not all that present in the piece. I am looking elsewhere, I am searching. I am recording. In its
compositional structure of fracture and cut-up, this installation seeks to let the ghosts get messy in our
ears, to let our loveletters surface in the silence, and to admit that it doesn’t make sense.”
https://queerculturalcenter.org/chronotopia-2010/
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with death. My father was a vector of contagion. You couldn’t tell by looking at him.108 But his
denial was dangerous to more than himself.
I stand at the window of this great house in the South of France as night falls, the night
which is leading me to the most terrible morning of my life. I have a drink in my hands,
there is a bottle at my elbow. I watch my reflection in the darkening gleam of the window
pane. My reflection is tall, perhaps rather like an arrow, my blond hair gleams. My face is
like a face I have seen many times. My ancestors conquered a continent, pushing across
death-laden plains, until they came to an ocean which faced away from Europe into a
darker past.109
This is the opening paragraph of Giovanni’s Room. James Baldwin’s protagonist, also
named David, has always reminded me of my father. My father was born in Brooklyn to an IrishCatholic family in the early 50s. He grew up in WASP-y Connecticut and Rhode Island towns.
He married his high school sweetheart, my mother, also, coincidentally, named Sue. (In
Giovanni’s Room, David sleeps with a friend named Sue—ostensibly using her body as a mirror
to reflect back the body he thinks he should want to see.) He moved to California with his new
wife and had a baby despite his best intentions not to. In a later scene in Giovanni’s Room, David
encounters an effeminate, gender-variant figure which fills him with disgust and the horror that
he could possibly be connected to someone like that, that he could become like that. I’ve come to
wonder if I line up with “it,” as Baldwin genders this figure. Perhaps that is the role I have come
to occupy—the transsexual gay son that magnifies my father’s queerness, implicates him by
association. Another form of contagion.
My father learned to repress everything that did not match the image of who he was
meant to be. I can see now how much this has to do with the inheritance of white masculinity in
this country—an inheritance that I have not exactly received, but taken up. It is a dangerous
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place and it is also the safest. Robert Reid-Pharr has argued that in Giovanni’s Room, Baldwin
delivers “an incredibly well-developed explication of the manner in which normative modes of
masculinity produce and are produced by a certain species of ‘aberrant’ racialized
homosexuality.” He goes on to write that, although the 1956 novel has often been viewed as a
deracialized, i.e. a “universal” representation of queerness, “the question of blackness, precisely
because of its very apparent absence, screams out at the turn of every page.”110 Baldwin’s novel
is about shame, about the repression of desire and the violence that can follow. It is also about
the violence of the very foundation of the United States and the silencing of that violence. I think
about how AIDS discourse has been dominated by white male voices and haunted by black
death. I see how my scholarship has the capacity to reproduce this violence, even with my best
intentions to do otherwise. It is my hope that including the autobiographical here is a step
towards turning the mirror into a window, allowing for transparency and also movement. I close
with a poem that I wrote for Adam, a wish for a different ending.

Like it’s 1999
for Adam (1972-1999)
Adam, are you weaving
down Diamond Street with him?
Maybe your vision is cloudy,
too much white dust in the air.
You leave the bar at the purple hour—
Pacific Beach is blocks away.
He wants to take you
in another direction.
If I could step in, step through
the twisted light—
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I would turn the music down
and love you in the sand.
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PART 1: NEIL GREENBERG

PROLOGUE:

“begin again and then begin again again” —D.A. Powell via Twitter

There is so much work behind the work. So many versions that might have been. I took
up this project in 2014, intending to submit it as a graduate seminar paper. I planned to look at
the work of the poet D.A. Powell as it reflected the shifting discourse of AIDS—from Tea
(1998), which responds to the loss of the speaker’s friends and the lifeworlds they made together
in the early years of the AIDS crisis to Chronic (2009), which places HIV/AIDS alongside other
managed illnesses—including cancer and climate change. I can’t remember now when Neil
Greenberg’s Not-About-AIDS-Dance (1994)111 entered the project, or even how it first came into
my awareness.
I do remember that it was the title of Greenberg’s dance and the prologue of Tea, which
begins: “This is not a book about AIDS,” that caught my attention—something about that “no”
that was also a “yes.” Dance and poetry were the two things I wrote about (and did) but so far the
two had kept to their own discrete circles. I resolved to bring together Powell and Greenberg,
who did not know of each other but were both openly HIV-positive survivors of the AIDS
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Not-About-AIDS-Dance (1994). Choreography and Text: Neil Greenberg. Lighting Design: Michael
Stiller. Music fragments compiled and arranged by: Zeena Parkins. Projections design by: John
Masterson. Projectionist: Melissa Arra. Performed by: Ellen Barnaby, Christopher Batenhorst, Neil
Greenberg, Justine Lynch, Jo McKendry. Recorded December 15, 1994 at The Kitchen, NYC by High
Risk Productions, Steve Brown, Director. Running Time: 50 minutes. Accessed on Neil Greenberg’s
Vimeo channel: https://vimeo.com/44322468
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crisis112 who made, and continue to make, significant bodies of work, while also serving as
teachers and mentors to younger artists and writers. I felt drawn to these two gay male artists
from the generation before me—in that queer way in which the quest for guidance overlaps with
a more nebulous form of desire.
Despite my enthusiasm, I didn’t finish the paper by the due date. I stuffed all of my
research into a white folder. Summer came. I took the folder to Fire Island for a birthday
vacation in July. Never opened it. From Fire Island, I was heading to California, thanks to a
travel grant, to spend three weeks writing poems, muddling through the archives of poet Thom
Gunn, and trying to materialize some facts, or at least gossip, about the queer nature of my
father’s life and his death from AIDS. I planned on bringing the folder—why not? The problem
was, I’d left my backpack on the LIRR on the way back from Fire Island. In the backpack was
my laptop, toiletries, wallet, books (including a library copy of the out-of-print Tea), journals,
and, of course, the folder. No luck at lost and found. I called every day for weeks and then
months. It was too overwhelming to even think about recreating the contents of that folder. The
loss of an archive.
In San Francisco I met with D.A. Powell, who, aside from being one of my favorite
poets, had been my teacher for a weeklong workshop at the Tin House Writers Workshop in
Portland in July 2012. I told him I was writing an essay about Tea and N-A-A-D. He’d never
heard of Neil Greenberg. I talked to him about the poems I wanted to write and the frequent
rejection of the poems I’d already written; about the ethics of exposing my father’s life; about
how to write about difficult things with lightness and humor—which is so much of what I admire
in his work. I was nervous talking to him and desperately seeking some sort of assurance. A
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week later I got an email from him: “I hope the rest of your time in SF went smoothly and that it
fed your writing and continues to feed it. You will feed others in ways you cannot know, but you
have to keep writing. I believe in you.”113
I was researching Thom Gunn’s archives at Berkeley for an archival initiative at the
Graduate Center called Lost & Found. I was interested in Gunn because he was a bad boy, like
my father. A habitué, we’ll say, of hard drugs and sex. I wanted to highlight a version of Gunn
different from the canonized AIDS elegist of The Man with Night Sweats114; I wanted to see
more of the chaps and speed. The more time I spent with his things, the more attached to him I
became. But then it was time to seek out my biological father, who, unlike Gunn, was never
“out” and, more devastatingly, had left no paper trail behind. In Southern California, I met with
my father’s best friend, my half-sister, and neighbors, visited his house, the hospital, the hospice,
obtained the death certificate with the word AIDS typed loudly into the space for “cause of
death,” and, beyond chasing his ghost, chased a lot of boys around. I wrote a few poems about all
that.
In the fall, I returned to school. I bought a new laptop. I tried not to think about my
incomplete. Then one day I received a call from the LIRR lost and found. They had my
backpack, two months later. All that was missing was my laptop and cash. The folder remained
intact. It was a minor miracle. Unfortunately, it didn’t result in me writing the paper. I started
many times. I’d pick up the Xeroxed copy of Powell’s book, read a few poems. I’d rewatch N-AA-D. I’d enter due dates into my calendar. But other things always felt more pressing.
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In April 2014, I began writing dance reviews regularly for The Brooklyn Rail and in the
fall of 2015, started as the Curatorial Fellow at Danspace Project, a dance presenting
organization founded in 1974, located inside of St. Marks Church in the East Village. Part of the
reason I was interested in the position was that one of the projects I’d be working on was a sixweek Platform that activated archives from dance artists who died of AIDS in the 80s and 90s
and investigated the gaps created in queer performance lineage by the AIDS crisis. The Platform,
co-curated by Ishmael Houston-Jones and Will Rawls, was titled Lost and Found, after a piece
made by the late dance artist John Bernd.
In February 2016, the Executive Director of Danspace, Judy Hussie-Taylor mentioned in
a meeting that Neil Greenberg was going to be reactivating material from N-A-A-D in an
upcoming performance at Danspace, part of Eiko Otake’s 2016 Platform: A Body in Places. I had
seen Greenberg perform once before and had been an audience member alongside him countless
times. But I had only seen N-A-A-D on video. I asked Judy to introduce us. Shortly thereafter, I
got an email from the other Lost & Found, checking in with me about a timeline for publishing
my Thom Gunn project.115 I’ve heard that finding connections between everything is an early
sign of schizophrenia. That may be true, but it’s also what poets do. Perhaps that’s why I’m more
interested in placement (choreography) than argument (meaning).
Writing this introduction,116 it feels a little like I’m waiting for the right time to jump in.
I’m scared. I’m procrastinating. Performance Studies scholar Peggy Phelan cautions away from
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descriptive and representational modes of writing, suggesting, instead, that the writing “enact the
affective force of the performance event again.”117 But how to do it? Especially if I wasn’t there
to begin with. The historical representation of the AIDS crisis, its public archive, is fraught
terrain. My own position, as a familial and cultural inheritor, is of one who is haunted. As a
researcher, I am who haunts. I have to feel for what is not tangible, have to follow hunches, and
tossed-away clues, if I am to not just reproduce the history that has already begun to cohere
about HIV/AIDS. This includes examining the mechanisms of archivization and canon
formation. Avery Gordon, in Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination,
points to the possibilities (and dangers) inherent in letting oneself be haunted:
Following the ghosts is about making a contact that changes you and refashions the social
relations in which you are located. It is about putting life back in where only a vague
memory or a bare trace was visible to those who bothered to look. It is sometimes about
writing ghost stories, stories that not only repair representational mistakes, but also strive
to understand the conditions under which a memory was produced in the first place,
toward a countermemory for the future.118
A countermemory for the future. Stories, memories, (incomplete) records. Derrida argues
that the archive is not a matter of the past. Rather, it “is a question of the future, the question of
the future itself, the question of a response, of a promise and of a responsibility for tomorrow.
The archive: if we want to know what that will have meant, we will only know in times to come.
Perhaps. Not tomorrow, but in times to come, later on or perhaps never.”119 There is a reparative
instinct that drives this quest—it is for us, now, where we are, perhaps a little too confident in the
narratives we’ve absorbed about queer history and the history of AIDS. There are always more
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stories than we can ever know. This is what pushes me forward, in my particular gait and pace.
Calling attention to the relation between the seeker and what is sought, Avery Gordon writes:
“we are part of the story, for better or worse: the ghost must speak to me in some way sometimes
similar to, sometimes distinct from how it may be speaking to the others.” 120 I want something
particular out of this encounter, even though I’m not quite sure yet what it is. It has something to
do with the gaps between my generation and the previous one. It surely involves nostalgia and
yearning, and grieving. At the end of one of the oral history tapes Neil Greenberg recorded with
Susan Kraft in 1995, he says, “Why do we do what we do? Because we need to do it. Whatever it
is. You need to be doing this interview in some weird way.”121
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CHAPTER ONE

“I don’t know what made this ‘private’ in the first place”:
Neil Greenberg’s Not-About-AIDS Dances

Haunted Archives

“We are places where things happen. In moments of trauma, the archive comes alive.”122

Due to the nature of the linkage between AIDS and mortality during the period of the
1980s – 1990s, it is rare, for me, that the subject of my research is both living and archived. I had
been spending time at the Library for Performing Arts watching recordings of performances and
listening to Greenberg’s recorded oral history, in addition to pulling up old reviews and writings
by him. Then I met him.123 To be honest, it was kind of a shock. He is a wonderful, warm man,
in the middle of his life— a mentor, an educator, a dance maker. I had been encountering him as
he was in the mid-90s, when he was grieving catastrophic losses around him and also processing
his own mortality, being HIV positive himself (not that that was evident in his affect). His is a
rare case in the archive. He is alive although he did not expect to be. But what is in the archive is
extremely valuable, because it preserves the feeling of that time. When we have conversations
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now, it yields new ways of looking for both of us. It also does away with the idea that we can
fully separate out what happened during those years from the present moment.
In December of 2017, I viewed video footage124 from Precarious, the event I mentioned
earlier that was part of Eiko Otake’s Platform, in which Neil and several other performers
performed solos in cycles so that there were simultaneous performances happening in different
spaces in the church. The evening was framed around a quote by Judith Butler about grief and
mourning.125 Kandice showed up with Karen Shimakawa. The simultaneity, the winter cold, the
sadness, the absences—all present and real. In the video, I saw more than I was able to see then,
or differently—it’s a different situation than never having been there at all. I had been there, and
now I was watching documentation that captured a different version from my direct experience. I
had thought I heard Polly [Motley] singing across the church, on the other side of the balcony, a
crooning song that crept into Neil’s piece. Watching the video, I saw her on the risers underneath
him, before traveling across the floor and singing to Beth [Gill]. It was strange and somewhat
exciting to see Neil and also to see what was happening simultaneously, like looking into a
dollhouse.
In the video, I saw myself enter the building, all bundled up. I think I was alone, and
meeting Mari[angela Lopez]. Knowing what was to come, watching the video, I felt a surge of
empathy, tenderness, protectiveness for myself. I remembered the experience of watching the
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performance, and feeling very moved, and then Neil coming up to me afterwards and shaking my
hand with a big smile and thanking me for our conversation, saying that it had really affected
him, and also his preparation of the piece. I felt flooded with emotion, smiled and then got away,
went into the dressing room that my friend Geo [Wyeth] had been performing in, and wiped
away my tears in front of the mirror. I felt both seen and acknowledged and also invisible and
alone. I felt raw, like Neil opened up an immense need inside of me—grief, the need to be cared
for. (G and I had also broken up less than two months prior.) It felt connected to my father’s
death, and all the reading and work I’d been doing, being so close to the pain and the deaths. I
felt like he really saw me, but it was all in passing. It also felt strange and uncomfortable to be
processing my emotions while in public. I packed it all away. But when I went to the space
where Arturo [Vidich] was performing, he touched me, whispered in my ear, and I felt that he
could sense my rawness.

Haunting the Archives
Not-about-AIDS-Dance premiered in 1994, when I was thirteen.126 I first watch it at the
Library of Performing Arts (NYPL), not realizing that it’s on Neil Greenberg’s Vimeo account in
full.127 I later rewatch it several times. This video is a haunting; it captures the ghost of a
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performance. An archive of a single iteration, it performs as a distillation of the whole run. I see
what the camera lets me see—which is very often the stage as a field; for the most part,
composition in space is privileged over the movements of the individual dancers, their facial
expressions, gestural details.128 The slides projected on the back wall become superimposed text
at the top of my screen. My relationship to the performance is made private via the video—I
don’t share time and space with the performers and the audience, I don’t function as part of a
group, what Jacques Rancière refers to as metexis, or partaking.129 Not all of my senses are
engaged, I am seeing more than feeling the performance. But certainly, there are advantages to
this type of viewing as well.
David Gere, in How to Make Dances in an Epidemic, citing the dance historian Marcia
Siegel’s embrace of and reliance on video documentation in her 1979 book The Shapes of
Change: Images of American Dance, writes: “These forms of documentation offer a perfect
response to the epistemic ephemerality of dance: On tape we can watch a dance again and again,
until it has impressed itself firmly on our retinas and memories.”130 While I agree that consulting
video is crucial, I hesitate to call video documentation “perfect,” (and to be fair, Gere also
disagrees with himself) as the very nature of dance is time-based and ephemeral. At the very
least, the video documentation must be acknowledged as flawed and constructed. Diana Taylor,
in her foundational text The Archive and the Repertoire, attempts to undo the idea of the archive
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as fixed and “unmediated.”131 “The live performance can never be captured or transmitted
through the archive,” she writes. “Embodied memory, because it is live, exceeds the archive’s
ability to capture it.”132 The archive is not comprehensive, nor is it stable—every time I watch a
recording, I have a different experience. There is no possibility of repetition when it comes to
performance or its reception. Joseph Roach writes that “no action or sequence of actions may be
performed exactly the same way twice; they must be reinvented or recreated at each appearance.
In this improvisational behavioral space, memory reveals itself as imagination.”133
The majority of Greenberg’s dance works are archived (52 of them digitally) along with a
nine-and-a-half hour oral history and transcript, in the AIDS Oral History Project, a project
initiated by Lesley Farlow at the Jerome Robbins Dance Division of The New York Public
Library for the Performing Arts. Farlow’s predecessor, Susan Kraft, conducted Greenberg’s
interviews. While still a graduate student in Performance Studies at NYU, Farlow started the
AIDS Oral History Project as a new branch of the already-existing Dance Oral History Project.
This was in 1987; Farlow took the initiative as a result of the swift and deadly impact of AIDS
she witnessed as a member of the dance community. She encountered great difficulty in finding
the first willing subject (“nobody wanted to come forward”)134—who ended up being Arnie
Zane, the late dance and life partner of choreographer Bill T. Jones. The interviews were focused
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on recording the artistic vision of the artist but often ended up opening up into their larger
biographies; although the AOHP brings together artists living with HIV or AIDS, it does not
reduce them to a single issue. In an event I organized at the Graduate Center, Farlow encouraged
people to go into the library and to sit down and listen to the oral histories. “Don’t read the
transcripts,” she cautioned, explaining that the voice itself communicates—through inflection,
pauses, timbre—so much more than the words themselves.
The AOHP, although itself marginal in origin, like many archives, has recorded the
histories and works of the least marginal subjects, in this case, primarily white gay men. There is
enormous value in having access to such a detailed record as Neil Greenberg’s. I am also aware
of the dangers of reinforcing the status of Greenberg as the exemplary HIV-positive subject.135 I
hope to simultaneously mine his archive136 for its record of one life and to consider the
institutional mechanisms that create this exemplarity. In Jacques Derrida’s oft-cited and
controversial Archive Fever, he establishes the inextricable relationship between conservation
and destruction that orchestrates the construction of knowledge. Distinguishing between memory
(internal) and record (external), while again pointing to the mutually constitutive bond between
them, he argues that repression is a key function of the archive, and suggests an alternative path,
which is “to archive otherwise, to repress the archive while archiving the repression.”137
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My aim here is not to reproduce the archive, but to reference it and linger in it and even
create gaps and spills within and around it. Part of how I will do this is to record the conditions
of my encounters—with the archive, with people, along with the thinking, viewing, and writing
that emerges out of the meeting place of my encounters and my experience. Much as Greenberg
includes movement and autobiographical material from earlier time periods in his work, creating
an accretive body of work, I, too, hope to chart my evolving relationship to both his work, and to
the history of the AIDS epidemic as relayed through performance. In Archive Fever, Derrida
records the time and place of his writing (“This example calls me back close to Naples and to
Pompeii, where I wrote these pages some ten days ago.”138), demonstrating not only that he
intends to produce a record that is not disembodied, abstract, aligned with invisible power, but
also, significantly, the ways in which his research impacts and reorients his own life story—and
how this, in turn, shapes his scholarship. My aim: To write otherwise: to enact a rendering of
singularity that is angled towards a countermemory of the AIDS epidemic, towards care and
relation.

A Crisis of Meaning
“He assumed that words had kept their meaning, that desires still pointed in a single direction,
and that ideas retained their logic.”139
In Foucault’s discussion of geneaology, he points to the historian Paul Ree as an example
of an approach to history that stands in opposition to Nietzche’s. This quote struck me upon
reading it as having a special resonance to the period and circumstances of which I write, when
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words, bodies, and desires were disrupted and rearranged. Addressing the frequent referencing of
N-A-A-D as his signature work, Greenberg says, “I didn’t think it was. I mean, at that time, it was
the next step for me artistically, which happened to occur at a really big moment in my personal
life.”140 N-A-A-D is frequently cited when it comes to dance that engages explicitly with
HIV/AIDS. It did mark a shift in Greenberg’s work, but I will be pulling out two of Greenberg’s
pieces that precede it order to mark both the development of his artistic strategies and aesthetics,
as well as to put some pressure to bear on N-A-A-D as the first of his works to focus on the
(not)aboutness of AIDS. In MacGuffin (1987) and Stage-Gun-Dance (1988), Greenberg began to
directly address the problem of meaning-making, or signification, in dance, primarily through the
use of text as it interacted with the movement and bodies on stage. While the problem of
meaning-making may seem like solely an aesthetic or philosophical problem, it was, in these
works, as in N-A-A-D, deeply intertwined with Greenberg’s world being impacted by HIV/AIDS.
In these works, although AIDS is unnamed, there is a distinct atmosphere of suspicion and
foreboding, of tricks and knowing winks. While the specific naming (and negation) of AIDS and
HIV in N-A-A-D is quite significant, as I will discuss shortly, Greenberg’s earlier works also
mark the historical conjuncture where the signification of his body and those close to his
underwent a sudden shift.141
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In this chapter, I will demonstrate how Greenberg’s engagement with meaning-making
evolves out of his experience dancing for choreographer Merce Cunningham and shows up
clearly in his works MacGuffin (1987) and Stage-Gun-Dance (1988). These works emphasize the
materiality and apparatus of the theater as well as the performative nature of identity. The theater
becomes a pedagogical space where Greenberg retrains the audience to simultaneously perceive
the constuctedness of the dance production and to see the subjectivity and history of the dancers
who are performing for them. The use of biographical information—i.e., the revealing of
“secrets” on his own part and on behalf of his dancers, throws into crisis common sense notions
of public and private. While the disclosure of his own seropositivity is perhaps the central reveal
of the work, Greenberg’s inclusion of the dancers’ biographical information show the scale of
tragedy as particular but also in-common, as well as revealing a circuit of care that exists
between them, across serostatus.

Beginnings: Merce Cunningham and the Problem of Meaning-Making
That Greenberg was trained by and performed with Cunningham put him on the map, so
to speak. He credits landing his first showing, at age 19, at Dance Theater Workshop in 1978 to
being in the Cunningham company. Although he left the company in 1986 to create his own
work, Cunningham had a lasting effect on him. Cunningham had himself defected from Martha
Graham, and created a style that was irregular and mathematic, cool and abstract—in opposition
to Graham’s highly dramatic and narrative approach, and a choreographic vocabulary in which
every movement was built upon by what preceded it, and always infused with semantic or
affective meaning. Training for Cunningham was specific in its emphasis on strengthening the
torso and making it more flexible, but more importantly, he trained his dancers to be available
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for anything, to cultivate their internal sense(s) of direction, and to work from multiple of centers
rather than Graham’s one center, the pelvis.
Greenberg moved to New York City in 1976 from Minnesota and joined the Cunningham
company in 1979. Both Cunningham and his partner John Cage, the minimalist musician, relied
on chance operations for movement and music. For the viewer, the effect could be daringly
skillful and oddly beautiful, with brief intimations at microdramas and character. For Greenberg
in the studio, there was a fascination in watching the dancers in rehearsal, precisely because he
knew them, and his knowledge of them inflected his experience of the work. This would go on to
be an influence for N-A-A-D. He wanted to try out pushing the audience’s knowledge of the
dancers they saw in front of them, that is to say, pushing the knowledge beyond their present
instantiation, and into their personal histories. It was an experiment also inspired by the 1970s
musical A Chorus Line,142 which is based on the lives of performers as they struggle to succeed
on Broadway.
Greenberg grew up an effeminate child in Minnesota, listening to showtunes and finding
discreet identifications that helped him to express his queer sexuality. He has described his
experiences of performing with Cunningham as liberating after his early experiences in ballet
where he had to act out a role, usually a heterosexual one. He could be himself, without acting,
as a Cunningham dancer.143 And yet there were limits. Greenberg has continued to think about
and struggle with Cunningham’s relative closetedness. In a piece he published in 2017, he wrote
of interviewing Cunningham about his sexuality and how it influenced his work: “When I asked
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if he felt such personal information [namely sexuality] is relevant to an understanding of an
artist’s work, he replied with a definitive, ‘Not to me. I don’t care whether they’re gay or not
gay. If the work is interesting that’s the first thing I see.’144 But Cunningham also agreed that his
efforts to go beyond his own preferences through the use of chance mechanisms could be seen to
have political ramifications, creating the conditions for a broader range of possibilities than those
allowed by culturally constructed tastes.”145
Writing about Greenberg’s work in 1989, a NY Times critic locates him as straddling
Cunningham’s open-identification, abstract style and a newer identity-infused approach: “Here
were the bursts of sheer movement and the touches of irony…. [that demonstrate] the precarious
balance that new dance has chosen between dance for its own sake and for anything but its own
sake.”146 By de-abstracting the movement (the conditions of its making, etc.) and bringing
subjectivity to the performers, placing them in context, Greenberg treats performance as a site
that is infused with political friction, while not letting go of singularity. And as the AIDS
epidemic continues, the stakes become increasingly high.
Greenberg’s turn towards autobiography and a postmodern aesthetic was directly
connected to his extended exposure to Cunningham’s embrace of objectivity. Although
Cunningham’s work, with its use of chance operations, and rejection of narrative and character,
was viewed as objective, Greenberg points out: “No human work is ever going to be purely
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objective.”147 He finds Cunningham’s lack of acknowledgement of subjectivity to be somewhat
dishonest. Subjectivity was a primary facet of modern dance, and in a sense what Cunningham
was turning away from (and this includes theatrical conventions as well as composition).
Greenberg sought not that kind of subjectivity, but rather one that is “nearly objective in its
subjectivity…self-referential, self-analytical.”148 “This work is seen through the eyes of Neil.”
Unlike Cunningham, who used space in a way that invited multiple perspectives and
experiences, Greenberg sought to direct the viewer’s gaze, taking up the most “prized” sections
of the stage: center-center, downstage, and clearly signifying that “This is a performance and I
know that it is a performance. You’re not happening upon something—a rehearsal, etc.”149
Significantly, many of Cunningham’s performance events were called Happenings.

MacGuffin, or How Meanings Get Lost: The Red Herring in the Room
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Figure 1.1. MacGuffin, photograph by Erin Flynn, courtesy of Neil Greenberg.

Greenberg’s works, made post-diagnosis, beginning with MacGuffin, or How Meanings
Get Lost (1987),150 explicitly address the slipperiness between abstract and representative
movement through repeating movement patterns and labeling them in various dramatic,
symbolic, or technical nomenclatures. This pointed reference to interpretation exposes the
processes that are already happening in the theater—the mapping of meaning onto bodies and
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MacGuffin or How Meanings Get Lost (1987). Choreography and Text: Neil Greenberg.
Projections design: Stephanie Rudolph. Lighting: Julie Archer. Set Coordinator: Mark Tambella.
Performed by: Christopher Batenhorst, Neil Greenberg, and Sondra Loring. Recorded by Character
Generators / Video at La Mama, E.T.C. on November 21, 1987 by Michael Schwartz.
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movement—and in doing so, throws into crisis the audience’s ability to assume they know how
to make sense of what they are seeing. The figure of the MacGuffin, Alfred Hitchcock’s device
for inserting a red herring into his mystery plot, appears both in the title, and also lettered in a red
silk cape that Greenberg dons on occasion throughout the piece. Meanings can be
overdetermined, but they can also be lost. The MacGuffin prevents the viewer from seeing what
is truly important, indeed, necessary for solving the crime—or surviving.
The recording of MacGuffin that I viewed was filmed on November 21, 1987 at LaMama
Galeria, a still-existing performance space in the Lower East Side. The previous March, ACT UP
was formed and Greenberg learned that he was HIV positive. In fact, had tested positive a year
before, in 1986, but had not been informed because he was in a trial. New York Magazine billed
MacGuffin simply as “a dance without music.”151 This is the first piece in which Neil used
written text. Much of the movement in MacGuffin is theatrical, stylized, balletic, campy,
oversized. An early phrase consists of a dancer delicately knocking their wrists together in an arc
around themselves while looking upwards (this material was lifted from the dream ballet
sequence in Oklahoma, choreographed by Agnes DeMille).152 Several minutes into the
performance, cards are revealed which say, The following sequence may be seen as: a flower
blooming…hope…the dynamics of a relationship…an example of the victim mentality…an
expression of joy…. a lot of jumping. Laughter can be heard in the audience, as viewers register
how they are being manipulated—how they are the butt of the joke, and yet somehow, so is
Greenberg. Or perhaps, maybe it’s just dance that’s being revealed as too mannered, too self-
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serious, too artificial. Greenberg explains: “I was trying to simultaneously make fun of [dance]
and honor it; commenting on the thing and being the thing.”153
While dance was the primary subject of MacGuffin, there were also moments that
occurred—all the more unsettling for their lack of commentary—that appeared to reference
Greenberg himself. One placard read, How’s your substance problem going? Even watching the
video, I could sense the palpable discomfort in the audience. Greenberg says: “That placard hit
people hard, because nearly everybody has one.”154 There was another placard referencing
atheism—this was another example of, as he puts it, “bringing my despair out onto the stage.”155
These brief allusions to substance abuse and undergoing a crisis of meaning created brief
affective holding zones amidst the theatrical melodrama and prop-heavy spectacle of the
performance.
Every so often, the three performers (Greenberg, Batenhorst, and Sondra Loring) adopt a
disguise: Greenberg dons a red silk robe with MacGuffin written on it, in which he slithers on the
floor; Batenhorst wears a moustache and/or a gauzy black cape which goes to his midriff and
floats about his face as he dances. Loring, who wears a ratty blond wig and/or a torero jacket,
performs high kicks, looking at the audience after each one, as if bragging. Each performer bows
to the audience when they have finished their display.
At another point they form a circle and walk for a few seconds, before stopping abruptly
and looking around, and then restarting, until they are reversing and scattering across the stage in
ever-faster rings. The performers’ relationship to the stage, especially Greenberg’s, as he is
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considerably taller and lankier than the other two, is notable in that the stage exudes a humility
and level of casualness that is humorously acknowledged through the wildly overblown and
hyper-kinetic movement as well as the performers jumping on and off the corners of the stage
and directly addressing the audience with their gaze.
Greenberg describes “the Greenberg attitude in acting,” especially in his earlier work, as
a layered-on device, an additional theatrical element, much like sound or lighting. His performers
all learn “the Greenberg look.”156 They look at the audience, not at each other, in an attempt to
make it very clear that what the audience is watching is indeed a performance. And that they are
aware that they are performing in it. “This is no fourth wall stuff,” Greenberg says. And yet they
are also encouraged to be themselves, and to experience the performance and the audience. “At
one point in N-A-A-D, I scan the audience left to right. ‘I’m here, you’re here. Help me!’ I think
that’s what I’m saying. I’m not acting.”157
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Stage-Gun-Dance: Distrust and Deferral

Figure 1.2. Stage-Gun-Dance. Photo by Tom Brazil, courtesy of Neil Greenberg.

The materiality and function of the stage is brought forward explicitly in Greenberg’s
next work, Stage-Gun-Dance, performed at Danspace Project in October, 1988.158 The “stage” of
Danspace is the floor of St. Mark’s Church, a wide-open space bounded only by curtains that run
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along the left side, across the back, and on the right. In the first few moments of the piece,
Greenberg carries out a prop, which he lays on the ground and unfolds, revealing it to be an
outline of a black box. After dancing within its boundaries briefly, he packs it up and exits.
Almost immediately, another stage, heavy and tangible, is wheeled onto the floor. The two
additional stages call attention to the staging of the work, to the thematic of display (of bodies),
while also serving as spatial constraints. While the first is more phantasmatic, only a boundary
on the floor (but more than tape), the second is bulky and awkward, ostentatious, unnecessary.
The platformed stage is rolled on and off the floor by the dancers (rather than a tech
person). Movement that takes place on this stage is often bracketed as “material” for the
audience. At one point, Greenberg performs a solo on the stage, steps down and is replaced by
another dancer, who then steps down, until there is a stream of bodies, quickly replacing each
other. At another point, Batenhorst is on the stage executing a sequence where his arms move
back and forth in a wave-like motion; he is consequently joined on the stage by several others,
and they become, lined up one behind the other, one centipede-like body, with a dozen pair of
arms.
Greenberg is clearly interested in disrupting audience expectation and in making that
expectation visible in the process. While Loring is dancing a solo, a slide appears that reads,
Don’t believe her, she’s lying. Since there is nothing representational or dramatic about her
movements, this slide produces some titters; yet it serves to question the notion of “pure dance”
that Cunningham and others put forth, and calls into question who we might see as trustworthy
or honest, and how that is inflected by gender and race. It also plays on the trope of dance as
communication. This non sequitur also feels closely related to the piece’s description in New
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York Magazine as a “dance noir”159 in that it contributes an aura of mystery. Don’t trust
appearances. The frequent blackouts and the appearance of knives and guns contribute to this as
well. In the genre of film noir, there is always a sense of something not quite right, of foreboding
(often accentuated by dramatic music). S-G-D follows MacGuffin in its allusion to this genre,
continuing to needle questions of meaning and representationability in dance.
In another humorous instance of a reversal of expectations, a performer runs behind the
curtain, around the periphery of the stage, making a lot of noise with his feet and causing the
curtain to billow out. As he emerges, landing loudly onstage, a slide announces: Here’s
Christopher. The text reads as a dramatic announcement, of the late-night talk show variety.
Hereeeeee’s Christopher! As Batenhorst continues to dance, with sharp movements and a
confrontational, almost hostile expression on his face, the next slide reads: Lost in a mysterious
universe. When Batenhorst exits stage left, the audience again hears him circling the periphery
behind the curtain heading towards stage right. How disorienting and hilarious then, when
Batenhorst reemerges from the left. Another performer had circled around and we hadn’t known
the difference. It feels like a pointed lesson, it feels like a cheap gag, it feels like a rush of
pleasure at the revelation of the unexpected.
The slides in S-G-D provide a running commentary for the piece, which also mediates the
audience’s experience, taking them out of, or at least complicating the immediacy of, the
temporal unity of the performance. This material might not appear again. This statement creates
an uncertainty, perhaps even an anxiety; the material becomes significant, rare, in its possible
obsolescence. Of course, “this material” could also refer to the body, and its unknown time span,
or expiration date. With the appearance of the slide, This material might be in the wrong place,
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the process of the making of the piece is made visible, and the choreographer’s choices are called
into question. This articulation also calls into question the finality of the piece that the audience
is attending, generally assumed to be “finished” once it is presented as a full-length evening.
Perhaps it allows for a delaying of the finite.
This sense of delay or deferral is also reflected in the role of the titular gun. Before it
appears, a slide reads, If a gun goes off, the dance is over. (This slide is repeated towards the end
of the performance.) When the gun does appear, it is carried onstage on a pillow, and then
handed person to person in a diagonal line before finally returning to the pillow and being carried
offstage again. During a solo performed by Greenberg on the stage, in which, The choreographer
sums it up (note the third person), Panetta appears from behind the curtain, and shoots a (stage)
gun into the air. Greenberg continues to dance. Loring replaces and mimics Panetta, to the same
effect. Finally, Batenhorst fires, and Greenberg freezes, a moment before blackout. The end.
Third time’s the charm? Three strikes and you’re out? There is no single clear message here, and
that ambivalence contributes to a sense of unease, so that the ending, while relying on a gag,
doesn’t feel totally playful.
The three nouns in the title, held together by hyphens, the three shots, the three stages
that appear in the piece, all anticipate the trilogy that Greenberg goes on to create after this point
(the third trilogy containing its own self-contained trilogy). What is it about three?160 The last
performance in the trilogy is named Part Three: Luck, obliquely referencing Greenberg’s
survival in the midst of widespread dying. What different relationship to his audience does he
seek moving into his trilogy? He moves from third person to primarily first with a bit of third
mixed in. In Stage-Gun-Dance, the title is completely descriptive, and yet, it does not at all
Greenberg also created an eerily prescient “war” trilogy: Hero, (1982), Amnesty (1985), and
Morphine (1986). Outside of current scope, but hoping to write more about them.
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contain the dance. One way to read it is that stage and gun modify dance—this would seem to be
supported by the use of hyphens. Another way is to read dance as just another object, equal to the
other two, as material. Not-About-AIDS-Dance follows the same strategy of nomination, with the
hyphens loosely putting all words into relationship. The stage and the gun are props that function
as a literal description in the title. They are also constraints that serve as conditions for the piece.
Is it possible to read Not-About-AIDS in relationship to Dance in a similar way, where the
constraint shapes, but also makes possible the conditions for the creation and context of the
work?161 I will be address this further in my discussion of Not-About-AIDS-Dance.
Recalling that Stage-Gun-Dance was made a year after Greenberg learned that he was
HIV positive, certain moments flare up as, not representations of, but perhaps allusions to, or
resulting from, the noir-like environment of a period in which people were dying without much
public acknowledgment. The stream of bodies crossing the stage one after another evokes the
seemingly unending deaths related to AIDS. The brief appearances of eye patches on the dancers
conjure both a precarious, or marked body, and also an example of operating under a constraint.
In the tradition of Cunningham, a restraint was a chance operation that helped the choreographer
access/create material that he wouldn’t otherwise get to based on their habitual ways of working.
Constraint in Greenberg’s work, although also linked to chance determination, in its decision to
include life events and record improvisations, shows itself as not random, linking the social body
and the discursive body to the dancer’s body.
At what point does the movement become material? Once it’s recorded? Transferred to
another body? Brought into the performance? There is also a relationship to life events becoming
material. Greenberg’s insistence on labeling his movement sequences as “material,” on telling
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the audience if they are “new” or not, identifies them as work, as historical, and roots them in the
materiality of life and death. This happens alongside the process of articulating his life events
and transforming them into “material” for his dances. Life is material for the performance and
also becomes material once recorded, once witnessed.

Nonfiction Composition: Not-About-AIDS-Dance
Not-About-AIDS-Dance premiered at The Kitchen in May, 1994, the deadliest year on
record for AIDS deaths (only to be exceeded in 1995, after which it would start to drop). It was
also two years before the arrival of the “cocktail” or protease inhibitors, which would drastically
affect life chances for those who had access to them. In 1982, the first person that Greenberg
knew died of AIDS (or GRID at the time), and in 1987, he found out that he was positive.162 In
1993, Greenberg lost his brother, Jon Greenberg, a gay man who was prominent in ACT UP NY,
along with eight other friends, to AIDS. As I’ve discussed, in previous works, dating back to the
early 80s, Greenberg had utilized text in his work which referred to what the performers,
including himself, were doing. He had already made the decision for his next piece to be more
explicitly aimed at revealing the private lives of performers (originally titling it Secrets of
Identity), when these deaths drove into him with such force that he felt compelled to reveal them
publicly, along with his own HIV-positive status, thereby making AIDS an explicit referent in
the work.
The title however, refuses to hand everything over to the domain of signification. It
refuses to represent AIDS; rather, it reveals it as something known both affectively and
somatically. While Greenberg’s performance text does refer explicitly to AIDS, the movement
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vocabulary and structure is itself inextricable from the reach of AIDS. As I have demonstrated, a
thruline in Greenberg’s choreographic work, since leaving Merce Cunningham’s company in
1986, has been the instability of meaning-making in dance. The title of N-A-A-D reflects the twin
desires of orienting and disorienting the audience.
Neil Greenberg refers to N-A-A-D, along with the subsequent works, The Disco Project163
and (the three-part) Part 3: (My Fair Lady), (Judy Garland), and (Luck),164 as his “nonfiction
project.” While he did not set out to make a trilogy (while making N-A-A-D, he was not sure if
he would live to make another project), what holds the trilogy together is its autobiographical
textual component, which does not appear in his subsequent works (in later work he starts to play
with parafictional text). Starting with N-A-A-D, Greenberg wrote auto/biographical text and
projected it on the wall behind the dancers. The text refers largely to events that happened over
the course of the making of the dance, but also extends prior to that period and into the present
time of the performance.
While Greenberg, with a self-knowing and, at times, comic transparency, centers his
experience in the piece, several strategies work to subvert the one-to-one correlation of one
particular individual and AIDS, including the afore-mentioned title, the use of projected text
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behind the dancing body (rather than emitting from Greenberg’s body), the practice of
incorporating choreographic quotes from other bodies, the inclusion of disclosures on the parts of
the other dancers (although it should be noted that the perspective is always issuing from
Greenberg, the narrator), the circulation of movement material that originated in Greenberg’s
body among the bodies of the dancers, and the citations and recontextualizations of previous
works, which serve to destabilize the temporal frame of the present, opening up the experience
and knowledge belonging to the present into more expansive possibilities.
In N-A-A-D, a healthy tension exists between the nonfiction quality of the performance
and the refusal to let the content or the about–ness take precedence over the non-semantic
elements of the performance, namely, dance. Not-About-AIDS-Dance. It’s a title that messes with
you. Greenberg writes: “I chose a title that might provide an arena within which a viewer’s
thoughts might play (or even battle)…. something to involve the viewer’s mind, perhaps
providing the false-confidence that something concrete is being represented.”165 Those four
capitalized letters scream off the page, nearly bursting out of the hyphens that frame them. And
yet, Greenberg is asking us to look beyond and around this word, and, therefore, to see AIDS as
part of the terrain. As David Román notes: “In Greenberg’s trilogy, AIDS is not just a theme; it
is a constraint placed on the dance itself. It informs and conditions the process of the dance in its
creation, rehearsal, and performance.”166 Greenberg says in his 1995 oral history interview, “This
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is not ‘about’ anything, this just is, whatever it is.”167 “About” also connotes a system of
meaning, of sense-making, and there is not much meaning to be found in the senseless losses that
are documented within this piece or around it. But while meaning, in the sense of thematics, is
not Greenberg’s primary concern, the relationship, the in-between (think hyphens as linking
devices), the structure, provides its own kind of meaning.

Text and Time
Greenberg decided that for this project, in addition to material collected in interviews
prior to beginning the rehearsal process, he would include personal information about the
performers (including but not limited to himself) that arose during the making of the piece. For
instance, Ellen’s mother dies and she goes to Houston for the funeral. Jo leaves to choreograph
an opera in Sydney. The inclusion of personal information from the other performers emphasizes
that the presence of grief and loss, large and small, are universal experiences. And yet, they are
particularized. While the temporality of the performance hovers beyond the reach of historical
time, the making of the work (usually not visible to an audience) marks and memorializes loss.
For instance, one slide reads, At this point in making the dance Ellen’s mother died. The
audience gleans this information from the text as Ellen moves in front of them, inviting them to
consider her as more than a body existing only in the present, but as a body with history.
Referring to a point in the making of the dance when one of the dancers Jo left to choreograph an
opera in Australia, a slide reads, Sydney music critics said Jo’s work on the opera was banal,

1996. I hope to contribute to his analysis through focusing on what these performances show us about life
before protease inhibitors were available.
Greenberg, “Interview with Neil Greenberg [sound recording].” I will return to this in
reference to the impact of the death of Greenberg’s brother Jon.
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silly, unnecessary and her dancing weak. This last example shows how the performers, and the
choreographer, care for Jo—how her absence is registered and built into the dance. Greenberg
describes N-A-A-D as:
a piece that made us more equal. I’m not the only person on the stage. Even though of
course these dances are my subjective experience. Movement is clearly coming from me,
it’s not coming from them. And therefore it’s about my body. How weird, to try to get
people to move like me. Talk about being the center of the universe. … It didn’t feel right
to be making pieces about me – [with] the dancer’s hard work and support and
dedication. As my worldview was opening up and I was seeing that there were other
people in the universe, it didn’t make sense to make pieces that were about me.168
Working in this way, Greenberg records the extra-dance conditions of the dance being
made, connecting the performance to the individual lives of the performers as well as to the
larger historical and cultural ecosystem that it is made (and viewed) within. Diana Taylor refers
to performance as “simultaneously ‘real’ and ‘constructed;’”169 in her case, she is referring
primarily to the event-ness of the performance, as something that is experienced by performers
and audiences alike. This resonates with and is perhaps complicated by, Greenberg’s explicit
references to the constructed nature of the performance, along with the insistence of the realities
surrounding it, which are brought into the theater by the performers.
Greenberg is aware that the meaning attributed to language is often antithetical to the
types of meaning that can be accessed through dance, including the “perceptual, sensual, [and]
ontological.”170 Diana Taylor has pointed out that “The dominance of language and writing has
come to stand for meaning itself.”171 This tendency can be observed in the fact that, though
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Greenberg includes autobiographical text, the response of two critics intimate that his movement
might be read narratively as well. Jack Anderson, reviewing the trilogy in 1996, selects the title:
“Writing a Diary with Choreography.”172 Allan Ulrich, writing for the SF Examiner, gets a little
closer when he refers to the work as a “kinetic diary.”173 The use of the word “diary” here of
course still prioritizes language, and places dance within the sphere of language rather than
alongside it. In many dance traditions, including that of ballet, it has been standard practice to
narrate story through movement. While the shift to autobiography from canonic tales is certainly
something to note, Greenberg’s project is in fact much more radical, in that his choreography
does not cohere to tell the story of a life; rather, it serves as evidence of that life. In this regard,
the term “kinetic diary” is actually relevant, although perhaps “kinetic archive” or “kinetic
record” would be more accurate, and work to dislodge the (dominating) association with
language. Instead, it would focus on the way in which the recorded improvisations and life
events are collected and relayed through composition, or the arrangement of the movement
material in time and space and in particular bodies.
Greenberg says: “I think with Not-About-AIDS-Dance, I was using the self-revelations of
the performers as a tactic, thinking that maybe if the audience knew something about the
dancers, they’d be able to connect to the dancing, and all the particular kinds of meaningfulness
that dance can provide.”174 So one function of the text, which may seem counter-intuitive, is to
really experience the dancing, and not just see it as representational. This is able to happen
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without the movement being overdetermined by the text through the use of projection. He
explains:
[When text is read or audible], the text is tied to time and a word with a movement,
practically. And you take it literally. And this is more spatial. It actually brings your
focus up. It opens the skies, if anything, because of where we’ve placed it. But more
importantly it just isn’t tied to time.175
With written text, there’s sufficient disconnect from the dancer(s) and stage-picture, in
both time and space. The viewer is therefore challenged to hold these two different media
together simultaneously—the dancing and the written text—and negotiate the poetics of
perhaps not being able to connect them or separate them, but nevertheless to experience
them. These are the poetics that interest me, far more than any “about.”176
Greenberg’s term “stage-picture” recalls Foucault’s reflection on Magritte’s painting in
This is Not a Pipe, where he attends to the function and effect of words within the field of the
painting, contrasting them with the effect of words on the page; contrasting as well the
experience of the viewer versus the reader. In the painting, words and image are “of the same
cloth,” made of the same material.177 Foucault notes the distinct experience of encountering
“images of text” in the painting.178 Likewise, one sees text differently on a stage; it is a visual
element, it is part of the composition. Unlike a painting, the performance is ephemeral, and so is
the text. Greenberg’s text is in fact made out of light, briefly making contact with the back wall
before disappearing. Like Magritte’s pipe, the dancing, taking place simultaneously with the text,
“extends the writing more than it illustrates it or fills its void.”179 In the painting, the text is
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placed below the image, but in the theater, the text floats above the dancing. This open and
spatialized approach to time creates an environment where the “about” and the “not-about” can
coexist, where the theater can hold but not absorb the nonfictional worlds that are hailed within
its walls, where AIDS doesn’t become sensationalized, but is not kept hidden either.
Greenberg’s fear of foregrounding the “about” was weighed against the realization that,
in previous works he had made, audiences weren’t “getting” the meaning he was intending to
express. In the context of the losses he was experiencing due to AIDS, the balance tipped
towards needing more control over what meaning would be communicated: “I think I turned to
language to make sure this struggle was explicitly addressed.”180 Which returns us to the title.
It’s important that AIDS is present. It is taking place, present in the time-space of the theater,
coterminous with the dance itself. It is a marker of the present.
The choice that Greenberg made to title his piece as he did points to a heightened
awareness of the politics and grammar of signification, as it related to the meaning that was
made out of bodies and dance in the era of AIDS. Workshopping an early draft of this chapter,
one of my colleagues, Danica, said, “I just keep thinking about ‘This is not a pipe.’” This is not a
pipe. This is not about AIDS. Of course! Magritte’s famous (infamous?) painting, which led
Michel Foucault on a long and rambling journey around representation and language. I checked
Foucault’s slim book out of the library, wondering if this would result in checking it back in with
only a few pages read, as tends to happen with me and Foucault. But this was different. There
was a conversational tone that I found quite enjoyable, a looseness that felt somewhat connected
to the dialogical nature of the work, informed by Foucault’s ongoing relationship to Magritte. It
reminded me of my own way of working (as well as Derrida’s in Archive Fever), both directly
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with the artist (Neil) and with the artist’s work, trying to get what I needed to get from it, trying
to let it teach me with all of its many levels of meaning. Meaning that travels beyond the time of
its making. José Esteban Muñoz, in Cruising Utopia, writes about the “queer intimacies” struck
up between the artist and their objects/muses, about the “performative collaboration between
artist and writer” that is foundational to his work and his friendships.181 This hearkens me back
to Avery Gordon’s concept of being haunted, and how we write from our particular situatedness,
which is always a meeting-place.
But to return to the not-pipe, and the not-about: Foucault, always attentive to structures of
power, explains that the negation of the text contains and displays the directive affirmation that
precedes it, i.e., “This IS a pipe.” This is magnified in the case of the second version of the
painting, in which an easel is depicted containing the text and image, thereby conjuring a
“pedagogic space”182 and exposing the conditions of the learning process: how a word gets stuck
to an object (or a body). An awareness of its own conditions is a hallmark of post-structuralist
work and an investigation that drove much of Greenberg’s work. Operating within an arts
economy where critics were quick to label work as either abstract or narrative, Greenberg sought
to knock the binary off-course by invoking the inevitable association with identity art often
assigned to minoritarian artists, and in showcasing it, perhaps loosening its hold. The New
Yorker critic Arlene Croce, months after Greenberg’s debut, explicitly trashed Greenberg’s
contemporary, Bill. T. Jones, dismissing “AIDS dance” as “victim art.”183 Croce famously
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refused to view Jones’s 1994 work, Still/Here (which Assotto Saint participated in, as will be
discussed in Part II), using her refusal as a launching pad from which to direct her anger at the
identity-based and interdisciplinary aesthetics of the 80s. She did not comment on N-A-A-D.
Foucault argues that, inevitably, the simple lesson will be disrupted, will slip off the wall,
and when “the frame loosens… words are scattered”184 Here’s Magritte, quoted by Foucault:
“The titles are chosen in such a way as to keep anyone from assigning my paintings to the
familiar region that habitual thought appeals to in order to escape perplexity.”185 In Greenberg’s
title, the naming is a description composed of negation, held together by a string of hyphens,
which themselves call attention to the precarious and perplexing relationship being formed
syntactically. The framing of a piece by a title, looked to as a guide for interpretation, turns back
on the seeker of knowledge to read differently—what takes place within the title, takes place in
the performance. The meaning is made in relationship, in structure—it moves. In placing his
already-marked-as-homosexual but also white, healthy-looking and highly skilled dancer body
on a stage and identifying it with AIDS, Greenberg creates a disruption and a contradiction, and
also fuels assumptions all at once.

Pedagogic Space
I’d like to return to Foucault’s description of the pedagogic space in order to tease out a
bit more what I have been exploring over the course of this chapter, without quite naming it, and
that is the use of autobiography as a pedagogical tool in the theater. While traditionally, in a
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Western context, a performance is designed to evoke the transcendence of time, so that the
temporality of performance is outside of reality, N-A-A-D, through alluding to specific historical
moments, slides in and out of that temporality. As the dance critic Leigh Witchel puts it, through
the use of the projected text, “the work is moved out of the eternal present of classical dance into
specific, desperate moments.”186 Jack Anderson, writing for the New York Times, also comments
on the two types of time functioning in the work, contrasting “theatrical time (the choreography)
[which] is repeatable…[with the] autobiographical statements in the slide projections.”187
Paul John Eakin, in Fictions in Autobiography, positions autobiographers as
simultaneously artists and historians; “that the self is at the center is itself a fictive structure,” he
writes.188 This is something that Greenberg emphasizes rather than obscures in his work. Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick has posited that “I” may be a useful heuristic for constructing a self.189 She,
like Eakin, emphasizes the performativity of the “I,” what Eakin calls “the performance of the
autobiographical act.”190 Ann Cooper Albright, writing about autobiographical dance, follows
this tradition as she questions how the presence of a live “I” (in her example, speaking) on stage
affects an audience differently than a written “I” might affect a reader.191 She argues that the live
audience participates in a reciprocal exchange, in which they consider the histories of their
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bodies in conjunction with the history of the body on stage. She calls this “response-ability,”192
intimating that a somatic experience occurs simultaneously with and possibly creates, the
conditions for a new understanding of the cultural position of the viewer.
The dance artist Lucy Sexton, of the performance duo DANCENOISE, a contemporary
and friend of Greenberg, describes her experience as a spectator at N-A-A-D as agential and
dialectic: “what is most striking and truly extraordinary is Neil’s generosity and sense of
inclusion with respect to us, the audience… I am, as viewer, left free to construct the intersection
between the intimate information I’m being told and the balletically elegant movement being
done in front of me.193 Further, in her review, Sexton makes a direct link between Greenberg’s
performance and personal losses in her own life, as well as her experience of being a caretaker
for friends living with AIDS.
Going back to the idea of the performance of the autobiographical act—and here we may
consider this as a movement structure or gesture—Cooper makes the important point that while
bodily experience is often understood as raw material for dance, “it is recognizable only through
consciousness, be it physical or intellectual consciousness.” Indeed, she continues,
“autobiographical performances are often complex ways of consciously commenting on the
cultural terms of that experience.”194 The constructed nature and instability of the “I,” is
therefore always relational and moving, always caught up in a biopolitical web of meaning.
Eakin writes, “autobiographical truth is not a fixed but an ever-evolving content in an intricate
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process of self-discovery and self-creation.”195 The text projected in N-A-A-D produces a loose
assemblage of events rather than a coherent narrative, demonstrating the ways in which life
events shift who we think we are.
While I am primarily concerned with the audience here, I also want to gesture towards
the dancers: to their willingness to contribute to Greenberg’s pedagogical experiment, to their
vulnerability and the risks that they took in doing so, which might otherwise be overlooked. I
became more aware of this when Greenberg interviewed his dancers and collaborators in 2016.
Greenberg had interviewed them once before, at the start of the process of making N-A-A-D –
this yielded the contents of the slides. One thing that came out of the recent interviews very
clearly was the pain that the revealing of secrets caused many of the dancers. Jo McKendry said,
of the slide, She says she dances to get her mother’s love and approval: “It was excruciating to
me… It just was a truth, an absolute truth.”196 Justine recalled, about her own slide: Justine is
very concerned about success, “It felt horrible. I remember hating it. I hated that truth.”197 Two
things strike me about these similar admissions, coming from heterosexual white women. One is
that they demonstrate the unevenness of who is pressured to disclose revealing or vulnerable
information about themselves (often minoritarian subjects), and the second is that the experience
of being exposed through “personal” admissions, did not mirror Greenberg’s experience of
disclosure, but rather, set up an architecture for the examination of the differential pressures
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brought to bear on bodies. And while my language here is rather dry, I do believe that this
process was one that held a lot of emotion and intimacy.
Finally, I want to emphasize the physical and emotional support that the dancers provided
for Greenberg as he did disclose his serostatus on stage, and how his disclosure impacted them as
well. Christopher Batenhorst addresses this in his interview with Greenberg: “When we started
performing [that section], any fear of the disclosure was fixed by how silent the audience was. A
profound silence as opposed to a shocked silence or an embarrassed silence.198 And when people
wouldn’t applaud at the end. I felt embarrassed about taking a bow afterwards.” Greenberg
quickly jumps in with the quip: “I of course never minded bowing.”199 In the next chapter, I will
continue to focus on the support that the dancers provided—but through the transmission of
movement rather than language.

Ibid. Echo of Vinson German quote speaking of the charged silence of the audience in Saint’s
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CHAPTER TWO

Corporeal Archiving: A Brother, A Funeral, A World

In this chapter, I will explore the various levels of corporeal archiving that Greenberg
employs in Not-About-AIDS-Dance, and its “sequel,” The Disco Project. I will describe this as
taking place on four levels: 1. the incorporation of choreographic quotations from earlier works
into later ones. 2. the recording and subsequent learning by the dancers of Greenberg’s
improvisations, which are linked to particular times, places, and contexts, 3. Greenberg’s
integration of choreographic quotations from his brother, Jon, and 4. the invocation and
transmission of an entire social world that was thrown into disarray by HIV/AIDS, that
belonging to disco dancing and nightlife, through the inclusion of music and disco vocabulary in
The Disco Project. In these works, Greenberg’s moving body incorporates and reactivates
individual and collective lives and ways of living, moving towards future horizons, spinning
light.

“We’re all being Neil.”
The concept of choreographic quotes came to Greenberg when, in 1989, he was working
on an Affiliated Artists project where artists were asked to give “informances” (informal
presentations) of a work as it was developing, showing excerpts of the work and dancing. He has
also linked the idea to the practice of having to produce excerpts of his dances for promotion.200
This should remind us of the economics that undergird and sometimes organize artistic
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production. In any case, the initial prescription of producing an informance turned into a practice
of integrating choreographic quotes from previous works into new pieces, creating an ongoing
corporeal archive of his earlier work. In placing old material alongside new, and
recontextualizing movement and text, he creates new meaning. In the context of HIV/AIDS, I
also see this practice as a means of bringing the past into the present, unfixing and expanding
time, and therefore, circumventing or postponing mortality. Additionally, bringing the past into
present creates a flexibility, a sponginess—relational time and space that is relevant to the
ongoingness of AIDS.
In the fall of 1990, Greenberg purchased a video camera. Whereas he had previously
composed material in the studio or in front of his full-length mirror at home, he now began to
experiment with taping his improvisations. Destiny Dance (1991) was the first piece for which
he included material that he composed from learning his own recorded improvisations. Very
soon after the death of his brother Jon, Greenberg went to Taiwan for a residency and taped
himself improvising.201 This was the first time he improvised to music—in this case, it was
almost exclusively to RuPaul’s “Supermodel (You Better Work),” Jon’s favorite song at the end
of his life. In his oral history interview, Greenberg remembers,“[i]n the middle of the
improvisation, going up to the camera and doing Jon in his coma.” Regarding the decision to
keep so much of this improvised material unchanged, he said, “I kept a lot of it intact cause it felt
special.”202
Because of the temporal proximity to his brother’s death, and because he was
improvising to RuPaul (whose song would (re)materialize in N-A-A-D as an abstracted sound
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object that lasted a few seconds, and would reappear in a much longer excerpt in The Disco
Project), it becomes clear that Greenberg was creating a record of his body caught in the crux203
of grief and mourning. His decision to reproduce this bodily response to the conditions of his life
in performance, as well as to have his dancers take it into their bodies, can be seen as a means of
circulating an archive, of transmitting knowledge specific to one body, and yet linked to many
other nonpresent bodies.
In discussing the (shifting) process of learning his taped improvisations in the studio,
Greenberg reinforces the idea of the recorded material as tied to a specific time and place which
can then be reactivated. Something very striking about this process is that, once in the studio,
Greenberg learns the movement material along with the dancers, disidentifying with the figure
on the screen. When asked by Kraft how he corrects his dancers as they learn the improvisations,
Greenberg replies: “He’s right. The guy on the monitor is right. We call it ‘him’. He’s younger
than me (even yesterday).” 204At another point, he says: “Pomo slomo homo—the little man on
TV. Tiny. In the past.”205
And yet, he also has to acknowledge that his dancers, all of whom have extensive formal
training, primarily in ballet, have to learn how to move like him. He contrasts this process with
his experience of learning Cunningham material from video (Cunningham was an early adopter
of using video in the studio), which was set material that drew from an existing codified
vocabulary. It was an altogether different process to learn his improvisations, which featured his
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idiosyncratic movement choices, movement particular to his body.206 While this process might
seem be easier for him in that he’s working with the same body, so to speak, it is also a challenge
for him. He describes the learning curve in the studio, placing himself amongst his dancers,
saying that they all get “more adept at learning off tape. We all know more about Neil’s
moving.”207
But to describe it as a passive process of the dancers “performing Neil” would be
inaccurate. Greenberg describes the process as starting with the material that is linked to his body
at one particular time in his life, “and then it goes through my dancer’s bodies, at that time in
their lives—and hopefully it gets all the way down to their body level, the mind of their body; it
doesn’t stay in the mind of their mind.” When it gets down to the level of performance, he
describes it as a duality: “The work is about me and the dancers are being themselves. I’m
universal. There are parts of me that are everywhere and I play on those parts in these
dancers.”208 While he is describing the process of distributing movement material, this also
applies to his strategy of interviewing the dancers, searching for material that was specific to the
lives of his dancers, but also resonated with his own. As he says, “We’re all being Neil.”209
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Being Jon

Figure 2.1. Screenshot from recording of Not-About-AIDS Dance, 1994. Image courtesy of Neil
Greenberg and the Jerome Robbins Archive of the Recorded Moving Image of the Dance Collection of
the NYPL.

In addition to including choreographic quotes from previous works, Greenberg also
includes quotes from other bodies. Greenberg performs a solo, which, unlike the other material,
doesn’t come from taped improvisations, but from a close observation of his brother Jon as he
lay in a coma in his hospital bed. As he tells his interviewer in 1995, “I don’t think I had any
conscious idea of doing that even, but for some reason, when he was in a coma, I remembered
the way his arms were. One was internally and one was externally rotated.”210
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Figure 2.2. Screenshot from recording of Not-About-AIDS Dance, 1994. Image courtesy of Neil
Greenberg and the Jerome Robbins Archive of the Recorded Moving Image of the Dance Collection of
the NYPL.

Viewing Notes: Neil enters at 19:44, walks to center, far upstage (close to the audience),
gets into the posture: eyes closed, raising arms to almost shoulder height, head, upper
body slightly bent to right side, arms bent at elbows, one hand turned in, one out. His
mouth slightly open, slow breathing, he lifts eyebrows as if trying to open his eyes.
Repeats. Right finger points to head. Slide: This is what my brother Jon looked like in his
coma. He walks backwards, stops. Slide: He was in a coma 2 days before he died of
AIDS. Repeats sequence, lifts eyebrows with eyes closed. Slide: I’m HIV+. Lifts
eyebrows, reactivates the finger pointing (it had dropped and suddenly becomes rigid
again). He begins to sway his hips, brings arms over to left side, makes a series of turns,
very fast movements. His back is facing the audience, one leg extended and both arms
flung out. Slide: But this part of the dance isn’t meant to be about me. Walks backwards
to the front of the stage, turns, returns to Jon pose. Leans over to side, repeats eyebrows.
Others walk on.
Greenberg embodies his brother’s posture without first orienting the audience. A
brother’s death has been mentioned, but this is the first time proper names have entered: Jon and
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AIDS. From identifying his brother’s death as AIDS-related, he moves to the disclosure of his
own HIV+ status. From the still posture of his brother’s coma, he explodes into movement
briefly, and then returns. Not about me. Referring back to Foucault’s point about the affirmation
that lives within the negation, Greenberg is in fact linking his brother’s death from AIDS to
himself: Not about me. About me. In his interview, Greenberg says, retrospectively, “I was
asking the audience to imagine my death.”211 While Greenberg mentions that he didn’t intend to
include his brother’s movement, when it came to making N-A-A-D, he says, looking back, “I can
see the whole dance as an expression of my need to find a context for this moment.”212

Figure 2.3. Screenshot from recording of Not-About-AIDS Dance, 1994. Image courtesy of Neil
Greenberg and the Jerome Robbins Archive of the Recorded Moving Image of the Dance Collection of
the NYPL.
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In this solo, Greenberg conjures his dead brother through his own living body. The
audience sees an imagined imprint of what he has seen. Greenberg works creatively with this
memory in a manner in line with Roach’s concept of “kinesthetic imagination”:
This faculty, which flourishes in that mental space where imagination and memory
converge, is a way of thinking through movements—at once remembered and
reinvented—the otherwise unthinkable, just as dance is often said to be a way of
expressing the unspeakable.213
It is through movement that Greenberg activates and transforms his memory; perhaps this
movement also allows him to more fully participate in addressing his own mortality in the
present. Diana Taylor’s discussion of ephemeral archives, or as she terms them, “the
repertoire,”214 emphasizes the body-to-body exchange that enables the transmission of
knowledge and history: “The repertoire required presence: people participate in the production
and reproduction of knowledge by “being there,” being a part of the transmission.”215
Transmission is an apt word to employ here. What connects the bodies of the two brothers is
kinship and bloodlines, but also the shared proximity to HIV/AIDS. Addressing the struggle with
his own mortality, which was inextricable from his grief over his brother’s death, Greenberg
writes, “Watching Jon die, and die of AIDS, was for me like watching myself die, and die from
AIDS.”216 Through Greenberg bringing this repertoire into the performance, audience members
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become somatic witnesses to this reproduction of knowledge, witnesses to what Dagmawi
Woubshet refers to as “the poetics of compounding loss,”217 or the distinct experience of
withstanding AIDS-related deaths while awaiting one’s own.

Transmitting an Archive of Loss
In N-A-A-D, Greenberg ties the improvisations, using text, to the context in which they
were made. For instance, at the beginning of N-A-A-D, a slide reads: This is the first material I
made after my brother died. This has the function of fixing time and recording it corporeally. It
also shows the temporal connection between the timeline of personal loss and the timeline of
making work.
Noting that the movement vocabulary in N-A-A-D emphasizes weight and gravity, dance
critic Leigh Witchel calls attention to how “[p]hrases seem determined by the natural fall of the
body; they flail, stumble, and stagger, walks become falls but then are suddenly balanced,
prancing or twisting into renversés.”218 In an article published shortly after N-A-A-D premiered,
Greenberg stated: “I’m not making work as cerebrally as I used to. I’m improvising now. The
metamorphosis of my movement has involved my learning a lot more about gravity, which I
think translates well into the issue of mortality. Gravity is a submission to fate; it is something
present in our lives, whether we want it to be or not.”219 The improvisations that Greenberg
recorded while he was grieving for his brother and other friends does not represent loss or a
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struggle with mortality, rather, they function as a direct enactment of it. In his own words: “The
physical realities of my body were creating what I was doing.”220
Throughout the piece, solos turn into quartets, which split into two duets, dancers drop
out, occasionally everyone enters into unison. There are no wings, the dancers always gravitate
back to the sides of the stage and stand, waiting. In a 1995 article for POZ Magazine, Greenberg
reflects:
The rhythms I came up with, the spatial arrangements that took shape seem to reflect my
experience. I can point to certain things in the dance now and see how they
deaccumulate. They’re about loss. Instead of structures accumulating, they’d disintegrate
over and over. That seems to be the pattern I came up with quite unconsciously.221
While Greenberg’s encounters with loss and his own mortality related to AIDS set him apart
from the other members of his cast, the fact that the same (dance) material passes through his
body and theirs, suggests another example of transmission (in the face of the hysterical fear of
contagion) that shrinks the distance between his body as marked and theirs as not. If we return to
the beginning of the performance, it is clear that Greenberg is calling attention to this process of
transmission:
Viewing Notes, opening of N-A-A-D: The sound of footfalls a couple seconds before the
backlights come on. Neil and the youngest dancer, Justine (behind) are dancing. First
slide: This is the first material I made after my brother died. Neil walks off, others enter,
all doing same material, different timing. Fragment of song appears, dissipates. Slide: Jo
is doing that same material again. Stiff leg, kneeling in a lunge, arm extended. Another
song fragment. Quartet + 1 dancer alone. Slide: Ellen is dancing that same material
again. Front lunge, back leg moves a few times, getting footing.
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While it is a common inquiry in dance to consider the relationship between
choreographed material and individual bodies, the fact that the other dancers perform the
material that has originally emerged from Greenberg’s body and has been explicitly linked to
Greenberg’s AIDS-related loss feels especially striking. David Román has noted how “the work
builds meaning through self-referential systems that reflect on the physical process of
Greenberg’s HIV status and the artistic process of his choreography.”222 Greenberg and the other
members of the company “perform the kinesthetic memory of their past lived experience,”223
both through the already-mentioned learning of set material that originated as improvisation as
well as the performance of excerpts from previous pieces that they danced with Greenberg. As
the trilogy continues, the material travels and gathers new resonances and contexts.
In a 2006 interview, Greenberg reflects back on the loss of his brother as well as many
friends:
it was “the” life-changing event, one of the big ones, bringing mortality as something
close to me, something real, for the first time. That is what went into the making of the
piece, and as we made the piece, more friends died. It just happened that way. That was a
year in my life when nine people died.224
And back in 1995, he said, “It’s in N-A-A-D, my feelings about my mortality, having to grieve
others, and grieve it from a special place of knowing that this could be my end.”225 Thinking
back to the slide, This part of the dance isn’t supposed to be about me, we can see that it’s more
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complicated than that, just as the title is. It isn’t supposed to be, but it is, just as much as it isn’t.
One of the other ways that Greenberg specifically addresses his relationship to AIDS in this
piece is in the naming of nine people he knew who died while the dance was being made. Each
death is marked according to where it happened in relation to the making of the piece. After each
death is announced, all the dancers clear off of the stage and stand on the sides briefly before
returning and beginning to dance again (Greenberg is already off the stage). Another death is
announced and they evacuate once more, and then return.
There is no sense of closure at the end of the piece. As Leigh Witchel remarks, “When it
seems as if this chilling litany might repeat ad infinitum… there is a blackout and the dance is
over.”226 The ending, with its lack of closure, speaks to the ongoing-ness of AIDS-related deaths
and seems to allude to an earlier slide, which is at once a pointed reference to Greenberg’s
unnaturally finite experience of time as well as to the material conditions of making of a
performance. There is more that I wanted to do with this dance, but there wasn’t time.
N-A-A-D is very much linked autobiographically to Greenberg, charting his “personal” losses.
But the inclusion of the biographical information and physical presence of the other performers,
along with the “choreographic quotes” that Greenberg includes, depict a subject that is enmeshed
with others, and perhaps at the service of those who have passed. Greenberg and his cast
“understand that the dancing body is not a construct (either mental or physical) unto itself but
rather is constituted in relation to its environment—to time and space, and to other bodies in time
and space, and to the dustballs of life’s dramas that cling to every little movement.”227 In her
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book, Mourning Sex, Peggy Phelan poses the question, “What kind of body remains after
death?”228 We might also ask: In what forms do the dead remain with the living? We might also
ask: In what forms do the dead remain with the living?

Jon Greenberg and the Footnoted Dancer-Brother

“I don’t want an angry political funeral. I want you to burn me in the streets and eat my ashes.”
— Jon Greenberg political funeral flyer

On July 16, 1993 (my 13th birthday), Jon Greenberg’s body was picked up from
Redden’s Funeral Home in the West Village, and brought by van to 1st Avenue and 1st St. From
there, it was carried down 1st Avenue by six pallbearers, including Neil, led by a banner and
surrounded by a large procession of ACT UP members, friends, and family, to Tompkins Square
Park.229 There, his casket was opened and people gathered to listen to invited speakers. Debra
Levine, in her essay “How to Do Things With Dead Bodies,” offers an interpretation of Jon
Greenberg’s political funeral that is deeply attentive to the long duration of political and social
interdependence between Jon and the ACT UP affinity group that he belonged to, The Marys.230
Levine, as her title implies, with its nod to J. L. Austin, focuses on the performativity of Jon
Greenberg’s post-mortem body, determining that the body itself performs a political speech act,
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thereby extending its activist work beyond death. Her methodology draws heavily upon the ACT
UP Oral History Project’s231 interviews and new interviews with ACT UP members. Levine was
also an active member of ACT UP during these years and was present at Jon’s funeral. She does
not, however, narrate the action from a subjective retrospective position; instead, she relies on
accounts from those who were integral to its planning and carrying out.
Levine provides historical and cultural context for the genesis of the political funerals
that came to be associated with ACT UP, citing the rejection and devaluation of the PWA body
by legal, medical, and scientific institutions and policies as well as the influence of the writings
of David Wojnarowicz. She contextualizes the work of The Marys, who organized three political
funerals for their own members, including Greenberg, Tim Bailey, and Mark Fisher. Although
members placed an anonymous call in a 1992 AIDS PWA Coalition Newsline, titled: “LEAVE
YOUR BODY TO POLITICS,” Levine notes that they realized that so much trust was necessary
to carry out this process that they would have to stay within their affinity group. The Marys
operated under the principles developed at the Denver Convention, which committed to the
necessity of centering the voices of PWAs (at conferences, meetings with medical personnel,
public health officials, and pharmaceutical companies, in media interviews, at ACT UP
meetings, etc.),232 and Levine notes this as a crucial condition for the political funerals; the
funerals could also be seen as a deepening of this commitment: “They made the dead PWA body

“The ACT UP Oral History Project is a collection of interviews with surviving members of the
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, New York. The project is coordinated by Jim Hubbard and Sarah
Schulman, with principal camera work by James Wentzy and additional camerawork on the West Coast
by S. Leo Chiang and Tracy Wares.” “The purpose of this project is to present comprehensive, complex,
human, collective, and individual pictures of the people who have made up ACT UP/New York.”
http://www.actuporalhistory.org/index1.html
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matter, and through the formation of political affinity, infused the corpse with the power to
speak.”233 Levine describes The Marys as “a coalition of the well, the ill and the dead” and views
Greenberg’s funeral as granting “agency to speak the conditions of its death through a
collaboration with activist survivors.”234 Her emphasis on “the animative capacity of surviving
activists” in this “performance of prosthetic politics”235 provides an exciting and quite beautiful
way to reimagine the intercorporeal boundaries between the dead and the living during the AIDS
crisis.236 It also corresponds to the various levels of interrelation and care that I gesture towards
in this dissertation.
In How to Make Dances in an Epidemic: Tracking Choreography in the Age of AIDS, in
a chapter titled “Monuments and Insurgencies,” dance scholar David Gere discusses Jon
Greenberg’s funeral. The section wherein he reads the funeral as public choreography is called
“Aesthetic Activism.” Primarily relying on an edited video of the event, he provides narration
and description, as well as analysis; in short he “reads” the funeral as a performance. At times, he
slips into the first person plural: “we.” The only other primary sources he draws upon on are
private correspondence with Neil Greenberg and Neil’s oral history. He identifies Neil as “a
prominent participant in his activist brother’s political funeral.”237 After depicting Neil in a
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footnote as “an openly HIV-positive choreographer with highly developed skills in the art of
bodily action,” Gere frames Neil’s participation in the funeral as the site at which he underwent
the shift from passive mourning to political engagement. Gere’s failure to mention Neil’s NotAbout-AIDS-Dance, which would debut a year later, even in a footnote, is hard not to read as a
slight in a book about AIDS dance.
What I find useful is Gere’s text in his consideration of the impact of Jon’s funeral on
both the participants and the public. He writes, “This grief will not be borne alone or in secret. It
will be paraded down the street.”238 Gere’s use of figuration proffers Greenberg’s body as a
material representation or image of grief. As the body is displayed, and its weight is borne
collectively, the weight of stigma may become less oppressive, at least temporarily. Gere
continues: “The procession is, then, a significant point of interface between those who mourn the
effects of AIDS, and those who, but for this public exchange, might never be touched by it.”239
This spatialized rejection of the secrecy that comes with socially enforced stigma in public space
is also played out in the space of the theater when Neil places his HIV-positive and AIDSaffected body directly in front of his audience. Also, the fact that there are no wings means that
the performers are always visible even when not performing. The stage being left empty at times
is a refusal to hide the presence of loss.
Keeping in mind the contributions of both Gere and Levine, I would like to consider the
strategies of Jon and Neil Greenberg’s politico-aesthetic work side-by-side. While Gere positions
Jon as the activist, and Neil as the artist, I question the sharp delineation between these
categories, and posit that both Neil and Jon intervened in their respective spheres in terms of
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publically identifying embodying their bodies with AIDS at a time when PWA’s240 were treated
as pariahs and public health menaces, and perhaps even more damagingly, as “not-us.” In
addition, both brothers operated within group structures of support (for Jon, his affinity group
The Marys, and for Neil, his company of dancers), which recorded and transferred their
experience through their own bodies. And then of course, there is Neil’s own choreographic
quote of his brother, which brings the activist into the theatrical space.
I do not mean to imply that their methodologies or intentions were the same, but I believe
that looking at the work of the Greenberg brothers as interrelated problematizes the idea that
political action happened only in the streets and challenges the limited presence of performance
within AIDS historiography. Many ACT UP members were visual artists; there have been
countless studies and exhibits that tell their story. But ACT UP actions also relied heavily on
theatrics. Jon Greenberg, along with others, called attention to ACT UP’s reliance on
performance conventions in the following passage:
ACT UP demonstrations are theatre outside the bounds of the physical theatrical space.
They are theatre in the world, and accomplishing the types of reactions, actions and
catharsis that all people in the “conventional theatre” only dream about. We use the same
tools, however. Research, intensive pre-production planning, bringing together the actors
(demonstrators), rehearsing them and getting to their motivating emotions (anger, fear,
loss, love for each other), sets, props, fundraising, publicity—all this for the single goal
of creating a spectacle that will change people’s lives and change the world. For the most
part, we have been successful.
— Jon Greenberg, from “ACT UP Explained” (1992)241
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While “conventional theatre”242 in Jon’s view can only dream of the effects that ACT UP
demonstrations enact, perhaps the work of his brother, two years later, taking place within the
“physical theatrical space” transcends the bounds of conventionality in bringing to bear, through
physical presence, text, and sound, the HIV-positive body that is only expected to be outside of
it—in the streets, in the hospital, or at home. Looking to the reception of N-A-A-D in the same
mainstream press that was also covering HIV/AIDS more broadly allows for an opportunity to
view how the tactics of the two brothers was received. It should be kept in mind that dance
coverage was not often marked as political, and so flew somewhat under the radar, but of course,
it certainly was.
At the end of 1994, N-A-A-D was selected by NY Times critic Jennifer Dunning as one of
the top ten dance performance of 1994. Under a photo of Neil Greenberg, she wrote the
following text:
The Face of AIDS: Neil Greenberg walked forward in his “Not-About-AIDS-Dance” at
the Kitchen in May and stood still, his face becoming the sweet, sleeping face of a
brother dying of AIDS. The moment humanized a plague and a political issue, in the
process suggesting that dance can uniquely cut to the heart of even complex social
problems without rhetoric.243
When Dunning dubbed Neil (or Neil as Jon) “the face of AIDS,” she was most likely not aware
of the implications of doing so. The first, of course, is that it reinforced the mistaken belief that
AIDS was a condition that only afflicted white gay men. In fact, there was a cotemporaneous
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medical review titled “The Face of AIDS, 1994”244 which documented the rising number of
Black and Latino men and women living with AIDS. N-A-A-D undoubtedly struck a chord for
the dance community and for those who were affected directly or indirectly by HIV—it
essentially brought onto the stage what had been happening off it for over a decade. It also
allowed the New York Times, a mainstream media outlet, to print the word AIDS without having
to negotiate the very divisive political and economic debates that it usually carried with it.
Looking closely at the wording that Dunning chooses, she describes Neil’s face as
“becoming the sweet, sleeping face of a brother dying of AIDS.” This is a palatable image, and
one that could not be farther from an accurate representation of Jon Greenberg, who, although he
did relinquish anger as a political strategy towards the end of his life,245 fought tirelessly with
ACT UP for several years. Considering that his political funeral was open casket, part of a
strategy towards revealing the effects of government neglect, it feels like a mischaracterization to
say the least. Dunning suggests that “dance can uniquely cut to the heart of even complex
problems without rhetoric.”246 Neil’s performance, specifically this moment of taking up the
posture of his brother while he is in a coma, and therefore physically unable to control his own
expression, which according to Neil and friends, was most likely combative and upset, resisting
death as he did at the end, in Dunning’s mind, is “humanizing a plague.”247 And yet, what so
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many AIDS activists had been fighting for, for so many years, was to be granted full humanity,
to have their health and right to life judged necessary. Cindy Patton marks how the critique of
government neglect and inadequate education and prevention efforts became coopted in human
interest stories by the media, which produced the figures of the “valiant victim and selfless
volunteer”248; notably, this cooptation leads directly, in her analysis, to “[t]he only remaining
form of speaking …which fell between the legitimated discourses, something approaching the
discourse of art, but an art of the body in resistance.”249
Many ACT UP activists, including Jon Greenberg, while recognizing the benefit of
performance for eliciting media attention, found traditional performance to be incapable of
catalyzing change. Debra Levine quotes at length an AIDS worker who expresses concern about
the “aestheticization of mourning,” referring both to the arts and also to memorials, which were
fairly innocuous.250 The media, including the New York Times, was the focus of pressure from
activists from early on in the epidemic to increase and diversify their coverage. But N-A-A-D
troubles the distinction between conventional and activist performance in ways that I have
already discussed. The genesis of the title of the piece itself betrays the instability of this binary.
When Jon Greenberg was in the hospital, someone hung on the wall behind his bed several
sheets of paper that together spelled out the sentence, “This-is-not-about-you.” Greenberg
noticed one day that the “you” had dropped off, so that it read, “This-is-not-about.”251 The
removal of the “you” resonates on various levels—a warning against the narcissistic needs of
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loved ones, a swift reminder of mortality for those approaching death—or it could also serve as a
reminder that the individual, in the context of a larger political struggle, cannot be the primary
focus.
Neil did not himself cast N-A-A-D as a political intervention. Which doesn’t mean that it
could possibly exist outside of the political realm, as I have been discussing. While the word
AIDS being placed in the title certainly struck a nerve and influenced the reception of the piece,
and its legacy, I would argue that the more radical aspect of this work is not the representation of
someone with AIDS, or even the act of coming out as HIV-positive that Neil performs. Rather, it
is the implicit invocation, the performance, of the question: When and how are bodies considered
political? Greenberg unsettles a kind of unspoken pact within the dance community that AIDS
happened offstage, in private—something necessary to address on an individual level when sick
or dying, but not otherwise. In 1995, Greenberg described the piece as a protest “of an
ontological nature… something in our experience that we find nearly unbearable, but something
that is inescapably a part of life…. and AIDS is very much and inescapably a part of life for me,
for us, at this time.”252
After reviewing the footage of Jon Greenberg’s funeral, I spoke with Neil about the
speech he gave that day. I had been surprised by how much the content of that speech resonated
with things he’d said and written in reference to N-A-A-D, both at the time and after the fact.
When I read back a few lines to him, he was also surprised to hear such direct connections. Here
are some of the excerpts: “[Jon] said he did not want his life and death to be about Bill Clinton,
or George Bush, or me, or you…. He would say his life wasn’t about anything. It just was.”
From there, Neil moved into the present (tense): “And all this is. This is a part of our lives now.
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This is.”253 It seems to me that this was the stance of Not-About-AIDS-Dance. Here is an excerpt
of our conversation:
JSC: “This is our lives now” speaks to that [idea] that this is the conditions or context of
the work—not content, right?254
NG: It’s inseparable…. It’s also kind of like an activist stance, I’m realizing: “Let’s not
forget.”
I told Neil that at the end of Wentzy’s edited version of the funeral, while silent footage
of the pallbearers carrying Jon’s casket cross the screen, his voice is heard—is in fact, the final
word: “This is a part of our lives now. This is.” Although Neil was not an activist himself, his
words struck a chord, and were taken up by others, capturing the feeling of the time—in much of
the same way that performance does. When I asked him how it felt to know that his words were
taken up, especially since he may have felt disconnected from his brother’s activist circle, he
remarked on his relationship to ACT UP and activism.
NG: I still have that—like, that I’m not an activist and that’s a bad thing—like, what am I
doing for the world? Navel-gazing.255 There’s a version of, that the kind of art-making I
do is some kind of navel-gazing. And it’s not explicitly activist—it’s not activist—I’ll
take the word explicitly out.
JSC: And yet it is political.
NG: Yeah, I mean everything is. I don’t think you have to set out to be political.
JSC: I mean, if your body and life are politicized, then it’s political. And that wasn’t a
choice for you.
Excerpted from Neil Greenberg’s speech at Jon Greenberg’s funeral, as recorded by James
Wentzy. James Wentzy, Jon Greenberg’s Funeral. Edited for an episode of AIDS Community Television
by DIVA (Damn Interfering Video Activists) TV. AIDS Activist Video Collection, The New York Public
Library, New York, NY.
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NG: Yes, and it was a choice to come out and make that piece—that put AIDS as a part
of our lives. Wow, the piece really did that, actually.
Sitting at Neil’s dining-room table, it stuck me that our interviewing process had shifted,
or at least taken on additional directions. I was now asking him about his brother, about his
(recorded) presence offstage at what he referred to as a “canonization,” or his brother’s funeral.
In reality, Neil and Jon were crossing into each other’s realms: Neil into Jon’s activist
community, and later, Jon into Neil’s performance. The boundaries between these realms, while
certainly real, were and are permeable, much as the present shifts with each return to the past.

The Disco Project: Ecstatic Dance in a Dying Landscape
After the success of N-A-A-D, Greenberg found himself in a position to present another
work fairly quickly, and he had to figure out where to go from there without having much time to
process that experience. Speaking in the midst of the process of making his next work, he said:
“N-A-A-D was a culmination of sorts. And it just has to be all right for things to sort of
deconstruct now. I’m choosing a real different tack.”256 The concentration of creative and
emotional labor that went into N-A-A-D left Greenberg in an uncertain place as to how to
proceed. Greenberg’s turn towards disco was both a query into the social function of dancing as
it related to queer life and AIDS, as well as a desire to tap into a relationship to dancing that was
disconnected from both training and performing apart from others on a stage: “On the disco
floor, everybody’s dancing. Might have been the very first dance improvisation in my life. It was
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structured: the beat and the social situation. My first freedom with dance—from internal
knowing rather than external shaping.”257
While in N-A-A-D the stage was emptied with the recital of individual names, in The
Disco Project, the empty or minimally occupied stage evokes a more collective sense of loss—
concomitantly, with the help of the upbeat music, it evokes a collective pleasure and joy as well.
This pleasure was also a life-sustaining one as AIDS began to take a toll. “For me to try to find
the state—trying to find the impetus for dancing and the function—it had a special function for
me as a dancer. For some people it was their religion—spiritual, a way of connecting with a
group.”258 Searching for the impetus and significance of dancing together may also have helped
Greenberg to keep making work while processing grief and the crisis of meaning that resulted
from the accumulation of illness and death in his life offstage. Another way to bring
autobiography into the work perhaps: “a way to shed some posing, posture, artifice.”259
“I’m drawing on the state [of being]. I know it as a state—where I was physically. I draw
on that.” In evoking the places in which he danced, he brings those places (as they were) into the
space of the theater. The state is also tied to a specific period, which he identifies as both before
and in the beginning of the appearance of AIDS.260 The state that he draws upon—a state that
was born out of communion with others, a connection to his body that had more to do with
relating to other bodies than to developing technique, provides him with support as he moves
around the stage of the present. While Greenberg has always been adamant about rhythm coming
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from the body rather than being imposed by the music in his work, for TDP, he opened up to
exploring these rhythms side by side. Similar to his investigation of meaning-making and
interpretation within dance performance, disco music would become another rhythmic and
affective layer for both performer and spectator to encounter: “It’s going to both be fun dancing
to music, and it’s going to comment on it—there’s self-awareness in that way.”261
The Disco Project followed N-A-A-D, premiering at PS122 in 1995. That the pieces were
linked was demonstrated by Greenberg’s performance of an excerpt from N-A-A-D at the start of
the evening. The performers in N-A-A-D wore white shorts and tanks; in TDP, they wear
costumes of the same cut, but in bright pink satin. Choreographically, there is a mixture of disco
vocabulary, archival material from N-A-A-D, and new material. The last material I made before
my brother died, from N-A-A-D appears again: the tucking and untucking of shorts, side planks
that end with a flung-out arm skyward, a mashing together of the lips, wide eyes. Witchel
captures the various echoes in the work when he writes: “The particular vocabulary of The Disco
Project blends the falls and staggering walks of the earlier dance with the social dance of the late
1970s to form a fugue on the disco era.”262
In N-A-A-D, fragments of songs appeared and disappeared almost immediately. But now,
along with some fragments, whole songs are integrated, and they are all disco hits. Regarding the
shift in music, in a 2016 interview, Greenberg’s sound designer Zeena Parkins comments upon
the shift in music from N-A-A-D, which she described as “particles” or sound props, to longer
excerpts or whole songs in TDP. Parkins links the minimal sound in N-A-A-D to an emphasis on
the presence of the body, and survival: “You hear the stomping, the imprint of the body in the
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floor, the insistent presence of the body throughout the piece.” Greenberg responds: “If N-A-A-D
is the body exposed, [in TDP] it starts to get support from fun and music.”263 In one section,
Christopher repeats a sequence that he has danced earlier, which reads as Greenberg’s standard
choreography, and then all of a sudden Sylvester’s voice blares through the speakers, asking:
“Do Ya Wanna Funk”?264 Without any change in choreography, Christopher is now disco
dancing. The song plays through in its entirety, Christopher hamming it up for the audience,
looking like he’s enjoying himself. Now it is seventeen minutes into TDP, and Sylvester is still
playing while the performers dance in unison in a diagonal line and the narrative content of N-AA-D gets recapped, with the help of a series of slides that begin with In our last dance…
A summary ensues: Jo went to Australia and came back, Ellen’s mother died, Neil’s
brother and eight friends died of AIDS (note the brutal straightforwardness). Then we get to the
period of the making of the current piece. This is the section we were working on when we took a
break for the summer. And now the text continues, in the same mode as N-A-A-D, to share the
narrative details of the performers’ lives during the making of this current piece. It is explained
that Jo is no longer with them, that she is having a baby. The nerve. This text is a quotation from
N-A-A-D, used in a wholly different context (previously in defense of Jo, and now (playfully)
pitted against her). Paige, the new dancer is introduced. Ellen’s father has died (the recent event
of her mother’s death was announced in N-A-A-D).
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Leigh Witchel, “Neil Greenberg’s Trilogy,” 65. Witchel describes the reception of
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Figure 2.4. Screenshot from recording of The Disco Project, 1995. Image courtesy of Neil Greenberg and
the Jerome Robbins Archive of the Recorded Moving Image of the Dance Collection of the NYPL.

Frank Maya has died. The text addressing this death has a different tone than the factual
reporting of N-A-A-D, bringing in more context and also more emotion. Notably, Maya is not a
relative or friend but an ex-partner. We had a rough breakup. I love him a lot. I hope he knows
that. In this last phrase, Greenberg almost seems to be hoping that Maya is listening. There is a
sense of unresolved tension that is complicating his grief. When a slide reads, I really didn’t
want to have to put his death into this dance, we see how the conditions Greenberg has set for his
nonfiction commentary are painfully adhered to. All of this happens while Sylvester sings.
The boundary between life and performance is no longer distinguishable—the conditions
that affect the making of the performance are inextricable from the performance. Choreographers
often talk about “choices” when they are shaping a dance. And while Greenberg (along with his
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collaborators) is certainly making choices, he is also at the mercy of whatever happens in the
time span of the performance. In his oral history interview, Greenberg says, “By putting the
elements of what happened while it was happening into the piece, that’s a form of chance
determination I’ve come to realize.”265 Unlike the drawing from computing structures or the I
Ching, as in the cases of Cunningham and Cage, the chance determination that Greenberg allows
into his work is the chaotic happenstance of life. At the same time, there was nothing random or
chance about the AIDS-related deaths that resulted from government neglect.
Towards the end of TDP, Greenberg makes another personal disclosure, although this
time, it is the favorable news that he is [still] asymptomatic. It’s as if the mention of Maya’s
death from AIDS compels him to update the audience on his own status. He tells us he’s asked
Jo to be his friend “forever” and there seems to be a lot hanging on that word. And then: We set
out to have some fun with this dance. By hook or by crook. We had some. Certainly camp and
disco dancing provide necessary levity in the midst of tragedy. The penultimate slide feels a little
harder to decipher: Why can’t we all just love each other? It offers the only moment of direct
sentimentality, unless Greenberg is actually being sarcastic or arch here, making fun of himself.
Perhaps it is a statement made in light of Maya’s death. Or a plea for empathy in the face of
homophobia and AIDS stigma.
Time for Neil’s big solo. This final slide is met with titters from the audience. A song is
already playing when Greenberg enters the empty, indigo-lit stage: Jimmy Somerville’s cover of
“Never Can Say Goodbye.”266 He enters smiling, striding across the stage—there is something
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Jimmy Somerville’s 1987 cover of Gloria Gaynor’s disco version of the same title. Jimmy
Somerville was a member of the bands Bronski Beat and The Communards, an out gay performer
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very child-like about his affect—a combination of bashfulness and precociousness. It’s a very
queer demonstration, his body moving to the beat of the music (and then falling out of it), his
wrists and hands fluttering. A spotlight follows him momentarily. His expression changes
often—sometimes he smiles winningly at the audience; at other moments effort appears in the
form of a grimace, which also reads as emotional pain. He looks behind him. He seems to get
tired at certain moments, but he bounces back. Often it looks like he is going to fall, as if he’s
being yanked around. He extends his chest forward in space, his arms out and head thrown back.
There are moments of pausing, hovering. At one point he holds up his arms in the air, his fists
turned in, legs firmly planted, an expression of defiance or possibly grief on his face. He slows
down and extends an arm forward, lunging, recollecting the material from N-A-A-D when he
extends an arm out on his knee (referencing holding Jon’s hand). He travels all over the stage,
almost always turning, tipping towards the floor, with splayed arms, more loose than usual,
prancing. Towards the end he stands with his head back, his arms bent in front of him, crossed at
the forearms, fingers splayed wide up, in what looks like a posture of supplication, and then
slowly curves forward into a kind of bow. He continues to dance for about a minute after the
song has ended.
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Figure 2.5. Screenshot from recording of The Disco Project, 1995. Image courtesy of Neil Greenberg and
the Jerome Robbins Archive of the Recorded Moving Image of the Dance Collection of the NYPL.

“Never Can Say Goodbye”—the song choice works semantically and affectively on
several levels. It marks the end of the show, and the reluctance for that closure to take place. It
contains a playful, self-referential nod to the dancer’s need for attention, also alluded to in the
slide: Time for Neil’s big solo. But it also refers, of course, to the losses Greenberg has charted in
these pieces, foremost among them, losses due to AIDS. It may even speak to Greenberg’s own
struggle with his mortality. The song is upbeat; its lyrics mix heartbreak with survival and sweat,
bidding the listener to dance the sadness away. The song functions as a serenade to a time that
has passed, in its reference to disco’s heyday in the late 70s and its attendant sexual culture, but,
seeing as this cover came out in 1987, it also functions as a marker of a time in which many were
already dying.
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But the song alone is not what moves me. It is Greenberg, dancing by himself on an
otherwise empty stage, in his specific way, to this song. José Esteban Muñoz has written about
the stage in relationship to queer sociality and utopia, noting that the image of the empty stage
can emphasize the moment before a performance begins,267 a moment filled with potential; it
also looks ahead to the end of the performance, the aftermath—an aftermath that is always
implicitly, but in this case, explicitly, tied to mortality. “How do we stage a utopia?” Muñoz
asks.268 As Greenberg populates the empty stage, itself a stand-in for the empty/formerly
occupied dance floors, he returns life to it through the presence of his dancing body. Thinking
back to the slide in N-A-A-D: This is my latest immortality project, I’m struck by how, in the
thick of the epidemic, Greenberg doesn’t express a modest wish to live a while longer; instead he
wishes to live forever. Dancing to “Never Can Say Goodbye,” he conjures a forever, a future that
does not obey the laws of linear temporality or mortality, but brings the living and the dead
together, changing partners freely, getting lost in the music and lights. Early on in the
performance, there is the briefest appearance of disco ball lights that appear when Justine is
dancing. Just a brief moment, where we are presented with a slightly abstracted disco ball. There
is something extraterrestrial, beyond life about it. A planetarium feeling of awe. The disco ball
lights resemble a starry night sky, outer space, or a magic lantern. The points of light are
traveling in all directions rather than spinning together in one. This moment, too, serves to
conjure a world that is simultaneously gone, present, and still to come.269
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Critics responded to Greenberg’s solo with a range of interpretations. Witchel writes:
“The solo seems entirely improvisatory. It has the furious, experimental sense of being made up
on the spot. Greenberg is his own disco. He smiles broadly, he is enjoying himself immensely …
he wins you over through the sheer fantasy of it.”270 Jack Anderson has a more sober take: “Mr.
Greenberg began to race about wildly. His excitement had a touch of desperation. But because he
was so determined to keep moving, this solo could be seen as an act of defiance in the face of
adversity.”271 While this interpretation veers towards falling into the narrativizing trap that
Greenberg is trying to avoid, I agree that Greenberg’s exertion exhibits more difficult emotions
and effort alongside the campy winsomeness that Witchel describes.
Ann Daly gives the most nuanced and the most subjectively/somatically involved
account. After heaping praise: “Greenberg’s solos are the showstoppers…. His is an ecstatic
body, outside itself, reaching beyond its own mortality,”272 she asks, ‘‘Why can’t all dancers
make us feel as good as Neil Greenberg?” “It wasn’t that Greenberg gave us a ‘feel good’
evening,” she reflects, “although he certainly did choose music with immediate metakinetic
power.273 On the contrary, I was stricken during his ‘Never Can Say Goodbye’ solo. Loss infused
the entire concert.”274 “Feeling good” is not quite the phrase for the intense experience that
Greenberg’s solo inspires, and yet “feeling bad” certainly doesn’t fit either. Is it the elation that is
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only possible after a terrible loss? Is it catharsis? For Peggy Phelan, “Queers are queer because
we recognize that we have survived our own deaths.”275 Ecstatic dance in a dying landscape,
perhaps this is what Greenberg gives us.
Greenberg’s solitary figure in all that space, dancing to a song that evokes dance floors
crowded with sweaty bodies. Greenberg, in his tracking through the space, might be alluding to
the constant flow of changing partners, the circulating patterns of desire. There is something
ritualistic at play too—Greenberg’s dancing is an embodied form of grieving, a way of honoring,
and a way to let go, a way to celebrate that he is still here, dancing in front of an audience. While
N-A-A-D was more about capturing the direct experience of immediate loss, TDP feels like an
attempt to start to work through, to sweat through, the suffering.276 And certainly that was (and
is) happening at the clubs all throughout the epidemic, people coming together to collectively
escape—but inadvertently they were working things out in their bodies, moving through grief.277
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When I asked Greenberg about choosing the (gay, politically engaged, and white) Jimmy
Somerville’s version of “Never Can Say Goodbye,” he said that he didn’t choose any of the
music in TDP intentionally to make any sort of commentary.278 When he mentioned Sharon
Redd, another artist on his soundtrack, he recalled that she died of AIDS.279 The song of hers that
he chose to include, “In the Name of Love” was released in 1982. In TDP, he mentions that the
song was popular when he broke up with the married man. The text then reads: Years ago.
Before AIDS. AIDS appears as a temporal dividing line.280 (Eerily, Redd was already dead of
during these performances—she died in 1992. Sylvester died in 1988). RuPaul’s “Work
(Supermodel)” from 1993 plays while a slide reads: This is the song that was big the summer my
brother died. The songs are additional chance elements that appear, synced with the events that
are tied to them in (Greenberg’s) history.
The individual losses, like Frank Maya, that Greenberg cites are connected to the
disappearance of the larger social life of queers—the social spaces of the discos, clubs, bars, and
parties—that were interrupted by (sometimes closed for good by) the AIDS epidemic. Playing
the same songs that have saturated these spaces and the bodies within them reactivates
something—transcends time, invades bodies. Here we see the distinction between public and
private crumble—the loss of a way of being, of a time and place of being, cannot be separated
from the personal losses experienced individually. Diana Taylor reminds us that performance is
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This is an interesting moment in comparing personal history with official history – it was
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not just an event but an epistemology, shared by performers and audience members.281
Greenberg’s body transmits knowledge through dancing, and, in turn, the dancing enables the
“awareness of the political history carried by the body.” 282 In Greenberg’s solo, he dances
among ghosts, he dances as a ghost, and he dances for the ghosts.
But his solo is not the final sequence of TDP. As Greenberg exits, the dancers enter the
silent stage one at a time, all repeating the same spinning phrase, coming in and out of various
formations until they settle in a line at the back of the stage, facing the back wall. Greenberg
returns, joins them there, where they execute disco steps in unison, throwing their hips and arms
side to side, each of them with their own little flair, the thumps of their heels keeping regular
time. The lights fade down until they are silhouettes, anonymous dancing bodies. They freeze
mid-motion. And then, blackout—a kind of reverse flash. An afterimage lingers, along with the
impression that the disco dancers are still doing their thing, somewhere else.283
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Figure 2.6. Screenshot from recording of The Disco Project, 1995. Image courtesy of Neil Greenberg and
the Jerome Robbins Archive of the Recorded Moving Image of the Dance Collection of the NYPL.

Complicity and Luck

March 20, 2018. Finished listening to the oral history interview with Neil yesterday, sad in a
sense. The elephant in the room addressed at the end, at the final moment. Of the interview
process, Neil says to Susan: “I hope I get a chance to do it again in 20 years.” There is a pause
in the tape and then he is back: “I turned off the tape and said: ‘—and I don’t die of AIDS. I
know that that’s why I’ve been asked to do the interview.” Then there’s a kind of surprising turn
when Neil says, “We all live for a relatively short time anyway.” He is 36 in the interview, I am
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37284 and think about death and the shortness of life every day. I am listening from the
perspective of the elephant in the room—have been surprised at how “light” the interview has
felt. Initially, I was nervous about listening, because I thought it would be very heavy. I suppose
it also points to the way that even during a crisis, life goes on. It also changes things a bit to
consider that Neil was selected to be interviewed because his performances were already being
filmed by the library (rather than because he was HIV+). How did that decision get made? I’m
drawn to the moments in the interview where there is mention of the conditions, of making the
work as well as the interview—the dancers being tired when they show up for rehearsal after
shifts of waiting tables, the new windows that keep out more noise, learning that Jon’s apartment
was right around the corner, the dog barking, the echo of a passing siren, kids shouting, ice
cubes in a glass, the mention of a gourd on the table, all of these little details, the ephemeral,
which ground the interviews in time and place, history.

I’d like to record how it has felt, the affective experience of being at the library. It’s often
tedious: today, going in and filling out the request form, waiting for thirty minutes until realizing
there’s been a mistake. Trying to watch the video while listening to the loud voice of the male
librarian sort of humiliate the young female student who is looking for archival material related
to Bob Fosse. The bright lights and the glare on the screen and the lack of privacy in the space.
How I laugh out loud as I’m watching and listening, how I tear up. The experience of listening to
the interview is complicated. I feel very close to Neil. It makes me think about the time we have
spent together and in a sense I guess I can kind of put myself in the position of Susan. Sometimes
I feel critical of her—she really talks a lot and asks a lot of pointed questions, sometimes
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interrupting. I think of my conversation with my friend Kristin right after her mother died and
the work of just letting the silence be there between us until she was ready to say something. In
that sense it’s really not an oral history interview, it’s more of a regular interview, although it
does kind of follow the whole arc of his dance career. I sometimes feel like an interloper, or like
I’m spying, especially because I know him, but often I feel very grateful to be so close to both his
work and his life events. Also to get so close to his approach to choreography, which has
inflected how I see dance. And his personality. Sometimes I have to remind myself that he is not
speaking today and that I am listening to the year 1995. His voice sounds exactly the same, as
does his way of being and his sense of humor, his self-deprecation. I feel very affectionate
towards him, and like I really see the true him, and love who I see—like he’s passed some kind of
test of authenticity. Or I have.

The oral history interview with Susan Kraft ended in October of 1995—before the
premiere of The Disco Project, but in the midst of making it, and before the conception of the
Part Three’s. When I first began communicating with Greenberg, I asked why Part Three: Luck
was not included in his Vimeo account. He told me that he had resisted putting it up because he
had been sick during the performances and had not danced well. He didn’t want that record to be
circulated. (He later put it up after our discussions.) In a recent interview with musical
collaborator Zeena Parkins, when he reminded her that he was unhappy with Luck because he
didn’t have time to finish it, she replied: “[S]omething else was realized. Even if it’s not finished,
it is finished. Whatever intention was not realized, definitely something else was realized,
something emerged.” (2016) Greenberg was in the hospital and very ill during the rehearsal
process for Luck. This cut down the time he could be in the studio with his dancers and also
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caused him to fear that he would not survive, given that the doctors could not determine what
was wrong. The following text was projected during the performance:
I was sick in October.
Unexplained high fevers that sent me into the hospital—
right when we were to start work on this dance.
I had a complete recovery. But it was scary.
I think it was just a flu.
Whatever.
We lost some rehearsal time.
Greenberg did not know it as the time, but he was sick with Castleman’s Disease, an
opportunistic infection (OI), that he would not be diagnosed with until 2006. Luck records the
juncture, in 1996, between the period where OIs could cause death quickly, and the arrival of
antiretroviral drugs (ART). It just so happened in Greenberg’s case, these two events happened
within a few months (lucky timing), and were therefore folded into one performance. He
describes the shift in his prognosis along with the daily routine of taking the new meds.
I started taking the pills last February.
By March my “viral load” tested undetectable.
………….
I’ve started thinking that I’m not going to die of AIDS.
It took a while to come to terms with the good news, somehow.
(My brother died of AIDS. And many dear friends.)
I take the pills twice a day.
While in N-A-A-D, Greenberg’s seropositivity and the deaths of his close friends and family are
reported with a certain level of objectivity, or detachment, in Luck, he reflects on being a
survivor, shares his emotional states, and narrates the everyday details of living with HIV.
Another slide from Luck: No one very close to me died while we made this dance.
The arrival of ARTs was a gamechanger, but also served to mark sharp polarizations in
mortality rates among various populations, according to who could access them. Greenberg’s use
of choreographic quotes posits his body as an archive in relationship to other (embodied)
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archives. Derrida argues that archives are always external, outside, as opposed to memory, which
is internal. Following Derrida, memory turned outward, turned trace, is archive. The body
performs (as) an archive. Greenberg brings others onto the stage and in doing so, inadvertently
excludes others. This points to the shortcomings of direct experience in relationship to
representation, especially as concerns HIV/AIDS. Greenberg’s body comes into contact with
primarily other white bodies, and so those are the ones he carries (alive and dead). The
audience’s experience (as well as the other performers) is restricted by Greenberg’s experience.
This mirrors the larger media representation which has shaped the public imagination as to who
was/is being affected by HIV/AIDS (i.e. Greenberg being referred to as “the face of AIDS”).
When Greenberg mentioned his complicity, in 1995,285 in not being out about being HIV
positive, he was referring to his individual responsibility or willingness to risk exposure while
also questioning the structures that shaped the idea of complicity (i.e. “I don’t know what made
this private in the first place”). Complicity can be defined as “association or participation in or as
if in a wrongful act.286 Queerness has long been associated with “wrongful acts” and this speaks
to the non-logical but nonetheless real feeling that Greenberg and many others had that AIDS
was in some way a punishment for their homosexuality. This was also an idea mobilized by
conservative Christian groups—homophobia and the stigmatization of HIV/AIDS has always
been deeply intertwined. To be complicit is also to be “involved knowingly or with passive
compliance, often in something underhand, sinister, or illegal.”287 Passive compliance is
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necessary for the continued viability of structures that distribute resources unevenly, as we see in
the relationship between white supremacy and the United States government. In this sense,
complicity can also be understood in Greenberg’s case as reflecting a desire to remain on the
passing side of white maleness (Greenberg is Jewish and grew up in a predominantly Christian
community) and thereby to have his life valued and protected.
The noun, complicity, derives from the Latin complicare, meaning “to fold together.”
The verb, complicate, also derives from complicare; to complicate is to “fold, wrap, or twist
together; to intertwine; to entangle one with another.”288 This definition holds particular
resonance as it relates to HIV/AIDS, to dance, to queerness, and to archives. The variousness of
positions, of bodies, of histories—and the ways in which they constitute each other, needs to be
attended to in order to summon a moving and flexible history of queer performance in New York
as it intersected with HIV/AIDS during this period. The presence and absence of documentation,
the survival or deaths of artists and audiences, need to be seen in relation to each other as well as
to structures of power. “What can I see now that I couldn’t see then?” This was Greenberg’s
motivating question as he began to reengage with his earlier work for the Danspace Platform.
During the making of his nonfiction trilogy, Greenberg was not able to get outside of his
personal frame of reference—but perhaps now more can be seen. It should be noted that neither
Greenberg nor anyone else was gifted with seeing the future—part of my challenge is
remembering this as I look back from a future place, a wider place informed by many stories,
from and across various positions, entangled and ever-shifting.

Lost and Found
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Danspace Project’s Platform 2016: Lost and Found, which took place from October 6 to
November 19, 2016, reckoned with the impact of HIV/AIDS on downtown dance in New York.
More specifically, it sought to explore how the early years of the epidemic affected multiple
generations of dancemakers. It did so by taking a multifaceted approach, including performance
reconstructions, newly commissioned dance works, film screenings, readings, conversations, a
zine project, a vigil, and a catalogue. The Platform model, an artist-curated “set of exhibitions
that unfold over time,”289 was developed in 2009-2010 by Judy Hussie-Taylor, Executive
Director of Danspace Project.
Lost and Found was co-curated by Ishmael Houston-Jones and Will Rawls, two Black
queer men of different generations, backgrounds, and aesthetic styles, both connected to
downtown dance and invested in questions of blackness, queerness, and experimental dance.
They desired to mitigate the erasure of people of color from historical and contemporary
narratives of HIV/AIDS, to emphasize the current demographics of HIV/AIDS, and to address
and honor the work of grieving and caregiving that has so often been performed by women.290
The initial impetus for the Platform was Houston-Jones’ rediscovery of a zine he and his friends
had made in 1998 on the 10th anniversary of the death of their friend John Bernd. Thus, the
Platform was initiated by an archive but also by an absence—what dance works might have been
brought into existence? What were the effects of illness, trauma, and death on aesthetics, on
relationships, on younger artists deprived of mentors and teachers?
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As the curatorial fellow, I was involved in the planning of the platform overall. The
aspects of the Platform where I had a central role included serving as the managing editor/coeditor of the accompanying catalogue: Lost and Found: Dance, New York, HIV/AIDS, Then and
Now and curating two panels at the Graduate Center: “Interventions in Narrativizing the AIDS
Crisis” (October 27, 2016) and “A Matter of Urgency and Agency: HIV/AIDS Now” (November
10, 2016). In addition, I worked with Neil Greenberg on preparing “An Evening with Neil
Greenberg,” (October 14, 2016).
Greenberg requested that I be in conversation with him at the event, an extension of the
conversations we had already been having, and also asked that I help him to plan the event. He
had the idea of interviewing the dancers and collaborators who had worked with him on his
trilogy. Our relationship shape-shifted over this process—from researcher and research subject to
collaborators—making meaning together in the present. We worked closely on the development
and editing of his video interviews, and planned the evening to include a short performance by
him, including material from N-A-A-D and TDP, the showing of clips from the original
performances of N-A-A-D and TDP, clips of the new video interviews, and a conversation
between us. In the program for the performance, Greenberg included a poem by D. A. Powell,
“Eleven Disco Songs That Equate Sex and Death through an Elaborate Metaphor Called
‘Heaven.’”291 His performance that evening did not feature any of the original music from his
dance pieces, but included a short excerpt from “One Night in Heaven” by M People,292
seemingly a nod to Powell’s poem.

Originally appeared in Powell, D.A., Tea, 1998. Neil brought Powell’s trilogy (Lunch, Tea,
and Cocktails), reprinted in 2014 as Repast with him to read on vacation in Provincetown that summer.
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“One Night in Heaven,” M People, 1993. Accessed on youtube. Greenberg also included this
song in his performance: to the things themselves, Dec 5-15, 2018, at The Chocolate Factory in Long
Island City, New York—evidencing a carrying through from the Platform.
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Figure 2.7. Neil Greenberg, Oct 14, 2016. Danspace Project at St. Marks Church. Photo Credit: Ian
Douglas. Courtesy of Danspace Project and Ian Douglas.

For his performance, Greenberg wears the original white shorts from N-A-A-D and a grey
tee shirt. He dances a bit and then walks over to his laptop to type names that then get projected
on the wall. All we hear is his footsteps and breathing and the hum of the projector. In the midst
of his dancing, several seconds of upbeat dance music come on and then slip back out. He goes
back and forth between typing and dancing (it’s an updated list from N-A-A-D). The last
movement is the representative gesture of holding his brother’s hand.
In our conversation, he talks about the difficulty of preparing for the Platform; that part of
what was coming back was the pain. He mentions how one of his friends died in 1996 or 97,
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which felt “late,” and that people didn’t really show up for him: “We wanted to decide it was
over for us.”293 I awkwardly bring up how his archive is so rich and detailed and others haven’t
been (I name Assotto Saint), and how he maps onto the dominant image of HIV. He
acknowledges this, and refers ruefully to the New York Times review: “I was ‘the face of
AIDS’!” He also mentions that AIDS is always in his bio because of N-A-A-D. At the very end
of our conversation, Neil also emphasizes my position in relation to AIDS by referencing my
father’s death (he later apologized for “outing me”). When I reviewed the recording made of the
evening (an expansion of Greenberg’s archive), I was confused to not encounter this exchange. I
asked Lily Cohen, who manages the digital materials at Danspace Project, and she told me that
there had been a malfunction with the video equipment, and so that section had not been
recorded. The video jumps right to the Q+A—it’s as if it never happened. Here is a concrete
example of the fallible nature of the archive, the need to approach what we find there critically.
A counter-point: At the start of the Q+A, a man stood up, identified himself as a long-term
survivor, and said, “You know, watching this, I just had a sense of—wow, that really happened.
Thank you.” It really happened. It’s as if it never happened. The archive as lost and found.

Danspace Project, “A Night With Neil Greenberg.” Oct 14, 2016. Recorded by Alexis Moh,
October 14, 2016.
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Figure 2.8. Screenshot of Danspace Project Instagram Post, October 14, 2016. Neil Greenberg (l) and the
author (r).
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CHAPTER THREE

The Too-Much And Too-Little Problem, Or An Introduction To Writing About Assotto Saint

He was an amazing guy. He loved the community. And he did not take tea for the fever.
He was not gonna erase the fact of his male and female sides, he wasn’t gonna erase the
fact of his Haitian side, he wasn’t gonna erase the fact of being positive and having AIDS,
he wasn’t gonna erase the artistic side, he wasn’t gonna erase the people of color side,
when he came in, you had to accept all those sides of him.294
The above quote, from Assotto Saint’s friend and collaborator George Bellinger, Jr.,
proposes Saint’s refusal to parse his multiple positionings as central to understanding how Saint
moved through the world. This refusal, in turn, helps to identify the particular challenges in
researching and writing about someone who not only actively embraced his many allegiances
and genealogies (and there were many more than those listed above), but who also worked in
various genres, styles, and communities. My choice to focus on Saint’s performances as objects
of study, which I will elaborate on below, has to be carried out in a way that does not artificially
isolate them from his work in other areas, namely writing and editing, or from his participation in
collective structures and projects, namely writing workshops and cultural organizing, or from
larger sociocultural contexts and history. This is also a large part of his work—making
connections in time across various points and lives, I discuss this in the intro as it informs my
own methodology and writing style. This is where the too-little and too-much problem comes in:
Saint did and was so much, that there is a never-ending amount of material to draw from and
include in this project. This so muchness includes the vast Assotto Saint Papers at The
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Schomburg Center, along with its more modest audiovisual component, as well as relevant
historical documents, discourses, current interviews, and synchronous events.
There’s a lot I still don’t know, which discourages me from inviting in any sense of
closure or conclusion to these pages. But there is also a feeling of knowing far too much (and far
too wide), which generates anxiety around producing a finite document. Alexandra Vasquez
writes: “To reveal the excess of one’s own project is to revel in the incompleteness of things.”295
This is a good reminder that I don’t actually want to close anything up here—I want to let more
in. And I do. I also gesture towards far more that remains to be done. The structure of this
dissertation mirrors the too-muchess of Saint’s archive(s) as well as the too-muchness of
HIV/AIDS. There is of course a precedent for this, particularly in scholarship that addresses
HIV/AIDS. Cindy Patton, in her 1990 book Inventing AIDS, writes: “The vertigo of ‘living with
HIV’ will be reflected in the structure of the book.”296 HIV/AIDS can never be separated out
from a host of other issues and it can never be wholly impersonal because, although not all
affected in the same way, we are all living with HIV. Emily Bass addresses her marginal
historical position within the historiography of AIDS in her 2015 essay, “How to Survive a
Footnote.”297 I am very conscious as I write about what gets buried in a footnote or bracketed,
what gets space on the page, what gets pushed into the margins, what get excluded as a result of
what gets included. Again, Vasquez’s quote provides a much-needed salve, reminding me that
there is much to appreciate in the promise of more, of later—of until next time and see you
tomorrow.
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So that’s the too-much. Then there’s the too little. While a few academic articles and
book chapters have taken up Saint’s multi-disciplinary theater works on a textual level, there
have been no major undertakings to establish a historical/material record of them, or to try to
imagine them as live events. I will attempt to do so, drawing from the archival sources that have
been made available to me, including the collection at the Schomburg Center (scripts, programs,
flyers, journals, correspondence, audiocassettes), personal archives, oral history and informal
interviews, and published interviews and reviews. I will spend time with Saint’s two large-scale
theater productions: Risin’ To the Love We Need (1981) and New Love Song (1989), both of
which centered on Black gay male life as it was experienced at the time of each production
(while also reaching backwards and forwards in time).
As I discussed in the Introduction, my decision to include Risin’ in a project that grapples
with the presence of performance in the historiography of AIDS has to do with a widening of
temporal and thematic scopes. Both Neil Greenberg and Assotto Saint created performance
works that dealt explicitly with AIDS; however, the works that they produced prior to these
performances were also shaped by the shifting conditions that the onset of the epidemic brought
about.298 In Risin’, there is a line, “ghosts coming up in my cum.”299 While this is not explicitly a
reference to HIV, there is a connection being made between sexual history, intimacy, and a kind
of haunting that feels very connected to the mystery and fear surrounding the “gay plague” as it
would come to be called.”
There is also the fact that Risin’ premiered cotemporaneously with the first
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announcements in the press of what would later come to be known as HIV/AIDS.300 Not only
that, but many have questioned the timeline established by the press, and pointed to the
mysterious illnesses and deaths, particularly within the intravenous drug-using community and in
underserved/under-attended-to communities including Black gay men.301 It is necessary to
dispose of the thinking of mutually exclusive categories—so much damage has been done in
doing so. In my discussion of the play, I will track Saint’s emphasis on marking time. I mention
this here to flag Saint’s attention to—one could even say, obsession with—the construction of
history, and his insistence in taking part in that process.302 This is one of the points I’ll be
emphasizing, namely, that Saint’s work helps us apprehend both the history and historiography
of AIDS.
Time and time again, in writings, criticism, and interviews dating from this period and
onward, it is voiced that the appearance of HIV/AIDS came right on the heels of a more visible
and organized Black gay male group formation. Risin’ also allows us to linger for a moment in
the expansiveness and excitement of that moment before it enters the temporal and affective state
of crisis. However, unlike much pre-AIDS and retrospective cultural production, which primarily
centers white gay male experience and is celebratory and/or nostalgic about (sexual) freedom
pre-AIDS, Risin’ delivers an un-romantic, un-nostalgic look at the multiple challenges and
exclusions that Black gay men faced at this time.

For example, “Rare Cancer in 41 Homosexuals,” appeared in the New York Times in July
1981. See Introduction for more examples.
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See Cathy Cohen, Boundaries of Blackness and Ted Kerr, “1969: HIV, History, and Race”
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Saint was not producing this material in a vacuum. In addition to his own experiences
related to cruising and socializing, he was engaging other Black gay men informally and
formally, through weekly meetings of the Blackheart Collective, a loose band of Black gay men
who had some artistic leanings, who would come together to share their work and to build
community. Blackheart was co-founded in 1980 in New York City by Isaac Jackson and Fred
Carl. Although I can only conjecture,303 it is likely that at least some of the concerns of play
emerged out of this milieu. On a less conjectural level, Blackheart did produce three
publications, and the writings that they contained did reflect similar topics to Saint’s. Risin’ was
finished in 1980—I don’t know if Saint wrote it while a member of the group, or if he
workshopped it there, but I do know that he read an excerpt of it at a Blackheart reading in
1982.304
This same excerpt would be printed in the Blackheart journal and later, in 1986,
requested and selected to be in the celebrated anthology edited by Joseph Beam, Brother to
Brother.305 Not only was Risin’ the only piece of theater to appear in that anthology, but it also
featured a protagonist who was a drag queen/trans woman. The character of Francine was
modeled on Stonewall-instigator and STAR (Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries) cofounder Marsha P. Johnson. This inclusion speaks to Saint’s tendency to inscribe the people and
places around him into his work, along with historical events and figures that connected to and
influenced the present, which I will address in my discussion of Risin’. What I would also like to

Due to a paucity of documentation of the workshop sessions, and of Saint’s own tracking of
the development of his artistic practice.
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Assotto Saint excerpt from the Blackheart Collective reading, Harlem State Office Building,
January 16, 1982, courtesy Sur Rodney (Sur) Archives. I will discuss this recording in Chapter Four.
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emphasize is that, while Saint is remembered primarily as a poet, in actuality, from the very
beginning of his writing career, in the context of Black gay male anthologies and journals, he
was publishing performance texts. In the spirit of Saint’s own refusal to prioritize certain aspects
of his life over others, part of my task here is to bring attention to this aspect of his work so that
its merits may be as widely known as that which is already cited and celebrated.
Risin’ was in many ways a forerunner, and anticipates what would circulate later in the
form of Beam’s anthology: themes of Black gay identity formation, connection and intimacy
between Black gay men and barriers to establishing that connection, racism in the gay press and
gay literary and theater scenes, as well as in the wider white-dominated gay community, both
institutionally and interpersonally, homophobia within Black families of origin, the need for
Black gay literary and political genealogy, and debates between Afrocentric and interracialist
Black gay men. Risin’ also deals with the specificity of the experience of a Black transgender
woman/drag queer through Francine’s character as well as with contested social spaces and
historical events, notably the Christopher St. piers and Stonewall. Saint’s later play, New Love
Song, would deal with many of the same issues mentioned above, but move from an emphasis on
the status of Black gay men within white-dominated gay culture and history, to an examination
of their status within a rapidly changing national landscape. It would also take on violence more
explicitly, and of course the particular traumas related to AIDS.306 NLS also featured more of an
Afrocentric approach and aesthetic.
Saint’s production of New Love Song in 1989 was cotemporaneous with Marlon Riggs’
Tongues Untied and Isaac Julien’s Looking for Langston, two films which have come to
represent most prominently the aegis of Black gay male cultural production in the 1980s and
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both of which involved collaborations with Essex Hemphill. Riggs, Julien, and Hemphill, along
with Joseph Beam, are the most oft-cited figures of the movement of which Saint also played a
significant part. An excerpt from NLS was published in Brother to Brother (1993), the anthology
which Hemphill picked up after “[his] brother fell” – after the death of Joe Beam. It was also
published in the second volume of the Other Countries journal.307
As evident through Saint’s estate planning, securing his own legacy and those of his close
friends was of tantamount importance, but I have come to understand that it was the survival of a
movement, the possibility of large-scale change, that most motivated him, and that underwrote
his work. In a 1993 interview, Saint said: “There will be a tremendous amount of loss, but I don’t
see the Black gay writers’ community dying. Yes, many of us are going to die. But there’s a new
generation coming up, and I’m not pessimistic.’”308 Saint put his archive, now housed at The
Schomburg Center, together himself (with the paid assistance of his friend Jacquie Bishop),
enlisting at the end of his life the assistance of his executor Mace Anderson, and literary
executor, Michele Karlsberg. He was very intentional about leaving a legacy, and towards the
end of his life, he more and more envisioned that as taking place on the page. And yet, when
people remember him, they remember his presence—his performances, his voice, his flair. This
is much harder to preserve after death. Performance is an ephemeral art—even if documented,
the documentation cannot capture the visceral experience of sharing a room for a determined
length of time. For Assotto, performance was a space of making things happen—of transforming,

I’m interested the correspondences that exist between NLS and Tongues, as well as how some
of the content of NLS anticipates what Riggs would take up in his final film project (released
posthumously) Black Is, Black Ain’t… (1994).
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of realizing possibilities that had long lay dormant. His multi-media theater pieces, sometimes
called operas, sometimes musicals, sometimes plays, sometimes performance art, had a ritualistic
quality. Very early on in my research, I hit a wall—I couldn’t find any video recordings of his
theater pieces, even those that were rather large-scale productions.
The absence of audiovisual evidence of Saint’s performance works is even more striking
in light of the level of self-documentation that he kept up. The Papers do, at least, point to the
absences of the audiovisual at times. For instance, I came across an invoice for the taping of New
Love Song (1989).309 This also leads me to more deeply consider the legacy of live performance
within this widely interdisciplinary milieu of cultural production. There are of course concrete
reasons as to why Saint’s performances have not remained in public memory in the way that the
above-mentioned films and anthologies have, as well as to why Saint’s literary output has
survived into the present more than his live work has, and they have to with the status and
conditions of performance as compared to print culture and media. I will briefly review those
reasons here: 1. lack of performance documentation or deterioration of existing documentation,
2. widespread death of performers and audience members (related to HIV/AIDS), 3. time passing
and its effect on memory, 4. the effect of trauma on memory, 5. inability of performance
documentation to capture affective, sensorial, and aesthetic qualities, and 6. limitations and
barriers within institutional and community audiovisual archives.310 I will take up these
challenges throughout the following two chapters, as they have emerged in my research. The
conditions of “too little” are not necessarily a dead end, as I hope to demonstrate, in that the
traces themselves lead to a great many potentialities and new methods.
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Assotto Saint was too much in the sense that he was a diva, that he was outspoken and
opinionated—that he made a lot of people laugh, and quite a few angry. (Hence, the antihagiography—I make no claims on Assotto as a Saint—his last name refers to a revolutionary,
Toussaint L’Overture, not an angel up in heaven). As the AIDS epidemic took hold, Saint did too
much, in the sense of the impossible—in the face of “no time,” or “crisis time” as I will explore
in the second chapter, he made time, in the form of performance, for his community to
collectively grieve and heal. I also hear the echo of the old adage, meant to sweeten the blow of
untimely death, “He was too much for this world.” But I think Saint would have rejected that
one; he was not one to be sentimental in the face of death. In fact, the most oft-cited account of
Saint from his peers and scholars alike concerns a performance of sorts at the funeral of his dear
friend and fellow poet Donald Woods where he interrupted the service to call attention to
Woods’ queerness and AIDS-related death—a performance which definitely split the crowd. His
insistence on disclosure, on being out about being HIV positive or living with AIDS, which he
communicated as an editor to his contributors, as well as through his appearance in Marlon
Riggs’ documentary, No Regret, was similarly uncompromising and confrontational.
The too-little that I will end with is the marginal status that Saint takes up in the
historiography of AIDS in the United States. To a large degree, this is also the problem of the
underacknowledged contributions of Black LGBTQ people, people of color, lesbians, and
women. But as I have hopefully made apparent by now, Saint was very visible, and visible in
many different spheres (the specific sphere of AIDS and immigration policy related to Haiti is
one that I will take up shortly). I take up this problem rather literally in what follows, as I
assemble brief appearances of Saint, traces in the form of inaccurate biographical information,
brief appearances in videos and novels, and graffiti. These traces are also key because they show
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him in situ, they show that he was there, and they raise questions about his marginal status in the
historical record. They also track my own tracking of him, sometimes on purpose and sometimes
via chance encounters.

Metamorphosis / Theater
There have been a total of six articles published in academic journals (from 1999 to
2020) devoted to Saint alone.311 He has also been treated somewhat extensively in two booklength projects over the last few years.312 As is the nature of academic writing, each piece
approaches Saint’s work from a very specific standpoint, usually while acknowledging the
incredible breadth and complexity of Saint’s work. It was reading these articles, along with a few
shorter tribute pieces and bios, that initially motivated me to undertake archival research in his
papers—there were so many gaps, so many mysteries and contradictions. Rereading these
articles after doing research and speaking with contemporaries of Saint, I’m struck by the way in
which biographical and historical myths are reiterated and reinforced, how facts lose traction and
become fiction—a true metamorphosis theater.
The first of two such stories, which initially sent me into detective mode, is the story that
Saint danced with/for Martha Graham313 for several years.314 Actually, it was Saint’s rumored
status as a Graham dancer that contributed to my early interest in him, as I am much more
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From Saint’s Wikipedia page: “He performed from 1973 to 1980 as a dancer with the Martha
Graham Dance Company but stopped after an injury prevented his further participation.” “Assotto Saint.”
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knowledgeable about dance history and theory than theater. After finding nothing in his papers,
and scanning online reading aids and digital materials for the Graham company at the
Smithsonian, luck had it that a good friend of mine picked up a job as an archivist for the Martha
Graham Dance Company. He graciously searched through what was available to him in New
York, and found nothing. It is most likely that Saint took classes at the Queens studio, and
trained in the Graham technique, but his name did not appear in any programs or press, and it is
unlikely that someone with little dance experience would be invited to perform with the
company. Not to mention that the Graham company was strikingly white, and Saint’s presence
would definitely have been registered. It is very possible that Saint himself exaggerated his role
to others;315 regardless, it was entered into the lore, and recited almost verbatim in profile after
profile, and posthumously, into his biography.
The second concerns Metamorphosis Theater. It is generally written about as if it was a
physical place, i.e. “performed at the Metamorphosis Theater.”316 Where was it? Somewhere in
the East Village, a contemporary of La MaMa? That was my first guess. In one article,317
Metamorphosis Theater is said to have produced Risin’ To the Love We Need, New Love Song,
Nuclear Lovers, and Black Fag. While the other works are dated, Nuclear Lovers is followed
with “(date unknown)”318; it is unknown because it never happened. Saint couldn’t get it funded,

Many people that I’ve spoken to have remarked on Saint’s graceful way of moving and
dancerly comportment. He was also cast as “the dancer” in Uzi Parnes and Ela Troyano’s film Loisaida
Lusts (1985).
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he was busy editing and publishing his anthologies, and his dear friends and partner were dying.
Metamorphosis Theater was founded by Saint and Holmgren as a production company with the
advent of New Love Song, and seems to have ended with that same production. Essentially, it
was a way to self-produce his performances, in much the same manner of starting a press in
order to self-publish his own literary and editorial projects, as Saint also did, at around the same
time, with his Galiens Press.319
I read Saint’s plays and performance works in the posthumously published Spells of a
Voodoo Doll (1996), edited by Michele Karlsberg.320 Risin’ to the Love We Need (1981), Black
Fag (1984), and New Love Song (1989) are the three theater pieces included in the collection
(not printed in chronological order for some reason). Black Fag was a solo performance art piece
performed in a club versus the other two, which were full theater productions. There is no
historical context for the plays or production history, or the changes that they underwent—they
are treated purely as textual objects. Apparently, this was Saint’s choice rather than Karlsberg’s,
for, although she is listed as the editor, Karlsberg has communicated to me that Saint in fact
edited and designed the collection, and planned to publish it himself with his press, Galiens. She
found a publisher after he died and took care of the logistics.321
While my aim in this section was initially corrective, and emerged out of a perceived lack
of attunement to the particularities of documenting live performance, I have become more

Saint established Galiens press in 1989. It’s a composite of “gay aliens” He also has a song
with Jan of the same name.
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interested in the continual appearance of transformation and mythology as productive spaces that
are shaped by and shape what is available. Saint archived every single ticket stub for his
production of New Love Song; certainly, this belies a vested interest in having his performance
work recognized as a significant element of his artistic production. Including the scripts in the
archive as well as in his collected works also demonstrates a wish that they be inserted into
history—or better yet, help to shape history, in much the same way that his poetry and
anthologies might.
I also find it productive to examine how narratives get reproduced, and see my work as
an attempt to loosen these narratives in an effort to let multiple and messy narratives emerge.
Indeed, that is a larger goal for this whole project as concerns the historiography of AIDS. I seek
to track the circulation and codification of narratives that create history, as I also attempt to
expand the archive so that new narratives can be assembled. Attending to Saint’s performances
with care offers opportunities for a different understanding of his mode of being in the world, as
well as for new considerations of his body of work. Inscribing Saint into history through
performance may seem counter-intuitive, but he himself did exactly that, writing the lives of
Black queer and trans people through what José Esteban Muñoz would term “queer acts”322 of
worldmaking including performance and the publishing of anthologies. As I attempt to sketch
and also imagine the (after)lives of Saint’s performances, I follow Muñoz’s lead in being more
invested in “what acts and objects do in a social matrix rather than what they might possibly
mean.323 Saint’s theater pieces, as live events, functioned as sites of transformation. As many
scholars of queer studies and performance, including Muñoz, have discussed, these “queer acts”
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don’t just do, but they keep doing. Elizabeth Freeman writes of the “undetonated energy from
past revolutions” that can be sought in the present.324 Speaking to live performance in particular,
André Lepecki makes the useful point that “[e]phemerality also begs for a rearticulation of
temporal vectors,” whereby it enables an understanding of the past as “a dimension of
potentiality of matter deeply woven into the fabric of the future.”325 In the next section, I turn to
glimpses of Saint in various documentary efforts as a way to illustrate the boundedness as well as
the potentiality of some of these sites, before looking to Saint’s own methodology in making
performances that take (their) place in history.

Cameo Appearances in History
I was watching Jim Hubbard’s documentary about ACT UP326 while drafting my first
chapter about Neil Greenberg, wanting to refresh my memory, and also to take a step back from
the close attention I was paying to Neil and his brother Jon. There was some footage of a protest
outdoors, tons of people in the streets, the camera briefly panning them. And suddenly, there was
Assotto Saint. His arm rising up at a 45-degree angle to his body, his black-leather-gloved fist
punching the air. He wore a black baseball hat and a black fur coat. The camera found him as his
tongue made a pouch under his bottom lip, catching him in concentration. Everyone else looked
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normal, a little tired and cold. He looked both glamorous and serious. He looked alone. When I
glimpsed him in the crowd, my heart caught. I paused the video and replayed. I took screenshots.
Here is the best one I could get:

Figure 3.1. Screenshot of United in Anger: A History of ACT UP, directed by Jim Hubbard. Accessed via
YouTube.

While recording an oral history interview with writer Sarah Schulman, I mentioned the
still. She asked to see it. Not able to determine what the action was from the restricted frame, she
suggested we go on YouTube to watch the clip together. After a bit of context-clue digging, she
determined that it was the Brooklyn Bridge action, which she linked to ACT UP’s Day of
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Desperation (1991).327 After a bit more digging on my own, I’ve learned that these two events
took place a year apart. I don’t know which event is captured in the photo. But the 1990
Brooklyn Bridge action was in response to the FDA decision to ban Haitian blood donors. As I
discussed in the Introduction, ACT UP had a poor track record in organizing with Haitian
communities. Saint’s voice and body was one of the few that bridged these organizing
communities.
A few months ago, a friend forwarded this post on Instagram to me:

Figure 3.2. lgbt_history Instagram account, posted on July 11, 2018. Courtesy of Dona Ann McAdams.

It shows Saint single-handedly holding a cardboard coffin at an ACT UP demonstration
in 1990. His expression is disgruntled, or perhaps just serious. He doesn’t seem to be with

On April 20, 1990, 80,000 people march across Brooklyn Bridge in an “unprecedented and
completely unanticipated show of public solidarity” which had the effect of reversing the FDA decision
about banning blood from Haiti. Browning, Infectious Rhythm, 101.
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anyone. He is dressed casually in a tank top and backpack and wearing his trademark cuff
bracelet. What strikes me about this Instagram post is that someone (@crashgrammy) identified
Saint after the fact, pulling him out of anonymity and showing that he had some affiliation with
ACT UP. In an interview I held with Pamela Sneed, she spoke pointedly about the factors that
led to many people of color not participating in ACT UP’s direct actions.
So there’s, you know, the ACT UP history, and, I mean, one of the things that I was
saying is that we couldn’t afford to get arrested. You can’t be black, queer and then have
a record. You know what I mean? So, our activism had to be different, you know, and so,
that’s where performances, that’s where poetry, that’s what all those things became really
urgent, you know. And also, white activism was coming from black people, you know
what I mean? Came from the civil rights era, okay? From women.328 And I think we get
excluded from that, you know what I mean? But the radical acts, you know, radical AIDS
activism—they always go to white AIDS activism, you know, and they don’t talk about
what the circumstances were for us and how we had to then organize—but we were
always leading. So it was, it was sort of like, you know, ACT UP was downstairs and we
were upstairs.329
The cultural activism being produced at the LGBT Center by queer people of color,
including the Other Countries Writing Workshop, was happening literally upstairs from the ACT
UP meetings. Sneed’s assessment succinctly traces the racialized and gendered divisions among
AIDS activists and cultural workers. How do we read Saint’s presence at this action? George
Bellinger explained it to me as Saint going where the energy was; it wasn’t that Saint was
particularly invested in ACT UP, but he recognized the power of the media attention they
garnered and plugged in accordingly, while also doing his own cultural activism within primarily
Black gay male circles.330
Saint also recorded a song with his partner Jan called ACT UP in 1992. He had plans to
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sell it as a benefit. I don’t believe that that happened. (Their song “Forever Gay” ended up on
Feed the Flame, a benefit CD to raise money for HIV/AIDS.)331 His last performance was his
funeral. He planned it all out before he died, lining up the speakers, choosing his outfit, choosing
which poems of his would be read, and forbidding others from reading theirs. In a recent
conversation with Michele Karlsberg, his friend and literary executor, she mentioned that part of
Assotto’s plan, which was indeed carried out, was for ACT UP to carry his casket through the
streets, blocking traffic, from Redden’s funeral home on 14th St and 8th Ave to the service in the
West Village. I was surprised to learn this. Assotto is not someone ACT UP has pushed
forward—he is not heavily cited in the ACT UP Oral History Project, the project started by Jim
Hubbard and Sarah Schulman.332
Yet he does make another surprise appearance in Schulman’s 1995 novel Rat Bohemia.
The setting is the memorial of Robert Garcia, a much more prominent ACT UP figure. It took
place at the club space in the Meatpacking district that held the queer and largely POC sexpositive parties Clit Club and MEAT. Schulman writes:

Xotica was a music project collaboration Saint and his partner Jan Holmgren’s, which also
included Willie Barnes at times. They performed in clubs, at La MaMa, at Gay Pride, and recorded an
album. I’m not able to go into this work here, but I do intend to pursue further research for my book
project on Saint. As recorded in his notebooks, Saint was influenced by British musician Jimmy
Somerville of Bronski Beat and The Communards, whose solo single “Read My Lips (Enough is
Enough)” about ACT UP was released in 1990 (Schomburg). Isaac Julien collaborated with Somerville in
Looking for Langston and This Is Not an AIDS Advertisement. See my discussion of Black music in
Greenberg’s The Disco Project and of Isaac Julien’s This In Not an AIDS Advertisement in the
Introduction. Xotica’s “Act Up” includes a quote from the Declaration of Independence, with Saint breaks
into saying, “but all men are not created equal”—we can see how themes of citizenship and critiques of
the nation-state run through all of Saint’s work.
331

Reckoning with, or at least acknowledging, ACT UP’s dominance in the historiography of
AIDS in the U.S. is a necessary task for any project attempting to tell a different story; this project’s
attention to performance as cultural activism offers an alternate route. But ACT UP does ghost these
pages in various ways. Saint’s relationship to ACT UP was ambivalent, as was the case with many people
of color. This is also addressed in the Introduction.
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The end result was that when the slides were finished and it was time for people to come
up to the microphone and say what they had to say about Robert, no one had anything to say.
What I mean is, no one wanted to talk. They just wanted to get the hell out of there. I saw
Assotto Saint, skinny and drawn, saying to a friend, “Well, I’m still here.” Then, when no one
had anything to say, he stood up slowly and just left.”333
Robert Garcia died in 1993,334 the same year as Saint’s partner, Jan. Saint himself was
sick at that time and died in June 1994. I don’t yet know how well they knew each other. I
wonder how Assotto said these words, if he did say them exactly as cited. I like the ambiguity
that exists in the description, Assotto demonstrating a mixture of pride and respect—his exit is
honest. This quiet protest is quite unlike his legendary behavior at Donald Woods’ funeral. The
statement, “Well, I’m still here,” points to Assotto’s tireless efforts, in the midst of the deaths all
around him, to persist.335 It also invokes the name of choreographer Bill T. Jones’ most infamous
dance piece.
I came across a letter from the choreographer Bill T. Jones to Saint336 thanking him for
his participation in his Survival Workshop and telling him that he appeared in the video for
Still/Here,337 which had its premiere in 1994, and would become one of the most referenced
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performances concerning HIV/AIDS.338 I had had no idea that that Assotto was connected to this
performance.339 I went to the Library for Performing Arts (NYPL) and viewed the recording of
the (very long) performance,340 which I had previously thought about only in reference to
Greenberg’s Not-About-AIDS-Dance.341 Still/Here premiered in December of 1994, several
months after Assotto had died.342 In Still/Here, Jones gathered movement, gesture, language, and
audio and video recordings of people who participated in his Survival Workshops for people who
were living with terminal illnesses. The material was either presented in quotation, or
transformed into stylized postmodern choreography performed by trained dancers. At one point,
a voice, perhaps Jones’, says, “I’m still here.” All that I found was a video portrait of Saint’s face
that flickered on a screen onstage for a few seconds before being replaced by another.343
I end with a last sighting that places Saint not in a margin, but front and center. In Marlon
Riggs’ short film Affirmations (1990), he films members of GMAD (Gay Men of African

In fact, it gained widespread exposure partially due to the New Yorker critic Arlene Croce’s
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Descent) as they march down a street holding a banner. The occasion is the African-American
Day Parade in Harlem. Assotto is there, through unnamed, wearing a white A-line tank top,
black three-quarter length spandex pants with a leopard-print stripe down the side, sneakers, high
white socks, a fanny pack. His back and hips sway freely, sexually, effeminately, the camera
follows the motion of his arm, waving a Pan-African flag. His metal cuff catches the light. I
mistakenly assumed that he was carrying a Haitian flag when I first saw the footage. The fact
that it is a Pan-African flag feels significant, and brings me back to the quote that begins this
introduction. Not only did Saint insist on having all of his “sides” accepted, he did so in relation
and among others, transcending the limits of his own body. In this clip, Riggs records Saint as he
speaks back to a homophobic heckler on the sidelines. Riggs shows us Saint in motion, not
taking “tea for the fever,” as George says. He is witty and confrontational, and he never breaks a
stride.
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Figure 3.3. Screenshot from Affirmations, directed by Marlon Riggs, 1990. 10 min. Distributed by
California Newsreel. Accessed via Vimeo.

Black, Gay, and Haitian, too 344
What’s the hardest thing about telling your mother you have AIDS?
Persuading her you’re Haitian.
–anonymous

This “joke” was relayed to me a while back, recalled by the speaker (a white gay man)
from an earlier time. I think it speaks perfectly to the way in which Haitians as a risk group for
AIDS (as they were so termed in 1983) were seen as completely distinct from gay male
communities also at risk. It speaks as well to the occlusion of Haitian gay men from the story of
AIDS in the U.S. Much has been written about the lack of coalition work and solidarity early on
between gay activists and Haitian activists.345 Paul Farmer notes that the CDC’s lack of care in
documenting or studying what was happening with Haitians to the extent that they did with gay
men, may have been a contributing factor to a less-than-ideal coalitional political framework:
“Perhaps better documentation would have led to increased solidarity among groups classed as
at-risk, solidarity sadly lacking in the history of the American epidemic… North American gay
men were themselves heard to echo the Haitian origins theories, and also to amplify or
misconstrue the role of Haitians in the U.S. Epidemic.”346 In the second half of this quote,
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Farmer notes the reality that some gay men were eager to distance themselves from the blame
being directed at them by diverting it onto (non-white, non-citizen) others. This was likely not
the case with white gay AIDS activists as a majority, but it does speak to the fact that racism and
xenophobia were certainly dynamics at play in the very shaping of the epidemic, as we saw
registered in the opening epigraph.
The linkage between Haitians and AIDS was not based on behaviors but on nationality
and immigration status. This came to be through the Center for Disease Control’s (CDC) 1983
decision, based on 34 cases, that Haitians were to be designated a risk group for AIDS. As Cathy
J. Cohen has pointed out, in addition to this decision drastically impacting the lives of Haitians
and Haitian-Americans, it also exacerbated previously and justifiably held suspicion in Black
communities towards governmental agencies.347 It also contributed to future distrust .
notes that the “inadequate handling of public information about black communities and AIDS is
probably most infamously illustrated in the CDC’s designation of Haitians as a risk group.”348
Journalist Linda Villarosa, in a ground-breaking article published in the New York Times in 2017,
locates the cause of the initial invisibility of black gay men in the medical discourse and the
media in the fact that the first four cases identified in the US were white gay men, and the next
two were a black gay man and a heterosexual Haitian man. The last two cases didn’t make it into
the initial reports or media. She quoted one of the doctors who authored the first study as saying,
“Until recently, I wouldn’t have thought it mattered. But in retrospect, I think it might’ve made a
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difference among gay black men.”349 It’s impossible to measure the effects of what might have
been, but the currently skewed demographics of HIV certainly reflect the early and continuing
under-prioritizing and undervaluing of the lives of Black gay men.
Medical anthropologist and physician Paul Farmer and performance studies scholar
Barbara Browning have both written extensively about HIV/AIDS, Haiti, and the US—in the
context of the long, intricate, and asymmetrical history of relations between the countries.
Farmer roots the CDC decision, consequent legislation, and medical and media discourse, all of
which blame both the spread of the virus and its origin on Haiti, to the “North American folk
model”350 of Haiti, which characterizes Haitians as foreign others who are associated with abject
poverty and exotic and dangerous Vodou practices. In his book AIDS and Accusation (1994),
Farmer tracks how the mystery of the relationship between Haitians and AIDS, i.e., not fitting
into either the homosexual or intravenous drug user categories of risk, led to sensational and
ungrounded attempts to establish origin and transmission routes: citing prostitution as a means of
spreading the virus to North American tourists and Vodou practices, including cannibalism.351
These theories from medical professionals, he argues, represent “a systemic misreading of
existing epidemiological and ethnographic data.”352 But why would that be the case?
Farmer claims that the answer lies in the “combination of an exoticism/racism semantic
network”353 that looked to the origin of disease: etiology, as necessarily located elsewhere, and
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associated with foreign, non-white bodies. He points to the mischaracterization, long in place, of
Haitians as transmitters of disease, as well as to the precedent of venereal diseases being linked
to a representation of Black sexuality as “untamed, excessive, and debauched.”354 Farmer,
Browning, and others have also connected the blaming of HIV/AIDS on Haitians as attached to
more contemporary fears of immigration and insecure borders, as well as to the threat, going
back to the Haitian Revolution, in 1804, of the spread of Black self-determination. In Infectious
Rhythm: Metaphors of Contagion and the Spread of African Culture, Browning writes:
The aim of this book is to consider a model with a lengthy and complex history: the
Western account of African diasporic culture that relies on the figure of disease and
contagion. The metaphor is invoked—often in the guise of a ‘literal’ threat—at
moments of anxiety over diasporic flows, whether migrational or cultural. At this
juncture, the figure has accrued new significance, and new virulence…. It is the
conflation of economic, spiritual, and sexual exchange that has allowed for the
characterization of diasporic culture as a chaotic or uncontrolled force which can only
be countered by military or police violence.355
The military occupation of Haiti by the United States took place from 1915-1934.
American control and influence on Haitian politics and economy certainly did not end with the
withdrawal of the Marines, however; rather, they left behind a “structure of dependency.”356
Despite efforts to distance itself from Haiti in the cultural imagination, and despite what
Browning terms Americans’ “persistent forgetfulness” about the legacy of US intervention,357
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the relationship between the two nations is not just parallel, it’s actually mutually constitutive.
Browning turns to Paul Farmer to demonstrate this point, writing that Farmer “shows that the
United States is complicit in what it means to be Haitian, and Haiti in what it means to be North
American.”358
The timing of the discovery of what would later be termed HIV and AIDS coincided with
an increasing domestic fear of “other contagions”359 owing to a massive influx of refugees to the
United States—which had the effect of activating border anxiety along with a renewed wave of
xenophobic and racist scapegoating—and with the election of a new U.S. president: Ronald
Reagan. A. Naomi Paik draws attention to the conjuncture of the AIDS “panic” and the Haitian
Refugee “crisis.”360 She lays out a timeline of events that chart the pivotal moments of the
narrative of the conflation of Haitian identity and AIDS.361 Paul Farmer calls attention to another
contributing factor: the culture of blaming the victim in the U.S., as in the example of the
dividing up of “innocent” and “guilty” in AIDS camps, as related to individualism and
inattention to structural patterns of power, pointing out, as does Cathy J. Cohen, how this shows
up in other aspects of healthcare, including drug and alcohol treatment, obesity, smoking,
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diabetes, as well as poverty and housing. In Haiti, his interviewees describe AIDS as “the last
thing” — in line with so many other historical, geographical, political events, diseases.362
The intersectional nature of the AIDS epidemic is addressed by Saint when he writes:
“AIDS is but one of the many problems we face as a society/ it did not make me an activist.”363
But an activist he was, and he was not alone in his application of pressure to public policy that
discriminated against Haitians and Haitian-Americans. Paik and Cohen both highlight how
reversals such as the closing of the Guantanamo AIDS camps, as well as the CDC’s decision to
take Haitians off the at-risk list, and the FDA decision to reverse the ban on the blood of
Haitians, had “less to do with data and more to do with organizing and protest,”364 including the
1990 Brooklyn Bridge protest attended by between 50,000 and 100,000 people protesting the
blood ban.
Assotto Saint, though not always cited, operated within/from/among both Haitiandiasporic and Black gay identity formations and communities.365 366 This comes across quite
clearly in his 1993 court statement,367 delivered in response to his arrest at an ACT UP action at
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the March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay, and Bi Equal Rights and Liberation. He initially
situates his protest as being an issue of healthcare, voicing the perspective that Cathy J. Cohen
has pushed forward: “Our political system and the political history of African Americans defy
the separation of struggles for civil rights from struggles for access to health care or struggles for
people with AIDS.”368 Saint goes on to make a political statement of affinity with HIV-positive
Haitians as well as his loved ones who had died from AIDS, connecting domestic and foreign
policy, as well as two demographics: gay men in the US, and Haitians, which were not often
placed in proximity in discourse:
My illegal yet constitutional action this past Monday morning, to which I unashamedly
plead guilty, was done on behalf of all the HIV-positive Haitians, who have been granted
political asylum in the United States, but are being detained unlawfully & immorally at
Guantanamo Bay. It was done on behalf of my late activist friend Ortez Alderson. It was
done on behalf of my life-partner, Jan Urban Holmgren.369
Saint took the occasion of his arrest (which was within the scope of a mass arrest) at an
ACT UP action to deliver a (uninvited) speech that surpassed the political scope of the action.370
Perhaps in recognition of his improvisational prowess, Saint requested a transcript, and went on
to publish this speech in his book of poems, under the title Wishing for Wings under the title “No
More Metaphors [Part Three].” The fact that he titles the piece, which is actually a trilogy371 “No
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More Metaphors” within a poetry collection points simultaneously to the tension between
aesthetics and politics in a time of crisis, as well as to the impossibility of their separation.
While Saint protested the injustices stemming from US policy as well as the Haitian
discriminatory practices against homosexuals, he also urged a cultural shift in Haiti, writing “I’m
calling on all Haitian homosexuals to come out and participate in the political process. Our lives,
whether we are closeted or not, are at stake. AIDS is spreading in pandemic proportions in Haiti,
and will continue to do so, affecting us most harshly.”372 Considering this plea was published in
the New York Native (on March 3, 1986), a gay newspaper, it seems likely that Saint is actually
addressing Haitian immigrants like himself rather than “Haitian homosexuals in the homeland”
as others have inferred.373 This injunction parallels Saint’s increasingly urgent and
uncompromising demand for Black gay men to come forward as living with AIDS, in order to
increase visibility and hopefully, in response to that visibility, increased resources. In the
introduction to his anthology, The Road Before Us (1991), after relaying his request to the
contributors to come out, he wrote, “[W]hen we don’t show en masse the lives, the faces, and the
hearts of AIDS, — ours included — we are accepting all the connotations of shame, all the
mystification of sin and repentance that those who are plainly simple-minded place on a
virus.”374
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The Road Before Us
I imagine what it would be like if friends had a demonstration each time a lover or a
friend or a stranger died of AIDS. I wonder what it would be like if, each time a lover,
friend or stranger died of this disease, their friends, lovers or neighbors would take the
dead body and drive with it in a car 100 miles an hour to washington d.c. and blast
through the gates of the white house and come to a screeching halt before the entrance
and dump their lifeless form on the front steps.375
— David Wojnarowicz
But when I do (inevitably) die, killed like hundreds of thousands in this AIDS war, may it
transpire that every Memorial Day — until the circus of media, clown masks of stigma,
and jeers of hysteria stop in our country and certainly until a cure is found, or at least
until a do-or-die governmental, scientific, and societal commitment to discover one
finally gets underway, my life-partner, mother, lovers, friends, fellow poets, somebody,
anybody…burn the Stars and Stripes, then toss the ashes over my grave. And please don’t
sing “The Star-Spangled Banner” — but furiously, read back every poem in the following
pages.376
— Assotto Saint
David Wojnarowicz’s writing, quoted above, inspired the political funerals put on by the
ACT UP affinity group The Marys, which I discussed in Part 1. Woubshet’s study of Black
mourning practices associated with the AIDS epidemic, The Calendar of Loss, opens with a
detailed, affective description of the 1993 political funeral of Tim Bailey,377 which was also
organized by The Marys. This funeral was put on two weeks before Jon Greenberg’s. The flyer
for Jon’s funeral, for which Neil Greenberg served as a pallbearer, read: “I don’t want an angry
political funeral. I want you to burn me in the streets and eat my ashes.”378 Woubshet places
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Saint’s interruption of Donald Woods’ funeral as well as his practice of writing political
obituaries for his friends and loved ones, in conversation with these political funerals.379 I would
like to build on Woubshet’s attention to the co-incident nature of these projects by suggesting
that Saint’s editorial work in his anthology The Road Before Us, including the text of his preface,
performs a similar inciting function to Wojnarowicz’s writing. The similarity to Wojnarowicz’s
text is clear: the anger, the scathing critique, and the desire for an anti-memorial ritual to take
place in protest of the government’s inaction—the failure of democracy as Saint saw it. The last
instruction, to read each poem out loud (and there are a hundred), points to the performativity of
the anthology. It is not just an archive (although it is certainly that too); it’s also fuel for action,
much as the American flag becomes so, quite literally. Saint’s explicit aim with this anthology
was to increase the visibility of Black gay men living with AIDS. In fact, he heavily pressured
his contributors to come out as living with AIDS in their bios. He bemoans the loss of Joe Beam,
pointing to Beam’s isolation, and expressing regret that they did not reveal their seropositivity to
each other. But he also extends Beam’s work by editing and self-publishing the anthology. The
sheer number of contributors was itself a mobilization, a public assemblage that stood in
opposition to the deathly inaction of the US government.

Wojnarowicz, who died from AIDS in July 1992, was catapulted into the public eye with the
advent of the 1989 show at Artists Space, WITNESSES: Against Our Vanishing, curated by Nan
Goldin,380 which became one of the most visible censorship battles related to queer content and
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AIDS in what we now think of as the culture wars. In his catalogue essay, in addition to what I
excerpted above, Wojnarowicz again exercises his imagination by fantasizing a variety of
unsavory situations that might befall Cardinal O’Connor, Jesse Helms, and William
Dannemeyer. As a result of this, the NEA revoked funding for the exhibit at Artists Space, later
reinstating it with the condition that it could not be used for the catalogue.381 In his Preface to
The Road Before Us, Saint writes:
Shouldn’t we, the poets in this anthology, dispatch to Helms our gay black poems each
time he gets up in front of the Senate and spews forth yet another homophobic or racist
harangue without fairness of debate and real challenge? Couldn’t fifty of us (one
representing each state of siege382 that he wants to turn our USA into) also fax him fullsize etchings of our dicks to be inserted into The Congressional Record.383 Then ours
would not be the dicks of death as popularly characterized, but truly the dicks of
everlasting political life.384
Saint’s text is as irreverent and insurgent as Wojnorowicz’s, and it simultaneously counterattacks the racist and homophobic governmental bodies and “general public” of the US—with a
biting sense of humor to wit.
The quote by Wojnarowicz that I included earlier is often reproduced and has been
mobilized in ways that I and many others have demonstrated, but the larger context of the piece
actually opens up into a much broader appeal for a range of responses, or “gestures” to oppose
the dominant media (mis)representations of the AIDS epidemic. He writes:
But, bottom line, this is my own feeling of urgency and need; bottom line, emotionally,
even a tiny charcoal scratching done as a gesture to mark a person’s response to this
381
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epidemic means whole worlds to me if it is hung in public; bottom line, each and every
gesture carries a reverberation that is meaningful in its diversity; bottom line, we have to
find our own forms of gesture and communication.385
Like Douglas Crimp’s seminal 1989 essay, “Mourning and Militancy,”386 which advocated for
not just anger but also space for mourning within activist spaces like ACT UP, Wojnarowicz’s
advocacy for a range of responses or tactics to take up in response to AIDS opens up space
within its original context, and it also holds true for us now, as we create our own gestures
towards the future which also shape the past.387 Wojnarowicz’s choice of “gesture” gives me
pause, due to the word’s intimate relationship to the body. One way that “gesture” has been
defined historically is a “manner of carrying the body.” While generally this would be
understood in relation to one’s own body, I think that we can see Saint’s editorial work, like the
work of the political funerals, as “carrying bodies,” both living and dead. In the title, rather than
refer to “100 Gay Black Poems,” he refers to “100 Gay Black Poets,” foregrounding the body as
author and agent. “The Road Before Us” points to the function of the anthology as contributing
to the work that needs to be done, and is a gesture towards the future, what might lie ahead.
Scholar Brent Hayes Edwards has theorized the anthology as a “mood.”388 In the context
of anthologies related to the Black diaspora, Hayes asks: “What if the anthology enables the
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articulation of a mood…. Neither ‘a final thing’ (a framing of the past) nor a ‘prophecy’ (a
prediction of the future), but a space of ‘new creation’ in the performance of reading that takes
place in the subjunctive, in a condition of probability.”389 I very much see Saint’s role as editor
as creating these conditions for his contemporary readers as well as for his contributors. While
Saint’s preface moves between the subjunctive mode and the imperative, he closes with the
following quote: “May the rhythms of our gay black hearts be as uplifting in our daily lives as it
is in our essays, anthologies, films, rallies, one-night-stands, and poems.”390 Like the political
speech turned “poem,” like the many aspects of personal and collective identity that he refused to
parse, like the anthology that imagined its own performance as protest, and like the
multidisciplinary theater pieces which marked time differently, inscribing history and healing
collective trauma, Saint “did it all,”391 modeling a form of aesthetics that emerged out of, and
moved in relationship to, the time and place(s) that he found himself in.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Assotto Saint’s Archival Gestures

Figure 4.1. Photo by Ivan Gallietti.392

While doing preliminary research on Saint’s multi-media theater piece Risin’ To The
Love We Need, I came across this photo of the Christopher St. piers from a show at the Leslie
Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art. The photo shows an interior shot of a deteriorating
structure, worn down to its bones of bricks and metal, with the outdoor sky and neighboring
structures visible through a large hole in the left side and the open ceiling. The color palette is
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primarily ochre, brown, red, orange, yellow, and black, with some light blue visible outdoors.
Shadows crisscross the brick and collect in more solid piles along the floor, so that it’s not
apparent what level of stability might be available to a body who desired to stand there. The
daylight outside creates the conditions for the visibility of the details of the materials as well as
the graffiti in the corner, in white spray paint, in a roughly boxy shape, “RISIN’ To/ The LOVE
We/ Need.” The phrase takes place across three lines, and the middle line features a heart,
around the top of which LOVE is written in small letters.
That the phrase refers to an upwards movement in the midst of a collapsing architectural
structure is noticeable, and a sexual reading of the phrase seems viable in this site of gay male
cruising. While much graffiti is concerned with authorship, this piece appears to be anonymous.
Rather than a singular claim for recognition, it functions as a conjuring of collectivity; if we
leave out the heart, it reads: “risin’ to the we.” The force of the collective need fuels the seeking
that yields the possibility of intimacy and connection. Many venturers to the pier were there for
the duration of daybreak, witnessing the rising of the sun after a long night, a queer way of
measuring time. The present continuous (or present progressive) form of “risin’” explicitly
connects the present to the future—the we is moving towards what is not yet there in an act of
faith. This act of faith, which could be called utopic,393 opens up space for new potentialities.
The choice of “need” rather than “want” or “hope” or “desire,” points to necessity, to survival.
Audre Lorde’s line, “poetry is not a luxury,” which Saint himself references in his later theater
work, is a useful invocation here, in bridging the potentiality that this queer act of inscription
holds with the artistic work that likewise is directly linked to survival, reminding us that acts of
imagination create futures.
“utopia offers us a critique of the present, of what is, by casting a picture of what can and
perhaps will be.” Muñoz, Cruising Utopia 35.
393
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pier
choppy tonight even walking
words chip against my teeth
I suck them in I spit them out
am I choking or drowning
out here the pilings won’t answer
they have a better question
I must walk closer to hear it
but they are not good for standing on
anymore I say or for boat tying
or fishing or fucking okay then
they will ask from there: why
is their skeleton beautiful and
mine terrifying

I wrote this poem years ago, aware of my fascination, which could border on
romanticization, with the piers as a wreckage of queer life. Assotto Saint used to haunt the piers,
and maybe he still does. I found this quote in an interview from 1984:
I work basically at night. I like to go in the streets and talk to God, whatever is out there,
and read poetry aloud and act things out. People have seen me in the street talking aloud
at two or three o’clock in the morning. I like that. Sitting by the river, there’s such a
feeling of wholeness with the universe. Most of the poetry has to do with the Hudson,
with the piers, just the power I get from the river.394
Years later, in an unpublished essay, Saint refers to the piers as a place in which to access the
bodies that had passed beyond his physical reach: “i often come to the piers/ this is where after
closing joe and david’s eyes, we went. to hear their voices.”395 Drawing such a direct link
between his creative practice and the environment it was cultivated in, it could be said that the
piers and the area in close proximity were inscribed into his body; he, in turn inscribed them,
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along with the other bodies that frequented them, into his work. Because Risin’ is set at the piers,
this documentation of graffiti almost seems to quiver the line between the creative work and the
lifeworlds that that creative work references.
I tracked down the photographer, Ivan Galietti, who, it turns out, is actually a filmmaker,
and expressed my excitement and curiosity about the photograph and what it documented. He
agreed to meet with me at the Whole Foods on Houston and 2nd Avenue on June 17, 2019. There,
he explained to me how he had encountered the graffiti in the early hours of the morning after
being out all night. This was in late ’81. In April 1982, he began shooting. Ivan told me that he
was drawn to the graffiti because it represented the piers as he saw them, or at least at their
highest potential, as a place where gay men reached out to other in search of connection,
expressing a desire to connect more intimately. “Risin’” also had another connotation for Ivan—
in the ruins, in the most marginal spaces, it was possible to create a new space where private and
public came together.396 A native of Rome, Italy, Ivan saw in the piers a kinship to Pompeii—a
rotting, off-limits place that was full of public art—frescos of a pagan nature, often featuring
phalluses, which were considered symbols of luck and fertility in Ancient Rome.
The piers were demolished over the 1980s. In 1983, AIDS was named as a fatal disease
(having previously been named GRID) definitively linked to gay men and their perceived sexual
promiscuity. Galietti said that at that point there was a general consensus that to “to
celebrate/show [casual] sex could be perceived as promoting [it]—framed you as suicidal/a
murderer.”397 Funding dried up, along with any hope of producing a feature-length film in the
near future. He kept shooting, recording in 1985 and 1987, and also filming nearby piers. Galietti
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was able to cut a 12-minute film out of his footage in 1985, which he titled Pompeii New York,
Part 1: Pier Caresses.398 This film, which he saw, and continued to see, as being a section of a
larger (unfinished) project that tracks the piers as they were transformed, was first screened at the
Downtown New York Film Festival at the club 8BC in the same week as Uzi Parnes and Ela
Troyano’s Loisaida Lusts.399
I visited Galietti in the East Village on July 11th, 2019, a few weeks after our first
meeting, at the walk-up building where he has lived since 1980. He sat me down in an apartment
overflowing with a lifetime’s share of art-making and living. He served me cherries and
madeleines, which I ate even though I was on a sugar and gluten-free diet, because it was so
romantic. After a lot of cord-switching and hand-wringing, we finally got the VHS player and the
monitor to communicate with each other and a grainy video began to play. The copy he had of
the 12-minute film, originally shot in 16mm, was so bad (in his opinion), I had to convince him
that it was worth watching. I saw the still photographic evidence of the graffiti come to life for a
few seconds as the camera swept the upstairs interior room (just its bones really) of the roofless
structure that provided temporary shelter for queer men, including Assotto Saint.
Beyond the excitement of seeing this, the tour that the film provided, grainy and staged as
it was, revealed more than I’d ever seen. What felt especially moving was seeing the writer
David Wojnarowicz in a cruising scene in the interior of the piers, which so closely resembled a
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scene he described in his nonfiction piece, “Losing the Form in Darkness,”400 that I felt as if I
was watching take place what I had previously only imagined. The experience of imagining that
scene had itself been transformative to me many years ago. I was doing a small job for my friend
Kristin, retyping the afore-mentioned text by Wojnarowicz for a publication she was working
on.401 I felt something crack open in me as I read his account of having tender sex with stranger
at the piers.”402 I wrote a poem, “in place,” that I’ve never been able to get right. The cracking
open had to do simultaneously with a sense of mourning for the queer life my father didn’t get to
have, and with a growing awareness that that was a life I wanted for myself, the life of a queer
man reaching out and finding other queer men. I began the process of moving in that direction
soon after.
At Galietti’s apartment that night, I experienced a feeling of overwhelm, encountering the
magnitude of the archival and creative work that needed to be done, and also just in feeling the
weight of the stories wanting to be told by him. He told me that he had a rough cut of about thirty
minutes from 1982, he believed in storage. He thought he might have another copy lying around,
also poor quality, but after spending some time looking for it, he gave up. He expressed the need
for an assistant, and perhaps a studio, to finish this project. It’s a project that should be finished.
Material that should be circulated. I offered to digitize the VHS that he showed me, partially out
of selfish motivation, so that I could watch it again, but he declined, saying that it was painful for
him to see it in such poor quality, such distortion. To my eyes, wet with nostalgic desire to be
sure, it was perfect. The visit was a reminder to me that work can remained unfinished even if
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life is not cut short, that resources and support are so necessary. Or perhaps it’s that work can
always be reopened, recut, reframed, transformed, depending on the needs of the moment. This
dissertation is certainly premised on that belief.
This is the description of the set that Saint wrote for Risin’:
the piers/ a no-man’s land at the end of Christopher street in new york city/ a sexual
meeting ground/ a place where one can also sit by the river & feel at peace with the
universe/ high atop some steps, up centerstage, we find an old arm-chair: FRANCINE’s
throne/ upstage right, a dilapidated building where people go in & out, seeking pleasure
& adventure/ upstage left, we see the Newark skyline/403
The piers are the backdrop through which characters disappear and emerge. Gay nightlife, sex,
and drugs are often at the center of the action, but they are not completely glorified. Rather, they
are taken up as spaces and practices that are flawed and have as much potential for oppression as
liberation. It feels significant that Saint takes pains in his description of the setting to mention not
just the sexual playground of the piers, but also the architecture and the river, where
contemplation and dreaming can happen. Francine introduces the setting of Risin’ to her
audience as follows: “this is Pier 46, with its army of tricks on trips, standing by for the thrill to
combat your secrets, maneuver your drives, service your fantasies/.”404 While the characters
deliver their opening lines, slides depicting sex at pier 46 are directed to be flashing across the
scene in quick succession.
Since there is no way of knowing what photographs were shown, who they were taken
by, or even if they were shown at all, I perform my own counter-archival gesture of projecting
Alvin Baltrop’s photos onto the back wall of the stage. Baltrop’s documentation of the piers was
in line with Saint’s ambivalent depiction of them. Art historian and AIDS activist Douglas
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Crimp, who was the first to write about Baltrop in an art publication,405 portrays Baltrop as an
underrecognized preservationist of gay culture at the site of the piers. Baltrop, a Black queer man
who installed himself at the piers for long periods of time, and even hung from a homemade
harness in order to frame his subjects, did not just photograph sunbathing and sex, however, he
also chronicled murder, drownings and other acts of violence; he did not romanticize the site. His
photos activate what Muñoz terms “utopian longing”: “a force field of affect and political
desire”406 rather than resincribing nostalgia, because they continue to engender new questions
and to visibilize networks of relation, desire, and power in all of their complexity. Douglas
Crimp has portrayed Baltrop as an underrecognized preservationist of gay culture at the site of
the piers. Noting Baltrop’s attention to the architecture, Crimp notes that the piers had similar
appeal for cruisers and artists; it wasn’t “just that the piers were there and available; they were
also vast and hauntingly beautiful.”407
The artist Gordon Matta-Clark created a large work called “Day’s End” at Pier 52 in
1975, where he cut several large holes into the structure of Pier 52. Matta-Clark was a straight
artist looking for a big enough space to make a large work that interfaced with a built
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environment, an example of what he termed “anarchitecture.”408 He was an outsider to the
culture of the piers, and he distanced himself from the gay men who used the area for casual sex
through pathologizing them: “So the [sites] that I found originally were all completely overrun
by the gays. And S&M, you know that whole S&M shadows of waterfront.”409 In fact, according
to Crimp, he went so far as to lock the cruisers out of the building.410 Matta-Clark did not “sign”
his large architectural intervention into the structure of Pier 52, but he did make sure to have his
authorship documented all along the way.
Baltrop took photographs of “Day’s End,” not knowing what it was, but inadvertently
contextualizing it within the piers’ cruising culture. His photographs of Day’s End are some of
the most cited, but unlike others, which consciously document the project as Matta-Clark’s
intervention, Baltrop’s can be seen as a counter-archive that does not separate out the “high art”
from the low—by which I mean graffiti as well as the acts indicative of the inventive public sex
culture to be found at the piers.411 Many of the photos also document the graffiti art, including
the work of Tava, Keith Haring, and David Wojnarowicz. I recently had the opportunity to
Baltrop’s photos of the piers in person, as they were featured in his (posthumous) first museum
show at the Bronx Museum of the Arts, The Life and Times of Alvin Baltrop.412 This exhibit
demonstrates the contemporary interest in the piers and queer history more generally (the exhibit
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was co-presented by the Stonewall 50 Consortium).413 The Baltrop show coincides with another
effort to memorialize the setting of Risin’, which I will briefly discuss now.
The Whitney Museum of American Art is currently working with the artist David
Hammons414 to make “Day’s End,” a “permanent public art project” on the site of former Pier
52, set to be unveiled in September 2020.415 Hammons’ piece is (named) in honor of the artist
Gordon Matta-Clark’s architectural intervention “Day’s End” at Pier 52, made in 1975. This
project is being framed as a monument of sorts to the history of the piers and the surrounding
area, the changing nature of which the Whitney reflects quite succinctly. This history includes
the piers as a site central to queer history in New York—the Whitney acknowledges this in their
press materials. But Hammons’ initial proposal was in direct response to Matta-Clark’s work,
and he described it as a monument: “Gordon Matta-Clark Monument Pier 52.”416
Hammons’ project has been described as a “ghost pier” because it is a frame that stands
in the exact position of the former structure. The term ghost of course invokes the haunting of the
piers by those who frequented it; because the site of the piers became equated with death in the
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minds of many with the onset of AIDS, it’s also haunted by the deaths of individuals and of a
public sex culture. Martita Sturken writes of the difference between monuments and memorial,
linking memorials to honoring the dead and monuments to celebrating victory, moving towards
closure.417 It remains to be seen what this project will mobilize and what it will foreclose.418
Achille Mbembe speaks to the relationship between the state and the archive, identifying the
strategy on its part to “civilise” the archive through the “bias of commemoration.”419 “[P]art of
the ritual of forgetting” Mbembe argues, is that “one bids farewell to the desire or the willingness
to repeat something.”420 While Matta-Clark marked “Day’s End,” with his project, the invocation
of “Risin’ To The Love We Need” marks a beginning.
When I moved to New York City in 2005, the newly built-out piers were a battleground,
a contested space, used by many different groups—groups who had asymmetrical relationships
to economic and political power.421 In 2006, I worked at the Lower East Side Harm Reduction
Coalition as an outreach worker for queer youth at and around the piers, coordinating with
FIERCE422, a grassroots organization that was active in advocating for its own population of
homeless and low-income queer and trans youth of color who had been continually harassed by
the enforcement of regulatory policies meant to keep the space safe for the wealthy gay and
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lesbian and increasingly heterosexual families utilizing the space. Having moved recently from
San Francisco, where I had also worked as a street outreach worker, I had only a cursory
understanding of the fraught racial and class dynamics at play at that moment on the piers (the
present moment as it was pressurized by the accumulated momentum of the last few decades,
that is).
American Studies scholar Christina B. Hanhardt, in Safe Spaces, writes perceptively of
the politics of the piers, contextualizing it within the shifting terrain of gay politics, the legacy of
which stretched back to the Stonewall Rebellion of 1969. Hanhardt links the (successful)
attempts in the early 2000s of community boards to restrict the free movement of primarily
brown and Black queer and trans bodies to the divisions that emerged post-Stonewall as to what
was considered to be part of a gay rights agenda. Taking note of the effect of the repeal of antisodomy laws, effectively de-linking gay and lesbian white bodies from criminality, she writes:
“The enforcement of laws against lewdness, loitering, and solicitation continued to be used
against LGBT people, but most often they were applied to those also targeted along other lines—
significantly race and class, but also age, gender expression, and sexual subculture. Insofar as
these laws disproportionately affected LGBT youth, low-income people, and people of color,
they were not necessarily still seen years later as shared concerns of white, middle-class, gender
normative gay residents.”423
The Stonewall Riots, having occurred at a time before there was much organized
resistance to anti-gay discrimination and policing, has come to stand as an overdetermined
marker of gay progress—the sticking point, has been that, although the riots initiated the
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organizing of many gay and lesbian groups, the trans women of color who were said to be at the
center of the action, Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson, along with their trans women of color
successors have not reaped the gains that their white male counterparts have.
I was in attendance at a discussion of Stonewall at the NYPL (in anticipation of the 50th
anniversary, which occurred in the spring of 2019) in which the speaker, someone with quite a
bit of influence in the current shaping of the past, wondered aloud to us if it really mattered who
was there. I agreed with him that there has been perhaps some unproductive quibbling over who
was there, when they arrived, etc. But I found his own framing to be unproductive. What is really
at stake is: Who do queer people owe their lives to? If we look to mainstream cinema, the
whitewashing of Stonewall is clear and decisive,424 much in the same way that narratives of
AIDS have gone. Given the current state of the economic and health disparities amongst LGBTQ
people, it is clear that the material effects of what happened that June evening have not been
equally distributed. The stories we tell have material effects.
“The Christopher Street piers no longer exist.”425 Martin F. Manalansan V., in his 2005
essay “Race, Violence, and Neoliberal Spatial Politics in the Global City,” does not mince
words. He speaks to the violence inflicted by neoliberalism as a “violent remapping of lives,
bodies, and desires” of queer people of color in NYC.426 In Risin’ To The Love We Need,
Francine, the character inspired by Marsha P. Johnson, narrates the shift in the culture of postStonewall West Village: “once, this village was for real/ everywhere, a family affair/ one could
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feel the power of the place/ the village was the village for everybody/ queens shared space/ all
over now, attitudes/ it’s a bad joke/ i declare christopher street a disaster zone.”427
Saint’s choice to place Francine at the center of the play, and to serve both as the
embodied carrier of history and as the visionary, demonstrates his admiration for his real-life
acquaintance/friend Marsha P. Johnson. Saint sometimes referred to his characters as
“composites of friends.”428 There are several references within the play that link Francine to
Johnson, as addition to Saint’s dedication of the play to her. These include references to her
Johnson’s affectionate moniker of “the queen of Christopher Street,” such as a banner that is
carried by Spirit which reads “THE HARASSMENT OF OUR QUEEN,” Francine’s aspiration
to be a performer, and her central role at the Stonewall Rebellion. The set of the play calls for a
large overstuffed chair to serve as Francine’s throne. Francine’s commentary, indeed, her
survival, stands in direct opposition to the erasure that would be enacted against her. And Saint
works towards inscribing this historical record in his play.
History of a contested space, history as a contested space. Geographer Katherine
McKittrick notes the preponderance of a passive understanding of the operation of space: “the
idea that space ‘just is,’ and that space and place are merely containers for human complexities
and social relations, is terribly seductive…. Geography is not, however, secure and unwavering:
we produce space, we produce its meanings, and we work very hard to make geography what it
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is.”429 Speaking of the piers, scholar and activist Robert Sember430 points out that “the site, as
ruin, crosses temporal and spatial borders.431 He also demonstrates how the graffiti on the
surfaces of the piers evidenced a struggle to produce and maintain space, even as that space
began to decay, varying in function from memorial, to warning, to resistance, and homophobic
insults.432 Sember also locates the piers as the site in which Marsha P. Johnson spent much of her
time, and where the bodies of Black gay men and transpeople were sometimes met with
violence.
They say Marsha came down to the piers when she was terribly depressed and would
stare out at the river. When others were in a similar mood she cheered them with a
promise she lifted from a spiritual, “One day we will cross the River Jordan.” At times
she spoke of how, when looking across the Hudson, she saw dead friends hovering in the
clouds above its surface. They called to her, and she longed to join them.433
At one point in Risin’, a character calls to Francine, “girlfriend, what are you doing, singing sad
songs on the edge of the pier? you’re going to fall in the water/”434 This eerily foreshadows the
death of Johnson, who was pulled out of the Hudson River in the summer of 1992. The cause of
her death was unclear. It was initially ruled a suicide, but after pressure by friends and
community, the possibility of murder was vaguely considered by a largely uninterested police
precinct. Saint’s archive contains a folder of materials related to Marsha P. Johnson’s death,
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including obituaries, memorial program, and a series of clippings of articles that follow the
investigation into her death. These materials confirm for me that Saint’s care for Johnson
continued far beyond the premiere of his play. I see this counter-archive of Johnson’s death as
interconnected with Saint’s counter-archiving of her life in Risin’, and read the two into each
other, across temporal boundaries.
In addition to the numerous clipped articles concerning the investigation into her death
and the program from her memorial service that can be found in Saint’s papers, Saint inscribed
Johnson into his 1992 anthology: Here to Dare: Ten Gay Black Poets: “In loving memory of
fellow poets: Rory Buchanan, Bland J. “BJ” Carr, Craig C. Harris, Donald Woods and sister
street queens: Cecil, Marsha “Pay Them No Mind” Johnson.” This posthumous inscription
points back to the piers, back to the seventies, back to Risin’ and its graffiti counterpoint. The
surfaces of the page, of the piers, of the water, of the script, of bodies—they are all scratched into
each other—palimpsestic, crossing time.

*

*

*

What is Risin’?
A text? A performance? A script? A speech act?
A staged reading? A recording on a cassette tape? A piece of graffiti?
A revisionary history? An act of divination?

Risin’ To The Love We Need is the title of a multimedia theater piece created by Assotto
Saint. It is also all of the above, and more. I will now move into attending to the many forms and
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functions of this work, operating under the premise that none of them can be singled out as the
“real” or most authentic one, not even the full production. Rather, following Saint’s own
methodology, I will look to them as porous historical and textual surfaces. In doing so, I hope to
avoid the binary of live performance and documentation, or liveness and ephemera, and instead
look to the multiple and ongoing potentialities that arise when there is no primary object of study
(or the performance is decentered as the primary object of study). This methodology is
responsive to archival limitations, forwarding the method of working with what is available—not
as substitution, but as a dispersal of meaning. This methodology also approaches temporality in a
queer fashion, making connections across time and bodies that transcend the limitations of the
physical world and calendar time. As such, acts of imagination and associative links emerge in
response to the present and to the subjectivity of the researcher.
Treating each iteration of Risin’ as singular requires employing different modes of
analysis. In what follows, I provide a production history of the performance, including staged
readings and the full run, I perform close readings of two archival audio recordings, and analyze
the photograph that I have introduced. I present Risin’, in all of its iterations, as a counter-archive
that opens up multiple ways to experience the past and the present, particularly in relation to
queer public sexual culture, AIDS, and Black gay and trans life.
I also perform a textual analysis of two versions of the script and a published version of
the play; I do so in ways that sometimes interact with the other source materials. When I talk
about Risin’, without distinguishing a primary source, I am speaking of the work as a
compilation of all of its parts. My analysis is also always in relation to the social histories of the
period. I follow Saint’s lead in allowing breath to pass between the creative act and everyday
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life. Inscription emerges as a useful heuristic to consider Saint’s practice of writing new scripts,
scripts that are historical with a difference, that hint at new horizons.
In discussing the changes in the scripts, I do not have a teleological aim, or an investment
in showing artistic or political maturation. Nor am I interested in comparing solely for
comparison’s sake. Rather, I see each version of the script as allowing for different foci, different
questions, to emerge, as well as opportunities to look at the internal and external pressures
shaping Saint’s revisions. Rather than thinking of revisions, again, in a teleological way, of
working towards some ideal or finished form, I draw from Adrienne Rich’s concept of revision
as re-vision. In her milestone essay, “Writing as Re-Vision,” Rich chronicles a shift in her
understanding of her position in the world, with the express purpose of inspiring other women to
change both their understanding and their writing, using her own journal entries and experiences,
archiving herself towards a new present/future. Aligning her writing practice with a political
vision, she writes: “Re-vision—the act of looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering a
text from a new critical direction—is for us more than a chapter in cultural history: it is an act of
survival.”435 This feels especially relevant in thinking through Saint’s revisions, as the
biopolitical conditions are shifting so rapidly at the time of Risin’s production; Saint, like Rich,
is invested in his performances enabling survival, as demonstrated by his referring to them as
“necessary theater.”
In reviews, Risin’ was characterized as belonging to various genres, including: “a loosely
scripted musical” (Massa), a cabaret (Massa), a play (Henrich), a choreopoem (Helbing), and
“theater of liberation…. expressed through narration, poetry, dance, mime, and song” (Chesley).
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In a 1984 interview, when asked why he calls his plays “theater pieces,” Saint responds: “They
don’t necessarily have a beginning, middle, or end. They don’t have to have a structure; they’re
broader.”436 Foregoing a linear and causal structure, they are also broader in the sense of
consisting of musical compositions, sculpture, photography, poetry, and in the sense of
describing, narrating, and enacting real and imagined realities. In this way they are akin to the
anthologies that Saint will appear in and also create, making meaning out of the relationships that
form in space.
In Risin’, Saint inscribes the life that is all around him into his script(s), transforming
biographical, historical, and geographical facts into narratives that create new relationships
between people, places, and time. The characters transmit individual stories in the form of
monologues, but the occasion of the telling, what brings it forth, is the presence of others
(characters and audience). A loose “we” emerges over the course of the text, as disparate and
common experiences are related. A sense of intimacy arises out of the vulnerability of sharing
memories and the witnessing that attends it. As I take up the many relevant connotations of the
word “risin’”, I also turn to the question: Who rises up out of history? Who is marked as
extraordinary, worthy of remembering and honoring? What rises up as a significant historical
event?
Saint demonstrates an acute awareness of what Lauren Berlant calls “feeling
historical”437 in his preoccupation with dates and his inclusion of proper names and archival
materials in the forms of slides (in his stage directions) depicting significant historical events. At
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one point, a character says, “this transition period’s a whole different scene.”438 This selfconscious inscription of the present offers a way for the present to be named and mirrored back
to a contemporary audience during the event of performance, and, after the performance, for
alternative memories to be conjured.
Risin’ provides a crucial intervention in current memorialization efforts of the piers, of
Marsha P. Johnson, and of HIV/AIDS. While the play takes place in 1980, which we now
understand as nearing the end-point of the heyday of a thriving sexual culture, Risin’ presents a
view of the piers and of social and sexual gay culture as rife with excitement as well as racism.
While recent efforts to memorialize Johnson focus (quite belatedly) on her role at Stonewall and
on her sensationalized death,439 Saint’s character, inspired by Johnson, is shown in relation to
others, and in her day-to-day experiences, her dreams and memories, and the ongoing threats to
her safety as a trans sex worker of color, from tricks and cops alike. Neither Stonewall nor
Francine herself are represented in Risin’ as monumental or hagiographic. Stonewall takes its
place among many other national and international events, as well as personal events narrated by
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the characters. Francine is treated with respect by the other characters but she is not above
cruising crotches or sniffing poppers.
I see Saint’s method of inscription as in line with (Foucault’s interpretation of)
Nietzsche’s concept of monumental history: “Nietzsche accused this history, one totally devoted
to veneration, of barring access to the actual intensities and creations of life.”440 I find an affinity
with Nietzsche’s concept (as filtered through Foucault) and Samuel Delany’s discussion of
margins, which he outlines in the introduction to his memoir, The Motion of Light on Water. In
critiquing his own approach to writing memoir, in which he selects particular episodes to narrate,
he writes that there should be a second column of type, doubled in size, including all the
mundane (bodily) repetitions that are left out.”441 He also mentions his practice, when he was in
high school, of writing what he felt was appropriate for public view in the front of his high
school notebook (journal entries, homework, sketches), while in the back, he wrote masturbation
fantasies; he noted that as they accumulated, they moved closer together, like parentheses.442
Delany’s concept of the margin, as the material that ghosts the text/life, feels especially
relevant in relationship to the piers as a marginal space—physically, socially, and historically.
Their physical location at the edge of a land mass that is barely marked off from the water’s edge
is also complemented by the openness of the structure of the buildings as well—a porous,
deteriorating architecture that was not wholly distinct from the natural and built world around it.
The palimpsestic nature of the structure and surfaces of the building as it was repurposed into a
cruising area is part of what is evidenced in photographs that show sex acts and graffiti amidst
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signs like, “Stationary Room” signaling the previous use of the space—ghosts of former lives
and functions. The simultaneous processes of decomposition and composition can be viewed as a
liminal space between life and death, or perhaps beyond those boundaries altogether. In looking
at Saint’s (possible) act of graffiti-writing together with his theatrical production, we see a
porousness between the imaginative act and lived experience. The porousness of life and
aesthetics is a key element in Saint’s work. The space of the theater is both invented and real, the
piers are both real and made up in memory. These two spaces are transposed onto each other, as
Saint writes the name of his play on the interior wall of the Pier 46, and projects images of the
piers onto the walls of the theater during his performance.

Versions of History: Saint’s Counter-Archives
Saint was an archivist in many ways. His archive at the Schomburg, as has been
mentioned, is extensive, and clearly demonstrates a desire for future engagement with his work.
While I have mentioned the scripts and audiocassette tapes, I would also like to explicitly name
the comprehensive archive that Saint created of flyers, programs, reviews, and press coverage,
which have allowed me to construct a loose production history. Almost all of the reviews I have
consulted were compiled by Saint.443 They appeared in the New York Native, NY Amsterdam
News, The Advocate, The Village Voice, and the New York Times, and organization newsletters. I
would become especially conscious of his role as an archivist as well as artist when certain lines
were underlined or otherwise marked (it was usually praise). As the majority of the reviews were
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published in small, independent gay and black newspapers, it could be quite difficult to find
them. The fact that he meticulously clipped them all, and that he kept them organized and
submitted them to the Schomburg, demonstrates that he played a hand in preserving his legacy,
and reminds us how precarious this minimum of documentation is.
Risin’ to the Love We Need premiered September 11, 1981, presented by the Stonewall
Repertory Theater at Courtyard Playhouse on 39 Grove Street, a brownstone five blocks from the
Christopher St. piers. It was given a month-long run, and produced after the script won runner-up
in 1981 in the Second Annual Gay American Arts Festival, sponsored by The Glines Theater.444
The address was a fitting one, as the play was set in “The Village (The Piers/Christopher St.)” on
the “Eve of Gay Liberation Day June 28, 1980.”445
Risin’ circulated in various formats and settings before and after its produced run. Two
staged readings took place at Westside MainStage (424 49th St.) on June 24th, 1981. Saint and
others performed excerpts of the play at readings as well, including the Blackheart Collective’s
first benefit reading at the Harlem State Office Building in 1982. Another staged reading took
place at the Organic Café in Philadelphia in October 1982, presented as part of The Third Annual
Gay America Arts Festival.446 The textual life of the play extended backwards and forwards in
time. A short story titled “Miss Thing” appears in Saint’s collected works, a version of which
also exists in the play. An excerpt of Risin’ appeared in the 1982 issue of the Blackheart journal
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Yemonja, and again, a few years later, in the more widely-circulated In the Life (1986).447 448
Saint’s plays are published in anthologies after their productions, perhaps as a way to ensure they
lived on. This tendency of Saint to recycle his work (some of his poems also showed up in his
plays), and to metamorphize it into various genres and settings, offers a glimpse into his working
process, which often included revision.
The September production featured six characters: Spirits 1-6, and Sunny, a (white) drug
dealer.449 Spirit 1 was further described as Miss Thing, and Spirit 2 as Dancer. Miss Thing was
played by Clebert Ford, and the other actors included Barry Barnes,450 Gary Easterling, Grenaldo
Frazier, Cliff Terry, and John Young.451 The characters listed in the script published in his
collected writings, Spells of a Voodoo Doll are: Francine, Assotto, Billy, Miles, Sunni, and
Spirit. In addition to Francine, who I have mentioned, the other characters represent a range of
positionalities and viewpoints. Billy is 35, very attractive and sexually active, and generally
“goes for whites.”452 Miles is young, 19, and has abandonment issues that he rehearses with
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unavailable older Black men. Sunni is an adventure-seeking drug dealer, complete with rollerskates and a boom-box, described as blond in the script but played by a black character in all
readings and productions. Assotto is a parafictional version of Saint (more or less depending on
the version, which I will discuss later), the archetype of an artist who is friends with Francine
and urges the characters to be more politically conscious. Spirit is a figure of support and
encouragement, the “holder of the magic”453 who often acts out the scenarios that the other
characters describe as well as performs small rituals. Saint originally envisioned Spirit as a role
for an androgynous Black woman, but the part was filled by a man (per the ads placed.)
In brief, Risin’ gathers together an intergenerational group of black gay men and Francine
outside the Christopher St. Piers on June 28th, 1980—the night before Gay Pride/the anniversary
of the Stonewall Riot. In a series of vignettes interspersed with dialogue, song, dance, and ritual,
the characters share aspects of their histories and explore their current relationships to each other
and to white gay culture. The characters speak about being the targets of racism and exoticism,
their search for and participation in queer Black history and the challenges of Black men loving
each other. Saint draws explicit ties between struggles for Black self-determination and
Stonewall, and places his characters’ lives in the context of world events.

The Telling of Us: Inscribing the Present
The play moves between the past and the present as the characters interact with each
other and collaborate to narrate scenes from their pasts. As they narrate their stories, they thicken
their personal histories within a group articulation of Black gay identity, in a way that counters
the often anonymous and objectifying sexual and social economies that they participate in.
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Through the narration of their childhoods, their sexual and romantic (mis)adventures, their
encounters with physical and emotional violence, and political histories, they demonstrate shared
affinities across distinct experiences. It is significant that it is the telling to each other,454 through
the acting out of scenes, that creates the opportunity for group formation, and for affinities to
develop. The play stages the act of group formation as it models the care and attention that is
necessary to sustain it. In addition to jumping in to speak the lines of an extra in a narrative, or
to offer their own auditory feedback, they also take physical care of each other, as in the example
of the character named Assotto dressing Francine and applying her makeup.
Saint refers to events, places, and songs particular to New York gay culture(s), as well as
world events and public figures, simultaneously lacing his plays with history and making a
record of the/his present. This is done primarily through the text, but also occurs through the
projection of images and the playing of recorded popular songs. For example, many New York
gay bars and clubs are mentioned in passing by the characters, including: Stonewall, Mineshaft,
Kellers, Sneakers, Peter Rabbit, The Ice-Palace, Badlands, and The Saint. At one point, Francine
says: “i hear they’re going to open the biggest disco in the world called the saint/how appropriate
a name/ for 20 bucks every saturday night, those queens will get to sanctify their asses/”455 In the
program, Saint identifies a real-life relationship to one place in particular, and to a group of
people who he associated with it, and who may or may not be the inspiration for the characters in
the play: “RISIN’ is dedicated with much love to Barry Goldman, Isaac Jackson, Mike Mintz,
Sunni & all the Keller’s gang.”456 Kellers was a leather bar near the piers on the West Side
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Highway. Listening to the recording of the staged reading, I encounter a great wave of laughter
and clapping when a character says, “I make a grand entrance,” and then pauses drastically—
“into Kellers.”457 This reaction conveys both a familiarity with the bar by his audience and also
perhaps, a hint about its size and stature.
The fact that Sunni is played by a Black actor could be seen as a foregrounding of the
intracommunal nature of the play. There are other points in the play when minor white characters
are played by an actor wearing a white mask. Whiteness is ostensibly kept off the stage, even as
the characters grapple with its violences. This echoes the shift over the course of the play from a
focus on racism and racial inferiority to the difficulty of Black gay men supporting each other. In
the bars, says Assotto to Billy: “you can grow a mustache, carry color-coded hankies, work out
at the y; you still come up spades/.” Miles says: “your own kind can crucify you,” to which
Francine, in the recording I listened to, loudly and emphatically responds, with a “Thank you!”
before going into her narrative of her ill-fated stint with the Black Panther party. Francine also
interrupts an argument between Assotto and Billy about their varying levels of identification
with a Black gay identity, by saying, “We’re just getting to know each other and already we’re
fighting/ black gay folks haven’t even begun to say hello, how can we say goodbye”458

Risin’s Black Feminist Genealogy
In the introduction to this chapter, I discussed the definition of “gesture” as a “way of
carrying the body” in relationship to Saint’s editorial work, invoking David Wojnarowicz’s
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statement: “we have to find our own forms of gesture and communication.” Saint’s archival
inscription of historical figures and people around him into his works of theater is another way of
carrying the bodies, one that points in many temporal directions. Building on Foucault’s
genealogical concept of history, Joseph Roach, in his discussion of what he terms “circumAtlantic performance,” claims: “Genealogies of performance attend not only to ‘the body,’ as
Foucault suggests, but also to bodies—to the reciprocal reflections they make on one another’s
surface as they foreground their capacities for interaction.”459 Risin’ visualizes this process in its
focus on group formation. It also expresses a desire and need for a genealogy that reaches back
into time,460 for a ground that is less shaky than a stage. In this section, I will identify several
figures that explicitly and implicitly fulfill this function in the play. It is noticeable that many, if
not all of them, are women.
From the very beginning of Risin’s public life, it was compared (and not encouragingly)
to Ntozake Shange’s For Colored Girls who have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is
Enuf…. (1976).461 In a letter from Stonewall Repertory,462 producer Evan Senreich wrote:
“There is so much beauty and honesty in the writing, that we strongly feel that if its dramatic
structure and format were altered and reshaped so that comparisons to FOR COLORED GIRLS
would not occur, we would probably be interested in mounting a production.” According to a
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flyer in his papers, Saint directed a student production of For Colored Girls at Hunter College in
1979.463 There is also a point in Risin’ when the character named Assotto recalls how, when he
vocalizes his frustration with the lack of attention to writers of color at a conference on gay
media, he is told that race isn’t a relevant topic, and asked: “why don’t you go back to whatever
island you’re from?” In response, he mobilizes lines written by “Ms. Colored Girl Ntozake
Shange” about the violent enforcement of the English language.464 Clearly, Saint was influenced
by Shange’s work; his explicit citation acknowledges an indebtedness to her.
For Colored Girls features Black female characters from a range of urban centers in the
US, and also from a range of nationalities. One of the characters speaks of being inspired by
Toussaint L’Overture, sharing a similar focus on finding empowerment in the writing and lives
of Black forbears (in Risin’, Assotto discovers James Baldwin in the library). I imagine the
similarities that Senreich referred to also included the structure of the piece as being composed
primarily of vignettes, with the characters witnessing and responding to each other, the practice
of numbering the characters rather than naming them, the lyrical nature of the language,
including the use of forward slashes to connote line breaks on the page, as well as the inclusion
of popular music and dancing.
Both works featured an intracommunal function, and forwarded themes of healing and
connection. Performance studies scholar E. Patrick Johnson has written that “Shange’s play set
the stage ablaze because it pushed not only the form and content of traditional theatre practice,
but it also stretched the black body politic by moving from margin to center the voice of the
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black woman.”465 Johnson goes on to discuss other works that were made possible by Shange’s
groundbreaking work, including in that genealogy the later work of Saint’s contemporaries, Afro
Pomo Homos: “Shange’s work also paved the way for other black artists to challenge and extend
the boundaries of black performance to reflect a messier more complex identity marker, namely,
the now defunct black gay performance troupe Pomo Afro Homos who in Fierce Love: Stories
From Black Gay Life (1994), handled such topics as homophobia in black communities,
internalized homophobia among black gay men, and racism in white gay communities.”466
Thematically, these productions tackled very similar issues. The West Coast-based Afro Pomo
Homos garnered a lot of attention from their performances, which toured quite a bit. I cite
Johnson in order to point out that although Saint’s work was linked to Shange at its time of
production, the visibility of this lineage has not necessarily survived.
While Saint did revise his script following Seinrich’s letter, the comparisons lingered in
reviews of the piece, most memorably in the following quote from The Advocate: “St. Lubin’s
play, which might be subtitled For Black Boys Who Have Wallowed in Self-pity, When the
Mineshaft Isn’t Enuf, borrows most of Colored Girls’ vices but none of its saving grace.”467 The
derogatory nature of this parodic title suggests that Risin’ is performing the kind of victim
mentality that Saint directly addresses in the play, situating the “telling of us” as complaining
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rather than as naming, witnessing, and building group formation. “When the Mineshaft Isn’t
Enough,” while admittedly a witty parody due to its naming of the cruising bar, also misreads
(doesn’t read?) the critique of the racism of gay sexual culture in the play—reinscribing, instead,
a stereotype of gay men caring only about sex. In addition, the fact that it is compared, and
compared disparagingly, to For Colored Girls, points to the lack of examples that existed with
which to compare or to situate it within, including gay theater that featured an all-black cast or
black experimental theater that forefronted the experience of women or queer men. Terry
Helbing, the director of the institution that produced the play, seems to understand Risin’s
position and positioning, when he writes that while Risin’ “may borrow its form from Ntozake
Shange’s well-known work, but Yves Lubin has taken the form and used it to his advantage to
express his personal vision of the joys, love, and pain of being a black gay man.”468
While Risin’ is framed primarily as a theater piece centered on the lives of Black gay
men, and in many ways it is, it should be emphasized that, while Francine is certainly in
community with the other characters, her life is depicted as including challenges specific to
being a transgender woman at a time when that category didn’t even exist (Francine refers to
herself as a “colored street queen”469). As one of the characters say, “drag was her life”;470 this
distinguishes Francine from someone who dressed in drag for entertainment. References to being
homeless, to hustling to obtain hormones, and narratives of surviving sexual and physical
assaults—by tricks and police alike, remind the viewers/readers that Francine life was
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particularly precarious. In this section, I will show how Saint depicts Francine as a legend in her
own right as well as a conduit through which a lineage of Black female historical figures pass
through, emerging into the present, and further establishing a Black female lineage from which
the male characters can enter into.
The stage directions of the 1981 version of the play begin with “Francine enters and
holds a Josephine Baker pose.”471 I wonder if this embodied citation, or archival gesture, was
legible for Saint’s audience. I wonder which pose it was, or if it even happened. Dance scholar
André Lepecki writes about the particular challenges and promises of bodies serving as archives.
He asks, quite reasonably although rhetorically, “Indeed, why recur to the most moving support,
the most precious support, a human body, in order to archive?”472 He answers his own question
by offering that the body’s instability provides an alternative to the regulating indicative of
institutional archives; through the body, however, “an endless mobility emerges.”473 In addition
to the multiple potentialities he alludes to, I hone in on the word “precious,” as gesturing towards
care and intimacy. A body receiving another body, a voluntary haunting.474
At the Start of Act II in the 1981 script, Spirit appears in tuxedo, top hat, and cane, in
what appears to be a Josephine Baker reference, one that gestures towards her gender
transgression, and in turn, her queerness. For Francine, Baker represents both a self-actualized
powerful and glamorous entertainer, and a social visionary. She begins, “Ever since I saw
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Josephine in feathers and all those pearls, knew that’s what I wanted to be. Dreamed I’d sing and
dance on Broadway.”475 Seeing Baker allows for Francine’s own process of self-actualization to
begin. While her Baker-sized dreams of Broadway quickly fade in the face of life’s obstacles,
Francine weaves a narrative that singles her out as Baker’s chosen inheritor, beginning with a
ghostly visitation by Baker, who urges Francine to keep her vision alive.
Francine narrates a transformative experience from November 7, 1976, when she
attended a tribute to Josephine Baker at Lincoln Center.476 Afterwards, Baker’s spirit appears to
her in her room, she who had turned tricks all month to be able to attend the celebration in a
white gown from Bloomingdales, choosing Francine to pass on her legacy. This miracle of sorts
is memorialized by Francine every New Year’s Eve from that night on. The stage directions
read: “(slides of watergate, vietnam, discos are shown/ actual footage of the march on
washington should be used).”477 In addition to slides, Francine’s recitation of the year’s most
significant historical events is accompanied by a lighting of a candle, a memorial act, after each
event, so that the stage becomes a temporary memorial site. Francine creates an alternate
calendar and ritual practice to mark time for the events that she determines are meaningful. This
goes against the idea that “politics” are outside of the purview of those who whose lives are as
precarious as Francine’s. Saint privileges Francine as an historical expert—she is the one who
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chronicles the country’s significant events alongside her own—the failures and the atrocities and
the joyful victories. Every event, no matter how good or bad, big or small, receives the same
response: “I lighted a candle.”
Baker was, of course, a social activist and spokesperson in addition to being a celebrated
and controversial performer. Notably, she was the only woman invited to speak at the March on
Washington in 1963. This is not mentioned in Risin’, but feels significant in light of the fact that
Francine goes on to channel another speech delivered by a Black woman at another march on
Capitol Hill sixteen years later.
In some versions of Risin’, Francine speaks of going to the 1979 March on Washington
for Gay and Lesbian Rights, and being inspired by “this lesbian” (1982 script and the published
version) or, in other versions, by “Flo Kennedy, one of a kind soul sister (1981 script and 1981
audiorecording reading).” Francine paraphrases, and delivers with vehemence, a line from the
speech that affects her: “If freedom shall ring in this country, let it ring for all Americans—or in
time it shall not ring at all!”478 I went online to see if I could find footage of this speech, and
found a few audio recordings on YouTube. Flo Kennedy did indeed appear that day, but it was
Audre Lorde who del a version delivered Francine’s speech. My initial reaction, upon hearing
this, was that Saint must have misremembered who spoke those lines. After more thought, I
considered the possibilities that Saint opened up through this transposition. Flo Kennedy fit in
with the lineage Francine was establishing for herself, wearing her trademark pink cowboy hat
and boots. Like Baker, Kennedy enacted social change and was also a visual icon. In addition,
like Francine’s opening stance, which or may not have been associated with Baker in a viewer’s
mind, the presence of Lorde may have been detected by some who were familiar with the speech,
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and for those who weren’t, she was there anyway, through this citation. I extend this line of
thought (a bit too far perhaps), because I know that Lorde was an influence of Saint’s political
consciousness and specifically in the realm of self-publishing. In an interview close to the end of
his life, Saint was quoted as saying “‘We didn’t have any male role models. We had to create
ourselves almost out of nowhere.’”479 He goes on to cite Audre Lorde and Pat Parker as
formative influences.

Visions and Versions of Assotto
While I have explored Saint’s metamorphosis of Marsha P. Johnson into Francine, I have
not yet addressed Saint’s authoring of a character named Assotto, which not only is not
autobiographically faithful to Saint’s life, but is also not performed by Assotto. In addition to the
autofictional nature of this character, I’d also like to take up how it shifts dramatically in
different versions of the script. I will start with the version that appears in the published text.
Assotto the character is a poet who grows up in Brooklyn, is raised by his father as well as his
mother, and has two brothers (Saint was raised in Haiti by his grandparents and joined his
mother in Queens, at age 16, an only child). In a vignette early on in the play, he tells Francine of
his father berating him for being massisi (Kreyol term for effeminate/queer--footnote). The stage
directions call for a slide of a house on Atlantic Avenue to be projected, as well as slides of
Assotto as a teenager. Assotto recalls an incident where his father pulls over on the Brooklyn
Bridge upon finding out that Assotto has been playing with dolls. Assotto’s brothers are named
in this narrative as well: ti-claude and frero.
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In the staged reading of the play, the character Assotto has an American accent. He
mentions a brother named Mel, and describes himself as a “queer black kid” at sixteen: “I was
unusual.”480 (This line, particularly the drawn out and ironic pronunciation of the last word,
draws laughs.) Assotto describes a similar situation on the Brooklyn Bridge, also involving dolls,
none of the Haitian signifiers are present. Another character picks up the role of the father in the
scene and says, in a threatening tone: “Nigga, repeat that one more time, slow.”481
This major change raises questions about Saint’s shifting negotiation of his relationship
to Haitian identity within a gay African-American context, as well as questions about his shifting
priorities with this play, including audience. A larger question remains: why did Saint want to
have a character named after himself in the play? Looking at the larger arc of his life and work,
Saint placed himself on the front lines in many ways, and I wonder if this was an early
demonstration of that willingness. Or perhaps it was ego. Or perhaps he really liked playing with
the boundaries of facts and fiction. Seeing as Saint did not play the role himself in the full
production, it is likely that the actor playing the role of Assotto did not have a Haitian accent,
thereby layering the role with an African-American presence. A similar juxtaposition takes place
when Saint performs the role of Francine at the Blackheart reading, telling the audience how he
was born in the South, with a thick Haitian accent. As a postscript to this section, I will add a
final twist of the wrist from Saint. In the program for the full production, his bio is as follows: “I
found the strength to be who I seek to be /assoto st./ a poet/ & my crazy colored queer rhythms’ll
ring rough/ for years to come/.”482 These lines are also spoken by the character in the play.
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Sliding into Something Like Truth
In Toni Morrison’s essay, “The Site of Memory,” she explains her work in relationship to
autobiography in the context of working in the legacy left behind from slave narratives, which,
due to the circumstances of their publishing, limited or omitted the details of horrible events and
didn’t include interiority.483 Given these conditions, she writes, it becomes especially important
to value memory as well as to imagine beyond the limited archive: “What makes it fiction is the
nature of the imaginative act: my reliance on the image — on the remains—in addition to
recollection, to yield up a kind of truth.”484 Saidiya Hartman offers a caution about writing
around absences in the archive, particularly in the archives of trans-Atlantic slavery: “it is
tempting to fill in the gaps and to provide closure where there is none.”485 The way that Saint
activates slides in the imaginative realm of his work, through describing them in the stage
directions as historical or fictional images that are all documentary, demonstrates something of
what both Morrison and Hartman are getting at.
Because I have not encountered any visual documentation of the performances, I can’t
verify that they appeared, or what they were like. But taking the published text and scripts as
iterations of Risin’, we can both register their presence and imagine their specific presentation.
Saint’s method of projecting slides that illustrate historical events as well as fictional events from
the lives of his characters points to the lack of archival presence of Black gay life, and Black life
more broadly. The slides provide “evidence” of the personal histories of the (fictional) characters
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that substantiate their narratives. The slides can be likened to archival documents that are either
created by Saint or reorganized into new relationships, a sideways way of getting at what JeanChristophe Cloutier terms “counterarchival imaginative documentation.”486 For Cloutier, the
Black novelists that he writes about challenge what are considered events or non-events. As we
will see in the example that follows, the slides signal an awareness of the importance of
documentation, even as they circumvent any claim for authenticity.
In a vignette that describes Francine getting attacked by a trick who realizes that she is
not a “real woman,”487 Saint alludes to the instability of narratives and history and gestures
towards the reality that the major life events, including the traumatic ones, of marginal people,
do not necessarily ever get registered by institutional archives. For this reason, memory is
valued, even as it is recognized as unstable. The scene begins with Spirit walking across the
stage with a banner that reads: “THE HARASSMENT OF OUR QUEEN.”488 The stage
directions, in a very un-stage direction-y manner, read, “from then on, it’s story-theater of what
had happened, what is currently happening, and what could have happened to Francine”489 While
this can be read as a meta-theatrical tactic, or a postmodern intervention, it can also be seen as a
commentary on the limits of the archive, and the transformation of history, through such forms
as hearsay and gossip. Not only is the veracity of the narrative unclaimed, but the possible
outcomes and their effects are described as equally unknowable.
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When Francine talks about her participation in Stonewall, however, she is quite exact.
The emphasis here is on the haziness of the popular memory of the event. When Francine starts
recounting her experience of the riot, one character asks in surprise, “You were there?” The stage
directions call for “actual footage of Stonewall to be shown,” I’m not sure if this footage
corroborates Francine’s story, but it does at least point to the archival trace of the historic event.
Saint focuses not just on Francine’s participation in Stonewall, but what brought her there,
linking her radical actions that evening to her earlier experiences in Black social movements.
What shifts in the different versions of the play though, is significant. In the earlier version,
Francine describes attempting to join the Black Panther Party in 1968, but getting ejected due to
her queerness: “i went to join those panthers as i am black, spirited & committed/ wouldn’t you
know them motherfuckers started this disgrace to the race, discredit to the cause bit/ they actually
threatened to pistol-whip this sissy shit out of me/.”490 491 Her anger at this exclusion is what
feeds her anger that night at the Stonewall.
In the published version of the play, she says, “We black girls had been through that shit
in civil rights demonstrations.”492 This version creates a thruline between Black organizing
during the Civil Rights movement to the queer radicalism of Stonewall.493 There is a shift in
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stance here: whereas in the previous telling, Francine is rejected from Black revolutionary
organizing, in the second, she is an accepted participant, demonstrating an alliance with a larger
Black politicized community. Further, the accumulated anger is oriented towards the longer
history of police and state repression and violence against Black communities in the US, rather
than instigated by the homophobic and masculinist nature of the BPP. I see this revision as
demonstrating Saint’s focus on strengthening Black community across difference, and enabling
an interpretation of Stonewall as possible due to the pre-existence of civil rights organizing.494
In the following two sections, I will focus on my encounters with two audio recordings related to
Risin’. Cognizant of my role as researcher being “implicated in a ritual which results in the
resuscitation of life, in bringing the dead back to life by reintegrating them in the cycle of
time,”495 I treat these encounters in all of their idiosyncratic and subjective glory.

Audio Archival Event #1: A Staged Reading at the Schomburg:
When I first listened to this cassette tape at the Schomburg Center, I believed it to be a
recording of the production, not knowing that a staged reading had taken place. I also believed
that the character of Assotto was played by him. I was confused by the discrepancies between the
play that I had read and the tape, but mostly I was just thrilled that some record of liveness
existed, and I was especially excited to be able to hear the audience response, because that
helped me get a sense for who was in the room. I heard laughter, and knowing affirmations,
clapping, and the occasional verbal response—this helped demonstrate the resonance and level
of identification. Hearing the delivery—the pacing, the pronunciation, the scale and volume, all
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delivered additional meaning. The characters react to each other as well, with verbal and nonverbal sounds expressing empathy, or annoyance, or excitement. Humor is hard to hear on the
page—it is very evident in the script. Just a small shift, as in the example of a character
mentioning the Manhattan GARE-age (rhymes with stare) sets the audience off, and opens with
its conscious performance of (no) delusions of grandeur. Francine’s self-referential phrase “ain’t
always easy on the eye,” is met with laughter, establishing a rapport with her audience that relies
on both vulnerability and a certain kind of self-deprecating humor.
The tape was labeled with cursive handwriting that read, “Risin’, 2nd Performance, June
29, 10:30pm.” Eventually, I found a flyer and program for the staged reading that took place on
that date, and so I put it together that that’s what I was hearing. I don’t know why this is the
record that was saved. I don’t know if others existed that were lost. It seems likely that
photographs must have been taken, but none exist in the archive. I have spoken to no one who
took part or even witnessed the production. Much later, through examining the copies of the
drafts of the play, in various versions, in Saint’s papers, I was able to connect one of the scripts
to the staged reading.
I listened to the original tape several times over a period of about three years, each time
coming back with more context and therefore able to hear more. Throughout this process, and
even more so once I became a fellow at the Schomburg, the librarian in the Moving Image and
Recorded Sound division (MIRS), Andrea Battleground, patiently tried to assist me in accessing
materials and in having more materials digitized, including the collection of thirty-four cassette
tapes that made up the audiovisual component of Saint’s archive.496 I was listening “one last
time” in preparation for completing this chapter, when suddenly the tape stopped functioning.
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First, it wouldn’t allow me to rewind. Then when I began to play, the sound was slow and
altered. After both I and another librarian fiddled with it a bit, a decision was made to leave it
alone, and I reiterated my request to have it digitized as soon as possible. I left that room feeling
anxious that the tape was irreparably damaged, that my use had in fact broken it, that the only
audio record available of the performance would no longer be available to me or to anyone else
in the future who wanted to get closer to the work. I received an email the next day from the
curator of the division, Shola Lynch, informing me that a rush order had been placed to digitize
the tape. Shortly thereafter, I was informed that the digitization had indeed taken place, and I
could access the files on an iPad in the division.497
The week before, I had been upstate writing, and had decided to treat myself by watching
an old favorite movie. I recalled the movie as a result of picking up a book of Rilke’s poems498 in
the writing studio I was staying in and coming across the poem, “Orpheus and Eurydice.” The
film is Black Orpheus, or Orfeo Negro, made in 1959 by French filmmaker, Marcel Camus, set
in Rio de Janeiro during the time of Carnival.499 You might be wondering what on earth this has
to do with the afore-mentioned saga of being in the digital archive. In a strange twist of
serendipity, when I was listening to the second half of the performance upon my return and the
completion of the digitization, I heard a recorded sound that I recognized, the recorded sound of
an excerpt of a whistled song, except that this time, I recognized it as a sound clip from Black
Orpheus. The song is “Manha de Carnaval,” a bossa nova tune written by Antonio Carlos Jobim.
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In the film, the character of Orpheus composes this song in anticipation of the arrival of his true
love, Eurydice. Two young boys that Orpheus mentors believes his playing of this song is what
makes the sun rise.500 Orpheus, the archetype of the artist, sustains life with his music; Black
Orpheus, with its (imperfect) translation into an Afro-Brazilian context, parallels the Afrocentric archival nature of Saint’s project, its blending of the mundane with the mythical. The
song that Francine sings at the close of Risin’ has a similar incantatory and life-enabling quality.

Audio Archive Event #2: Assotto Rises to Love
I listen to Assotto perform Francine’s monologue from the end of Risin’ at the 1982
Blackheart benefit reading at the Harlem State Office Building.501 There’s an announcement for
“Yves Lubin, who will be reading a poem,” and then a long pause. I’m not able to see what’s
happening, but Yves eventually enters, presumably in drag—I think I can hear heels. He might
be placing candles down, which he will later light. He says under his breath, theatrically, “Well,
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tonight I am rising to love, darling—I am not reading erotic poems.” There is appreciative
laughter upon his entrance, and sprinkled throughout, you can tell he is relishing the attention,
playing the audience—he lingers his pauses, he adds a punctuating hmmm here and there. I
notice that there are a couple occasions when the audience laughs at moments that I don’t
necessarily think are meant to be funny, and I wonder about the challenges of performing a
dramatic monologue that is funny but also difficult, that asks for a trans woman/drag queen to be
taken seriously. I notice that Saint’s Haitian accent is very thick, but the monologue is being
delivered by a character who grew up in Alabama, so there is some dissonance there. And this
dissonance could also be causing laughter.
There is something so beautiful about him taking on this role, putting his own body in it
and bringing it, in all its strength and fragility, in front of his peers. “And I lighted a candle,” is
the humorous but poignant punctuation after each recitation (eliciting laughter and verbal
responses, like, “work it”). I can almost see Saint stooping down in his heels and extravagantly
carrying out the action. It is so amazing to get to hear Assotto perform for twelve minutes. Sur
Rodney (Sur), who provided me with the audio recording, told me that he meant to record his
own performance that night, but ended up leaving the tape recorder on. The sound is amazingly
high quality. You can hear a change in proximity towards the end of the speech, Yves must be
walking around, engaging with the audience. The first time I heard the end of the speech, it
reached deep into me, and I teared up. It’s happened each time since. When Francine says, “So
what are you going to do about it? I ain’t looking at no one but you,” I get chills. And then
Assotto starts to sing, “Are you ready? Can you hear me? Riii-iii-iii-iii-iii-sin, to the love, we
nee-eed.” Sung acapella like that, it has a spiritual quality, it’s an act of generosity,
envisioning—modeling vulnerability, expressing hope. At one point, while singing in a very high
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pitch, Assotto’s voice breaks off, and laughter erupts. He picks up the next refrain one more
time, and then the thunderous applause signals his retreat.

Gesturing Forward, Gesturing Back
One of the vignettes that appears in the recording of the staged reading comes from a
character who describes being at the Mineshaft and reaching a breaking point around the sense of
racial inferiority that he experiences. This scene was cut in the later versions of the play, but
made its way into Saint’s 1984 solo performance piece Black Fag (1984). In addition to the
temporal looping that this traveling of material introduces, the content itself performs an
unexpected transposition of time and space:
I screamed
ran out to the piers like a mad man
my big uncut dick beating beep beep beep ‘gainst my belly
reaching for the horizon/
deep into the Hudson i plunged
sailed on a thousand waves
to the rhythm of twenty million blackhearts’ beat
aspired
my arms full with the soft sun
demystified…502
In this passage, the character of Assotto sees past the opposite shore of New Jersey and
connects the Hudson, estuary as it is, to the Atlantic Ocean, connecting his body to the estimated
twenty million enslaved people that traveled over that body of water, finding strength and sanity
in that collective rhythm. Blackhearts is most likely also a reference to the Blackheart writing
workshop, of which Saint was a founding member, further linking the recent burgeoning of
Black gay male group formation to a long lineage of Black resilience. I’m struck by the way that
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the word “aspired” sits on its own, open to interpretation, perhaps connected to the following
line, perhaps not. It makes me think of the root of the word: “to breathe on,”503 as in: to give life
to. These “twenty million blackhearts” that sustain Assotto can be/are already brought into the
realm of the “we” that is sprayed in red letters onto the structure of the piers. We will briefly
return to the piers and the graffiti found there to close out this chapter.
Without knowing the reference to the play, a viewer could make their own meaning out
of the graffiti, mobilize it in their own way. While the specificity of Black disidentification or
dissatisfaction with the sexual culture of the piers that is expressed in the play may not be
legible, the reference to Black gay men supporting and loving each other may have been legible
to some, and provided an intracommunal function, a reminder that “we are here.” Multiple
possibilities for meaning and use open up with the graffiti’s (re)circulation. In Muñoz’s essay,
“Ghosts of Public Sex,” he creates a footnote to explain his “we,” explaining that his particular
focus is gay men who are affected by HIV/AIDS, but he goes on to then open up that we: “The
unifying thread of this essay’s ‘us’ and ‘we’ is a node of commonality within a moment and
space of chaos and immeasurable loss.”504
Tagging, signing, these are all ways to say, “I was here.” This hearkens me back to the
moment in the play when a character says to Francine: “You were there?” The confirmatory
reply comes from another character: “She was there.” It is indeed important to assert one’s
presence in history, especially when it is under threat of being ignored. There’s Assotto in
Schulman’s novel: asserting his status as not-yet dead: “I’m still here.” There’s the hereness of

“History and Etymology for aspire: Middle English, from Middle French or Latin; Middle
French aspirer, from Latin aspirare, literally, to breathe upon, from ad- + spirare to breathe.” Merriam
Webster Online Dictionary. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/aspire
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performance, the insistence of the body’s presence that liveness engenders. There’s my status as
the researcher who wasn’t there, but who is there in the archive, immersed in in the
compositional process of assembling these gestures into some kind of new dance.
In Francine’s final address, which I’ve only heard channeled through Assotto Saint, but
also exists in the revised and published versions of the play, she issues a challenge to the
audience: “So what are you going to do with all this loving energy?”505 It’s unclear if the loving
energy comes from her, or if it has been generated by the performance. She continues, even more
directly, with a personal address to a you that contains both the singular and the plural: “I ain’t
looking at nobody else—but you.”506 She begins to sing:
I AM READY, DO YOU HEAR ME?
ARE YOU READY, WILL YOU PLEASE ME?
RISIN’ TO THE LOVE WE NEED.
The word “Risin’” is extended into eight beats, follow by three rapid beats: “to the love(!),” a
slight pause, and then “we “nee-eed.” Like with the graffiti, the we in Francine’s small song
extends out to encompass anyone within earshot during the performance: the sound enters
everyone’s porous body, naming the (con)temporary we that the performance creates. This
central line from Francine’s song gestures towards collective well-being, it aspires. To conspire
is to breathe together. Spirit comes from the same root, also associated with breath. Before the
characters are named, they are all called spirits. At the close of the play, in a gestural echo of
Saint’s act of wriring graffiti, Spirit writes, according to the stage directions, “in neon,”507 “Risin
To the Love We Need” in the clouds, as Francine is joined by the others in song.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Trying To Hear Assotto Saint’s New Love Song Thirty Years Later

Figure 5.1. Flyer for New Love Song, designed by Terrence Taylor, photos by Becket Logan, used with
permission from Mace Anderson.
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Assotto Saint staged his second multidisciplinary theater work, the self-produced New
Love Song, in New York City in February 1989, bringing together a group of men on stage to
represent disparate and shared experiences of Black and gay life in the midst of a mounting
AIDS epidemic. Offering stories, dancing, rituals, and chants derived from the African-diasporic
practices and belief systems of Vodou, Santería, and Yoruba, Saint and his cast, some of whom
were practitioners or culturally connected to these spiritual traditions, addressed the stigma of
being marked as Haitian, Black, gay, and HIV-positive, and demonstrated the strength to be
found at that intersection instead. This is all to say, they took care of each other.
Early in Saint’s conceptualizing of New Love Song, he wrote in a notebook:
What:
a black gay reaffirmation of life
A memorial508
New Love Song created space and time for healing through the performance of mourning,
providing a direct response to the impact of AIDS in the Black gay community. The processing
of trauma—via embodied representation, the co-presence brought into being by the actors and
the audience, and the African-diasporic spiritual practices that connect the present (trauma) to
various other times and places—is both a way of witnessing and marking loss, and also a
sustaining practice for those who have so far survived. Whereas Risin’ To the Love We Need
operated as an affirmation (i.e. an assertion of presence) of Black gay life, through the past into
the present, the period in which New Love Song is performed requires a reaffirmation of Black
gay life in light of the rapid acceleration and intensifying of both stigma and illness/death. New
Love Song was meant to function simultaneously as doing the work of mourning and celebrating
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resilience; this is reflected in the dedication that Saint inscribed in the program:
This theater piece is dedicated to all those who have died of AIDS, especially to Joseph
Beam, Calu Lester, Sylvester, and to those I was closest to: Rev. Charles Angel, Jr.,
Rafael Betancourt, Bill Borcquist, Jose Cabellero, Dr. Michael Evans, Ron Fordham, Bill
Mooney, Lew Voyles and Counsel Wright. Peace and love. This theater piece is also
dedicated to all those living with AIDS. Strength.509

Quiet Openings into History
On the uncharacteristically hot afternoon of June 8, 2019, I convened friends, family, and
collaborators of Saint at the Tompkins Square branch of the New York Public Library in the East
Village to commemorate the thirtieth anniversary of New Love Song. Three of the actors: Issa
(who came in from North Carolina), Vinson, and McKinley, and George Bellinger, Jr., the
choreographer, were able to be there.510 I also asked Mace Anderson, Saint’s executor, to
participate because he and I had worked closely together over the past year and I wanted his
intimacy with Saint to be present. As were setting up, Mace became very emotional when Issa
Jelani started playing a melancholic song on the piano and told me that he wasn’t sure he was
going to be able to go through with the event. He reminded me that it was coming up on the 25th
anniversary of Saint’s death—his palpable grief and nerves reminded me that this memorial of
sorts would be kicking up a lot of difficult feelings. Mace had brought the panels for the AIDS
quilt that he had made for Assotto and Jan. We laid them out, along with some other ephemera.
Mace introduced me to Saint’s aunt and cousin, and a few other relatives, who he had invited. I
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I coordinated a group interview between the actors on November 10, 2018, which in some
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had never spoken to them before, and was honored that they were there. They expressed
gratitude for my honoring of Yves. Perhaps most importantly, people who were connected to and
by Assotto Saint, or Yves, as many referred to him, gathered together in space and time—for
many, it served as a reunion. I expressed a hope that the event would serve, like New Love Song
itself, as a memorial and a testament to the survival of those in the room, as well as to reflect on
the impact of Saint’s work and life on the present, and as inspiration for the future.

Figure 5.2. The panel at Tompkins Square Library. From L to R: Mace Anderson, myself, McKinley
Winston, Vinson German, George Bellinger, Jr., and Issa Jelani. Photo by Arianna Martinez.
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After I had welcomed everyone and we all introduced ourselves, I invited Mace to make
some opening remarks. He relayed some memories with flair and wit, and then he began to speak
about how he had been carrying the weight of ensuring that Saint’s legacy would continue—as
he got older and his health became compromised, this burden increased. Then he exclaimed,
“But Jaime’s the man now!” and turned towards me, gesturing with his hand outstretched. I
thought this was a funny way to phrase it, but it rang true to the extent that there was a kind of
generational passing of the torch taking place. I was stepping into a position of responsibility
which would connect me to many others, both living and dead.
We were in the basement of the library, which was decorated like a seldom-used
daycare—it was not a grand venue by any means. I asked the cast members to perform a cold
read of the opening of the play, and then each of them contributed some remarks about what the
experience of being involved in New Love Song had been like. Towards the end of the event,
when audience members, many of whom had known Saint, and some of who had never heard of
him until that day, were encouraged to contribute in any way they chose to, a hand went up and a
young man addressed the panel, saying that he lived in Haiti, and was a gay artist. Since I was
running around trying to make sure the documentation was working, I offered him my seat on
the panel. There was something so perfect about this remixed lineup. I told him to stay up there.
Although I turned to interviewing out of my own desire to know more about Saint and his
performance works, from the beginning of developing my project design, I was clear that I
wanted the interviews to be accessible primarily for artists of subsequent generations, in order to
keep Saint’s work in circulation.511 The establishment of a public-facing archive is a project I
have been working on concurrently with this dissertation. In addition, I have put on and
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participated in discursive events, edited a catalogue, and curated performances. I include this
context as another way to point towards the too-muchness of this material, how it exceeds one
form, or product, as well as to remind the reader of the centrality of the porousness between the
academic, curatorial, and organizing work that has shaped this project. Saint is a mentor to me in
this regard, as are the many scholars and activists that I cite within these pages, who address
various audiences using a range of modes, including the autobiographical.
A version of New Love Song appears in Saint’s posthumous collection, Spells of a
Voodoo Doll, and a few scripts are among Saint’s papers at the Schomburg Center. In Assotto’s
papers, there is a receipt for a recording to have taken place by Fools Company, Inc., but no
videotapes exist in Saint’s Schomburg collection. This “false lead” or lack, or gap, or whatever
you want to call it, has ended up being generative for me, causing me to pursue, out of necessity,
other methods—not in order to produce a seamless narrative, as Saidiya Hartman warns
against,512 but to be able to better see points of relation, between people, objects, and time. In
moving between the past and the present from various points of departure, new paths are tread.
One way this has played out is in the gradual accumulation of (archival) source material from
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community members. It is sharing rooms with people over time that has enabled these sources to
be accessible.513 Much of this contact514 has come out of the oral history interviews.
I would not have even thought of doing oral history interviews if I had not spent so much
time with Neil Greenberg’s. This initial exposure to oral history (via the Dance Oral History
Project’s specific approach) was followed by organizing a partnership between Storycorps and
Danspace Project during the Danspace Project Platform, which curated pairings of
intergenerational dance artists (and a couple curators) in conversations about the impact of
HIV/AIDS on dance. One of the pairings was between between me and Lesley Farlow; I wanted
to archive her contribution as the instigator of the AIDS Oral History Project. This was my first
oral history interview. Wanting to know more about the theory, ethics, project design, and
technical skills related to oral history, I sought out formal training with Suzanne Snider at the
Oral History Summer School in Hudson, New York in Summer 2018.
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I discuss the recording from Jean Carlomusto shortly, but two other examples I will mention
here for now are a collection of reel-to-real recordings of Xotica that Gary Paul Wright, one of my
interviewees, told me he had in his attic. They had been inherited from his close friend and musical
collaborator Willie Barnes (who acted in both New Love Song, and Risin’, and recorded with Xotica)
upon his death, who in turn, had inherited them from Saint. I digitized one of them, a recording of “ACT
UP,” at the METRO (Metropolitan New York Library Council) Studio in mid-Manhattan, and sent the
digital file back to him. I also received a VHS tape in the mail from Michele Karlsberg of a recording of
Melvin Dixon’s memorial, which included Saint performing Dixon’s poems, which I digitized as well.
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Samuel Delany, Times Square Red, Times Square Blue. New York: NYU Press, 1999.Rather than
networking, which gathers the same types of people together with expected results, he describes contact
as hinging on difference, contingence, and random, yielding unexpected results. This resonates for me
regarding my research process. While not totally random, and not based in spatial proximity as in the case
of the spaces he is discussing, it does provide a possible way of describing the way I have encountered
people and places that I would otherwise not have in this process, how I have been passed along through
pre-existing nets of relation, even as I have contributed to building new ones.
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While the scripts of New Love Song at the Schomburg feature hand-written notes that
include chants, songs, and phrases in Kreyol, they do not appear in the book. The scripts get us
closer to a more accurate imagination of the performance, but they are in fact the map and not
the territory.515 Produced before the performance happened, they do not record, as in a transcript,
what actually transpired; rather, they point to what may or could have. As I considered the scripts
in their gesturing towards sound and haptic experience, a research question emerged: How might
we hear, how might we take into our bodies and feel, the vibrations that passed through the
bodies in that space? 516 It is what moved between bodies that matters to me far more than a
visual blocking or textual reconstruction—this is because the bodies off and on stage were, by
nature of their proximity to HIV/AIDS, occupying a liminal space between life and death. The
ephemerality of performance, the sharing of a room, is particularly impactful due to the sharp
reduction in life span, whether of one’s own life, one’s loved ones, or one’s community.
As it is impossible for me to travel back into that theater where I never was, I decided to
turn to the people who could perhaps relay and reactivate the sonic and affective qualities of the
performance: the performers, collaborators, and spectators. I chose an oral history approach to
interviewing because I wasn’t all that interested in authentication or replication, but more in what
Patricia Hill Collins, in Black Feminist Thought, calls “concrete experience as a criterion of
meaning.”517 I wanted to let the narrators lead, and also to let as much of their lives in as they felt
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comfortable with. This aligns with the politics of this project of rejecting single-issue
approaches, or focusing solely on exemplary subjects, but instead looking to the meaningmaking to be found in relation. Collins also identifies dialogue as integral to knowledge
formation, and describes “the ethic of caring,” in which “personal expressiveness, emotions, and
empathy are central to the knowledge validation process.518
I was drawn to oral history’s attention to orality, affect, subjectivity, and its
understanding of memory as an active and relational process.519 In essence, I was creating my
own sources, and participating actively in their creation. Coming out of a Black Feminist
Framework, the ethic of self-publishing that grew out of the 1980s, first from Black women and
women of color anthologies and later from Black gay men has inspired me to gather these
interviews together and to create a digital archive that will make these interviews, along with
ephemera and audiovisual material I have collected, available to the public. At the same time, I
recognize that in many ways I am an outsider to the community that I’m interviewing, and that
the interviews reflect that. Michel-Rolph Trouillot teaches us that the first place silence enters
the process of historical production is in “the moment of fact creation,” the creation of
sources.520 Oral history, perhaps more than some other research methods, recognizes that the
history that it produces is co-created, a matter of “shared authority” as Michael Frisch terms it,521
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and specific to a time, place, and context. The performers are haunted by phrases and gestures
from before, but perhaps more significantly, over the course of the interview, they make
meaning, or we do, of this formative experience from thirty years ago. Lynn Abrams describes
oral history as a “communicative event”522 and a “cultural production in its own right.”523 The
oral history interviews are themselves contingent and durational events, with their own affect,
logic, and power.
As I invoke the oral history interviews throughout this chapter, I want to be clear that I do
not view them as raw data or authentication. A funny (and possibly confusing) thing about the
term oral history, which Abrams has pointed out, is that it refers to four things: the oral
interview, the recording of the interview, the transcription, and the interpretation.524 They are
particular, but somewhat inextricable. Likewise, the content of these interviews are inextricable
from my experiences of them. Both have shaped the direction and texture of my research. Each
interview has emphasized for me not just the relational nature of my research, but the importance
of understanding objects, artists, and communities in relation. There’s a quote by Samuel Delany
from an interview with Joe Beam that I come back to over and over again: “Lists alone are
ephemeral. Over the years names drop off them with appalling frequency. Only a clear
understanding of relationships and real historical processes, events, and influences can hold them
in their right constellations with any permanency.”525 This approach is certainly non-linear; it is
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iterative and accretive, and does a certain kind of work that could be called reparative—
historically and also personally. As Ann Cvetkovich writes, “Gathering oral history is itself a
form of mourning.”526
Oral History is also a method that is attentive to the effects of trauma on narrators, and
attempts to avoid re-traumatizing,527 but rather, to create an experience for the narrator that is of
value to them as well as the interviewer. The nature of oral history is intimate, involving deep
listening, and time—not all of which is filled with words. Pausing together in quiet allows for
multiple temporalities, directions, possibilities, to exist, cohere, reassemble. During my oral
history interview with Vinson German, one of the actors in New Love Song, he said:
There was some lightness at the end, but I remember it being primarily dark. And I mean,
that was the climate of the time, that was the zeitgeist. And it was just a lot to deal with.
So in terms of—I laughed, I cried—no, it wasn’t like that. It was mostly real intense. A
need to say something, and a need to address that people were dying. I don’t know how
we might write something like that today. But back then, the immediacy and the—‘cause
there was so little known, there was no cure—the—I was gonna use the word
inarticulateness of it. But, it’s actually not inarticulate…feelings are not inarticulate. Not
knowing how to approach or to overcome can have its ambiguous moments. But the
feelings…………………………… I keep going back to how, how quiet the audiences
were. Um, how quiet the audiences were…. they really were. They really were—really
quiet, yeah. They were just there and we were working really a hivemind or—the
collective consciousness.528
It was after a long pause in his narration that Vinson said, “I keep going back to how, how quiet
the audiences were.” His voice slowed down, he repeated words, stuttering, almost echoing
himself, as he came to this realization. I wondered what he was experiencing, what somatic
information was returning to him. When I first listened to this interview, I thought of the gaps in
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his speech as silence. But much like the charged space of the theater that he refers to, where a
lack of sound reflected a deep and dynamic engagement, a space of transformation, I came to see
that what we were experiencing together was quiet. Lynn Abrams notes the porous nature
between individual and collective memory in oral history interviews.529 Here, Vinson slides
between first, second, and third person as he describes a parallel process occurring in the
performance, that is, the slide between the performance and the larger collective experience of
the time. In his telling, New Love Song captured what was in the air; at the same time, New Love
Song could not exist outside of that air, for it was the air that generated it. The quiet in the
audience reflected not a lack of interest but the intensity of recognition, and allowed for the
articulation of feeling. This is important to keep in mind as we move into a summary of the
performance in the next section, which is weighted towards the textual.

The Elements
I will now move into a production history530 and a short synopsis of the performance, in
order to give the reader some semblance of orientation regarding this material. I do so with the
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caveat that this chapter will not be a close reading of a textual or even performance object. The
setting of New Love Song, as it appears the program, is as follows: “On July 4, 1986, a black gay
man assesses where he stands in the reactionary new age of America; in a racist white gay
society; a homophobic black one. Urged on by The Ancestor, he becomes He-She and creates his
own world of worlds.”531 Although the text written in the program focuses on the transformative
journey of a singular character, there are six characters listed in the program: He-She (played by
Assotto Saint), Rock (Willie C. Barnes), the earth element and sculptor; Nile (Vinson German),
the water element and dancer; The Ancestor (Issa Jelani); Blaise (Yvans Jourdain), the fire
element and writer; and Sky (McKinley Winston), the air element and singer. George Bellinger,
Jr., was the choreographer. Jaan Urban, Saint’s partner, composed the score and designed the
sound, Nathaniel Crowley designed the slides, Richard Clausen designed the lights, Saint’s
mother, Marie Lubin, created the costumes. Tony Crusor designed the set, although he is not
listed in the program. That this was a collaborative project is clearly evident; in fact,
collaboration was built into the performance in several ways, thematically and structurally.
In notebook entries, Saint describes the setting as taking place within Sky’s mind.532
Unlike Risin’s recognizable landscape of the Christopher St. piers, this is a more abstract,
symbolic landscape. The stage is covered in dirt, resembling a garden.533 This abstraction is also

MACT and Other Countries were two of many collective contexts in which Saint’s aesthetic and political
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paralleled by the archetypal characters, who represent the four elements, as well as four modes of
artistic production. While they are linked to these archetypes, they are also granted subjectivity
through the inclusion of narratives that are tied to the present. The Ancestor and He-She, like
Spirit in Risin’, serve as guides and protectors for the four characters.
The theater in which the performance took place, the (extant) 18th St. Playhouse in
Chelsea, was small and intimate, with a thrust stage. Vinson German, one of the actors, recalls:
“I’d do a leap and I’d be almost in somebody’s lap.”534 Slides were to be projected on the back
wall at the opening of the performance—footage of not just any 4th of July, but the 1989
Centennial Celebration of the Statue of Liberty, which precipitated a four-day carnival of
patriotic entertainment, reigned over by President Reagan. Nicknamed Liberty Weekend, the
festivities ostensibly celebrated the idea of America as a haven for immigrants and those who
were politically persecuted (elsewhere). The footage is silent; Sky sings: “Madness, is it madness
I’m coming to?”535 This initial juxtaposition of the Centennial Celebration and the character’s
experience captures a sense of dissonance that lines up with the national disregard for gay
communities affected by AIDS. This disregard heightens into active hostility in the next
movement of the play, where the cast members transform into picketers shouting racist and
homophobic messages.536
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The picketers, with their hurled epithets, call to mind the scene in Marlon Riggs’ Tongues
Untied (also released in 1989), in which Riggs is accosted by voices calling him names. Later in New
Love Song, Blaise says, “I’m a time bomb.” In Tongues Untied, Riggs says, “There’s a time bomb ticking
in my blood.” Both New Love Song and Tongues feature metronomes when speaking of the time bomb as
well. Tongues was very much influenced by the writers and writing of the Other Countries writing
workshop, of which Saint was a central member. Saint is featured in Riggs’ documentary about Black gay
men living with AIDS, Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien (No Regret). Marlon Riggs, dir. Non, Je Ne Regrette
Rien (No Regret). 1992, USA, 28 mins.. I wonder if Riggs saw New Love Song or read/heard drafts of it
or if this just reflects a collective experience.
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New Love Song alternates between short, lyrical passages of poetry, song, story, dance,
ritual, and longer vignettes. The characters hail from different places in the U.S., including
Georgia, New Orleans, and Baltimore. The first of two substantial vignettes is a vivid account of
a sexual assault of a gay man by another Black man. The assault is linked to the perceived
effeminacy of the man who is assaulted, and is perpetuated by someone in the neighborhood,
who is masked during the encounter, alluding to internalized homophobia and potentially to fear
and/or anger related to AIDS. Among the shorter, lyrical interludes are the depiction of a man
who ceremoniously burns a year’s worth of newspapers on his rooftop; a search for Ntozake
Shange’s book in a bookstore;537 a man discussing the change in his sex life due to AIDS: from
his previous stance of finding “holiness in being truly low”538 to the present, when “[his]
conscience and [his] hands are [his] best friends”539; and a student talking to his racist and
condescending white literature professor. The second vignette tells the tale (via narration, dance,
and also in-scene) of a man losing his partner of ten years to AIDS. Within this narrative,
homophobia within the (religious) family of origin is addressed, as well as neglect by the
government; significantly, a black female nurse urges the narrator, who is upset at the hospital, to
agitate in the tradition of the civil rights movement.
NLS holds up a mirror to the present, reflecting back to its viewers what many of them
had been experiencing in isolation or within networks of chosen family that did not receive
acknowledgement from the majority culture. It does so by creating characters that combined
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various identities and experiences within Black gay life. The actors take on various roles within
the fictional vignettes and overall structure of the play, thereby providing spectators with the
chance to slip in and out of identification. It does so using familiar landmarks, like Riis Beach,
Peter Rabbit, and St. Vincent’s Hospital. It also activates memories of pre-AIDS life in New
York, with the playing of popular disco songs from the previous decade, like The Trammps’
“Hooked for Life” (1976)540 and Grace Jones’ cover of “La Vie En Rose” (1977). While the play
deals rather unblinkingly with the overwhelming difficulties of the present, the ending of the
play turns towards the generation of a new love song is capacious enough to address the needs of
the present while also conjuring new futures.

Marking Time in the United States of Siege
Whereas Saint’s first play, Risin’ To the Love We Need (1981) focused on the occasion of
Stonewall, the symbolic birthdate of gay liberation in the U.S., New Love Song takes place on
July 4th, 1986, the annual anniversary of the founding of the nation, and the Centennial
anniversary of the gifting of the Statue of Liberty. New Love Song inscribes the experiences of
Black gay men into the national narrative at a time when it is almost wholly suppressed—
pointing to the limits of liberty that are rhetorically activated during the contemporaneous
patriotic activities. It does so by signifying on541 the symbols associated with it, thereby

The Trammps’ song, “Hooked for Life” (1976), compares love to drug addiction, using the
phase “monkey on my back” (slang term dating back to 30s), and refers to remedy and cure: “No remedy
could ever cure/ This pain you have on me/ So I’m yours, my dear/Until eternity.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwFEDN8QJSA The Trammps have another song, “Love Epidemic”
(1975), that is eerily prescient of HIV/AIDS: “There won’t be no need for medication, no, no, no/ ‘Cause
there won't be no disease or contamination/ Ooh, all we need is your participation, yeah, people/ Then we
all can reunite this nation.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbJ-mM-muVE
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participating in a long tradition of African-American critique of the mobilization of concepts like
democracy and freedom that conveniently ignore the nation’s constitutive history of chattel
slavery and the disenfranchisement of African Americans.
In “African-American Commemorative Celebrations in the Nineteenth Century, ”
Geneviève Fabre traces the development of alternative calendar events by African-Americans to
those put in place by slave-owners and the national (ruling) body pre-emancipation, describing
these events as a “political gestus which contributed to the development of a collective
memory—not just memory of past events, but the memory of the future, in anticipation of action
to come.”542 These events were taken as (sometimes forced) opportunities543 to point to the limits
of freedom for Black Americans, as well as for democracy in general. Perhaps the most wellknown example of this critique is the speech Frederick Douglass delivered on July 4, 1852,
where he articulated the hypocrisy of celebrating freedom while slavery was very much still in
effect: “Fellow citizens, above your national, tumultuous joy, I hear the mournful wail of
millions! whose chains, heavy and grievous yesterday, are, to-day, rendered more intolerable by
the jubilee shouts that reach them.”544 Douglass’ rhetoric is delivered in sonic terms, placing in
one field (his body), the sounds that would otherwise be kept apart: the wails and the jubilee
shouts; through his body then, they are delivered back as inextricable to his listeners.

Geneviéve Fabre,“Ch. 5” Geneviéve Fabre, and Robert O’Mealley, eds: History and Memory
in African-American Culture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 73.
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New Love Song investigates what Lauren Berlant terms the “National Symbolic,”545 or
the collective fantasy that is nation-making, and exemplifies what she terms the “intimate
violence of political life”546 by integrating iconographic symbols and sounds of the United States
within scenes that depict verbal, physical, and sexual violence. Visually, slides show shots of
civil rights and gay rights marches, the Centennial celebration, and Arlington cemetery.
Sonically, recorded tracks of dogs barking refer to state-sponsored violence against African
Americans. “Taps” and the recitation of lines from the Constitution and the Pledge of Allegiance
alternate with “African chants,” phrases in Kreyol, fragments of spirituals, elemental sounds of
thunder and the percussive force of the Conga drum. An American flag is featured at many
points onstage—it is by turns used as a blanket, the flag of a matador, and ripped up.
In Mark Gevisser’s review of NLS in the Village Voice’s March 7, 1989 issue, he situates
the play within a Black radical tradition. In fact, he poses NLS as a response to Amiri Baraka’s
call in the 1960s for a revolutionary black theater—albeit an unlikely one: “Did he ever imagine
[it might be created by] a gay man with AIDS[?]”547 Moving forward a decade, he elicits the
example of playwright Ed Bullins, who wrote a scene in which a black man urinates on an
American flag. Gevisser asks: “Did [Bullins] ever imagine that 20 years later a black gay
ensemble would follow his precedent by using the flag on stage to indict America, through
negligence, for the murder of people with AIDS?”548 With both of these examples, Gevisser
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rightfully places Saint within a tradition of radical Black performance, while also registering the
homophobia that might otherwise obfuscate or discourage this connection.
Drag, another form of juxtaposition, is also employed in NLS as a form of national
critique, as Saint takes up one of the most iconographic symbols the US has to offer; in the
character of He-She, he wears a Statue of Liberty mask—along with heels, gloves, and a dress.
The Statue of Liberty is of course the prime symbol for the aspirational dream of the United
States to function as a haven for all of those who enter. Saint’s Statue of Liberty drag, along with
his inclusion of Kreyol and practices and iconographies of Vodou into the play, force a dialectic
between this aspirational symbol and his experience of his emigration from Haiti, as well as the
stigma, fear, and misbeliefs in circulation regarding origin stories of HIV and Haiti, and the
immigration policies wielded against Haitian Americans. While the play centers on an
investigation of the status of Black gay men in the U.S., it takes on a transnational framework
due to Saint’s presence on the stage, in particular, his pronounced Haitian accent, as well as
through the chants and songs from Haiti and elsewhere in the African diaspora.
The invocation of the Statue of Liberty allows for other submerged histories to be
present. For instance, the history of the genesis of the statue as being twofold: to celebrate the
abolition of slavery, as well as to express admiration—and then mourning—for Abraham
Lincoln as the “Great Emancipator.”549 The original design of broken chains under one foot and
held in the left hand was replaced by a tablet of laws with the date of July 4, 1766 inscribed on
it.550 Yasmin Sabina Khan describes the replacing of the chains with the tablet as a publicrelations move in order to avoid conflict between France and the U.S. She imagines that the
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sculptor Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi would have observed the lack of visual references to slavery
in the monuments established in the Capital, and realized that “abolition remained a sensitive
issue in the United States”551
The Statue of Liberty also represents the myth of the free, self-made citizen, as it was
paid for by individual contributions rather than the government. The Centennial celebration, in
addition to being an anniversary, also marked the unveiling of a considerable renovation, one
which in fact surpassed $100 million—sourced largely from corporations and individual
contributions.552 True to his economic program, Reagan turned the fundraising over to the
people, posing it as a way for citizens (including the “naturalized”) to repay their debt to the
nation.553 Edward Berenson, in his book on the Statue of Liberty, writes that The Centennial
Celebration was a four-day day long, over the top, mediatized event. Its theme was immigration
and citizenship, and one of the grand flourishes involved the naturalization of 12,000 people.
Another was the awarding of the Medal of Liberty to twelve “exemplary” naturalized citizens;
included in this twelve was one African-American man who was born in the US-controlled
Panama Canal zone. Berenson points out that this inclusion pointed to the ambivalent and
unacknowledged position of African-Americans in relation to immigration.554 New Love Song
picks up this “ambivalence” quite explicitly.
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Saint takes on the multiple and overlapping historical and political contexts that limit the
freedoms of Black and queer people, drawing thrulines between the past and the present. The
Bowers v. Hardwick Supreme Court decision, which upheld a ruling that criminalized sodomy
between consenting adults, was passed just days before Liberty Weekend, on June 30th.555 A NY
Times article titled, “City’s Homosexuals Protest High Court Sodomy Ruling”556 describes
protests that coincided with the Liberty Weekend events. This is a year before ACT UP formed
in June 1987. It is also said that Saint became a US citizen in 1987 after realizing he couldn’t
vote in the post-Duvalier election in Haiti. These events, along with the unending catalogue of
the violent history against African Americans and Haitians in the US, show clearly how the
nation dispenses rights and resources in an asymmetrical fashion. The utopian framework, which
Berlant shows us to be woven into the fiber of the national consciousness is, in New Love Song,
both revealed to be a theatrical illusion, and is also viewed as possible to be revitalized, or
repaired, through the vision and experience of Black gay men. This ambivalent relationship to
national belonging is both acknowledged and superseded, when Sky ends the play with its final
song: “I wanted to share with you, this/our new song./ not just for America, but for ourselves.”557

Diasporic Drag
The ‘Assotto Saint’ is a man decked in pearls, ear-rings, make-up and elbow length black gloves
which lend his gesticulating hands a mesmeric power. Is he a transvestite or a magician?; a

This event is listed in Saint’s notebook for NLS, alongside other historical events, which are
meant to be visually presented in slides.
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whore, a sorcerer, or both? 558
Assotto brought drag to places it didn’t usually show up. “Serious” theater, which took
place on a stage in front of an audience seated on chairs, and readings, often by and for Black
gay men. In photos, he often appears in drag. Perhaps this is partly related to why Yves took on
the name and persona of Assotto (originally Assoto) – it allowed him to perform aspects of
himself that Yves, raised in a Catholic, Haitian environment couldn’t so easily express. Assotto
was his chosen name, his nom de guerre”559—he adopted it no matter what kind of drag he was
in. There was not a separate persona or name for when he appeared more feminine. Although he
certainly caused discomfort for some of his peers,560 his confidence and defiant attitude created a
space for gender difference within the multiple spaces he occupied. While Saint broke some
barriers with featuring Francine in Risin’, his appearance as He-She in New Love Song does a
different work.
In using the term “diasporic drag,”561 I hope to explicitly mark the Western-ness of the
concept of dressing in the clothes of the “opposite sex” as well as to invoke Elizabeth Freeman’s
concept of “temporal drag,” which centers a cross-temporal identification rather than
contemporary group identification, thereby invoking the denotation of “drag” as in
“retrogression, delay, and the pull of the past on the present.”562 Most centrally, though, I use it
Quoted in a letter from friend in London, Steve Corbin. “It prompted one puzzled reviewer in
Time Out to write…” Assotto Saint Papers, Box 2, Folder 6, Schomburg Center, New York.
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as a way to approach Saint’s performance in New Love Song. As seen in the above quote, Saint’s
“drag” provoked desire and confusion. The description of the drag in itself does not transmit a
proximity to the dark arts; while Saint’s dress is completely Western, the reader sees a sorcerer.
In New Love Song, Saint adopted an Africanist aesthetic for all of his characters. He himself, in
the character of He-She, associated himself with spiritual entities, particularly but not exclusively
within the cosmogony of Vodou. Within one performance, Saint signifies on the Statue of
Liberty, makes himself in the image of a Haitian lwa, or spiritual entity, Ezili,563 564 and, wearing
a white mask, performs an “exorcism” invoking the Yoruba serpent divinities Aida Wedo and
Dambala.
In this section, I will explore Saint’s citations of Yoruban orichas and Haitian lwas,
demonstrating how Saint’s performance of gender, and more broadly, his worldview, was shaped
as much by genealogies of African-diasporic spiritual traditions as it was by his more immediate
cultural milieu. I tie Saint’s relationship to the feminine in particular to the Black feminist
thought being produced around him. In this thinking, I am indebted to Omise’eke Natasha
Tinsley, who writes of the lwa Ezili in relation to masisi in Haiti, whose identities don’t map
onto Western gender and sexuality categories. Tinsley mentions Saint as someone who has
textually engaged Ezili,565 who she points out is associated both with imagination566 and
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creativity.567 Tinsley poses her scholarship as a response to M. Jacquie Alexander’s call to see
spiritual practice as something “beyond cultural retention and survival,” – as an epistemology.568
In a preview for New Love Song that appeared in the Village Voice, the writer
incorporates language from the press release that Metamorphosis Theater sent out. His
paraphrasing, however, is slightly off. The original reads: “Urged on by The Ancestor, he
becomes He-She and creates his own world of worlds.” The preview reads, “Under the guidance
of The Ancestor, played by Isa Jelani [sic], he transforms into a He-She and then creates his own
world of worlds.”569 A “He-She” is of course a derogatory name for a trans or gender-variant
person. It also refers to the multiple and fluid gender possibilities that exist within Vodou.
Roberto Strongman describes the possession that occurs within Vodou ceremony as “a way of
knowing self and embodiment in which personhood in general, and gender and sexuality in
particular, emerge as porous, fluid, and subject to change.”570
Leslie Feinberg, the late trans author and activist known mostly for hir autobiographical
novel Stone Butch Blues (1993), included an entry on Assotto in hir book Transgender Warriors:
Making History from Joan of Arc to Dennis Rodman (1996), placing Assotto in a lineage of trans
people and gender deviants through the ages. Saint is described as “a black, gay, trans author”
alongside an uncredited photo by Robert Giard.571 On one hand, especially given the above
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scholarship regarding the Western imposition of gender norms, this seems to be a bit unmerited.
On the other hand, who knows how Saint would have identified had he lived longer. Who knows
how his inclusion in this book might have opened up possibility for others. At an event organized
by Steven G. Fullwood572 at The Schomburg Center on Nov 2, 2016 celebrating the 30th
anniversary of the publication of In the Life, a Black non-binary femme attendee, probably in her
late twenties, wondered out loud if the relative lack of awareness of Assotto versus writers like
Essex Hemphill and Joe Beam could have something to do with Assotto’s femmeness. Speaking
to Saint’s own focus on procuring futures, Ryan Joyce writes: “Saint wields his Afro-Haitian
roots and queerness as interlocking, ancient, and forward-looking symbols of protection and
liberation.”573
In a final movement for this section, I want to pick up on the thread I began earlier
regarding epistemology. Workshopping this material at the Schomburg, a colleague asked if I
had thought about the Yoruba oricha Oyá in relation to Saint. This question came after another
colleague had taken up Saint’s comportment at Donald Woods funeral as an example of Oríkì, a
Yoruba oratory tradition of singing praise and telling truth at a funeral. This reminded me of a
line in New Love Song, which I only recall because McKinley voiced it in our group interview.574
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Hand-written in the script, and also appearing in the book, is the phrase: “oya gonna strike
free.”575 In the play, this line is recalled by Nile, as something his grandmother in New Orleans
would say; the New Orleans tradition of voodoo is therefore another African-diasporic path that
Saint includes in NLS. Dance scholar Yvonne Daniel writes of Oyá as she is when she appears in
human form:
Oyá is the female divine warrior, the oricha with a continuum of air energy. She can
dance with gentle charm as a breeze or with fire and force as a tornado or hurricane. She
is wind all-powerful, totally unpredictable, and incomparably forceful. She wears every
color simultaneously, and she appears at time and in places of extreme change—in the
marketplace, at the end of the year, in Carnival. She fears nothing, not even death, so it is
she who gallops everywhere, including the cemetery, where she guards the ‘living
dead.’576
In thinking about Saint’s invocation of Oyá more broadly, her energy lines up with the chaotic
and indiscriminate wiping away of lives that AIDS was wreaking (not on its own of course, but
enabled through governmental neglect and societal stigma). But as much as Oyá is capable of
bringing destruction, she is also associated with fighting back against it: “She is a female warrior
in the midst of change; she also fights for change.”577
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Figure 5.3. Screenshot from “Words and Song in the Celebration of Life.” Filmed by Jean Carlomusto
and Gregg Bordowitz for Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) Video Production and the Testing the Limits
film collective. From L to R, Ortez Alderson and Assotto Saint.

In this next section, I will jump around a few other stages in an effort to underline the
ways in which Saint’s work is deeply attuned to the social worlds around him, and to offer ways
in which to see how that operates, and continues to reverberate in the present. Selections from
New Love Song were presented at The Center as part of a benefit for The Minority Task Force on
AIDS on December 13, 1987. “Words and Song in the Celebration of Life” was filmed by Gay
Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) Video Production in collaboration with the Testing the Limits
collective, by Jean Carlomusto and Gregg Bordowitz.578 I was gifted a copy of the edited video
from the activist filmmaker Jean Carlomusto after a meeting of the VHS Archives working

Jean Carlomusto and Gregg Bordowitz, dirs. “Words and Song in the Celebration of Life.”
Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) Video Production in collaboration with the Testing the Limits
collective, December 13, 1987, The Center, New York, NY. Courtesy of Jean Carlomusto.
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group, organized by Alexandra Juhasz at the Graduate Center, which I participated in over 20172019. At this meeting, I offered a presentation of my research in progress, and shared my
frustration at having no video documentation of Saint’s performances, and Jean immediately told
me that she had taped Assotto perform and would send me the video. While the event featured
three excerpts of New Love Song, listing Assotto, along with Willie C. Barnes and Ortez
Alderson as performers, the only performance that made it into the edit is of Ortez Alderson’s
recitation of “Hooked for Life.”
In the performance, Alderson, wearing a suit, is standing next to a seated Saint, who
wears a mask and holds a boombox. Ortez Alderson was, in addition to being a key figure in
ACT UP New York,579 one of Saint’s closest friends and collaborators, who often performed
with him in staged readings of his performance works, including Risin’ to the Love We Need and
New Love Song. Alderson is performing the role of a man who has lost his partner of ten years to
AIDS. He holds a bag of ash, representing his lover’s remains, as he delivers the monologue.
I came across the following passage in Deborah Gould’s book about ACT UP and affect,
Moving Politics. The section I encountered it in, is appropriately called, “When Your Data Make
You Cry.” Gould quotes Avram Finkelstein, a member of Gran Fury,580 writing in 1992:
A first person account of ACT UP/New York’s first political funeral, held in 1992, where
activists hurled the ashes of people with AIDS over the White House fence. On the day of
the march, a small group of people who would lead the funeral procession met together,
Arthur Gursch, from Chicago, held up a worn sack that contained the ashes of his lover,
who had been a member of ACT UP/NY and later ACT UP/Chicago. “This is Ortez.”581
In 1988, Ortez plays the part of the lover who survived, and holds his ashes. At the Ashes Action
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in DC, his lover Arthur holds his ashes. This is Ortez. This is.582 I recently rewatched the 30minute video made by DIVA TV (again, filmed and edited by Jean Carlomusto and Gregg
Bordowitz) of The Ashes Action. There was a front line of several people carrying ashes of their
loved ones, with the goal to throw them onto the lawn of the White House; they were attended to
and protected by hundreds of others. The video captures a largely white-looking crowd. It struck
me as I was watching that Ortez, a Black gay man, did not have a visible presence at this action.
But he was there.583 Or at least, his material remains were.
In a seemingly unedited series of notes included in Saint’s published collection under the
title of “Sacred Life,” Saint references the ashes of his good friend Michael Evans584: “strange
things that happen coincidentally/ when Michael Evans died, a bag of ash passed around/ an
emotional outpour that was never reproduced on stage.”585 It would seem that he did try to
reproduce it on stage. In New Love Song, the ash of the deceased partner is mixed with earth, as a
character says: “I see the possibility of my creation begins with us, touching ourselves.” Others
join in, chanting: “healing/togetherness/light.”586 The appearance of Ortez’s ashes at a protest
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adds a strange postscript to this ritualistic adaptation. As McKinley said to me, “The play
becomes the reality, the reality becomes the play.” 587
New Love Song articulates the particular temporal dimensions of living in the midst of the
AIDS epidemic before lifesaving medications were made available, of being stuck to the
constant-crisis state of the present. A line in the second vignette in NLS reads, “there was no time
for tears that year.”588 This relationship to time comes up often in accounts of activists and
cultural workers from this period. In An Archive of Feelings, Ann Cvetkovich interviews a
former AIDS activist who described it as: “You don’t have time to cry. You’ve got to keep on
fighting.”589 Reggie Williams, a longtime AIDS worker who lived in San Francisco, says in his
appearance in Marlon Riggs’ film No Regret: “Sometimes I wish I could take time for me. But I
fear that if I do, people will die.”590 In NLS, another character expresses the upended notion of
linear time caused by the increase in mortality around him: he is “haunted by the future.”591 This
experience of living with death, both in the sense of caretaking for others while also experiencing
the threat to one’s one mortality that is specific to the experience of being a member of a
community labeled as “at risk” during this period is referred to as “compounding loss” by
scholar Dagmawi Woubshet; Woubshet’s term takes into account the mortality of both the self
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and other, as well as the serial accumulation that decreases resilience with the appearance of each
loss. In considering the specific work of New Love Song in relation to what I’m terming “crisis
time,” I see it as both explicitly stating the extreme stress, and indeed, the trauma, of the
contemporary reality of chronological time, and also providing a temporary reprieve from it, by
allowing the audience to pause in the seemingly transcendent nature of theatrical time. Because
the performance is a reflection of the present, this pause is not exactly an escape, but more of a
way to pull back and see it all; as Bellinger puts it: “it really was about being in the space, and
seeing... everything at once.”592
The following quote is from Vinson’s comments at the library event. I see it as a clear
example of what Bellinger describes:
I was trying to remember if I, before coming on board with the play, if I had read the
anthology In the Life before I was cast or after—I can’t remember which one it was, but it
was the first book or collection or anthology that I had ever read on—written by Black
gay men…. We were doing a tech, a tech performance, and someone in the back of the
house, said, “Oh no,” or “Oh my God,” or something like that. And, it was—Joseph
Beam who had just died? I think, I’m not sure, that he took his life. [Interjection by me:
“He was found, it was unclear.”] The connection between—because he was the editor of
In the Life—the first time I made the connection of—what exactly it was that was going
on. And what this play meant. And the groundbreaking material—just how important it
was. It all made sense to me—at that time.593
This incident shows how the performance and performers were affected by events happening
offstage, even as they were attempting to represent it. Vinson’s comprehension of being an actor
in history is visceral. I think what Vinson is getting at, when he makes the connection he
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describes, is a recognition that New Love Song was actively combatting stigma in its
representation of violence and pain and producing an alternative to isolation in its vision of
mutual interdependence. And that he had a role in that. Other actors described their experiences
in interviews of joining the cast and being associated with the play as challenging.
McKinley Winston says of his audition: “I was scared to death…. I had never seen a
Black gay play prior to the one that I was in.”594 Yvans Jourdain (who shared a Haitian
background with Saint) says: “I’d never done a gay play. I still kind of had my own internalized
homophobia that I was trying to shake. So this play was a way for me to start to deal with that
part of myself.”595 Each of these quotes relay a sense of the almost simultaneous grasping of the
newness of what they were taking on—representing various aspects of Black gay life—with the
urgency they sensed around them to represent it. A need that some of them might not have
previously articulated. George Bellinger, Jr., the choreographer for NLS, gives some context for
the vanguard nature of NLS at a time when most representations of gay subjectivity and AIDS,
off and on stage, were associated with white male bodies:
The only other play I had seen that dealt with gay stuff was [The] Boys in the Band
(1968).596 I’d heard about it, and I’d seen the play, but it really didn’t deal with people of
color. And so, this was an all people of color production—lighting, music, dance, acting,
costumes—it was all people of color. We had white supporters—in the background, and
Assotto let them—you know, “you can help”—but it was really about us, telling our
stories.597
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Allen Wright, a core member of the Other Countries writing workshop who performed in an
early staged reading of NLS, voices a similar sentiment:
For most of us, it was a very new experience…. you had black gay men on stage—being
black gay men. That was just unheard of at the time. It wasn’t some movie where
someone was portraying a character—and those were certainly few and far between—it
was us being us for us.598
Erin Durban-Albrecht demonstrates that Saint was very much aware of the contemporary
shaping of representations of HIV/AIDS in the realm of the performing arts, noting how he
integrated the titles of mainstream plays in a line from New Love Song: “my normal heart just
ain’t ticking as is/i’m a timebomb.”599 The titles of the plays he references are As Is and The
Normal Heart, both from 1985.600 She also quotes from a poem of Saint’s titled “Devils in
America” presumably a reference to Angels in America.601 George Bellinger describes how
Saint’s vocal presence became linked to the production: “Assotto was so open about being HIV
positive. Because he was so public, it gave a cloud—for everyone that was involved to be HIV
positive. Everybody was not HIV positive, but they didn’t know that. But because he was so
public about AIDS, and what he was doing, living his life so publicly, we were HIV positive by
extension almost.”602 For Yvans Jourdain, this played out with his family, who, after seeing him
on the cover of a magazine promoting the play, confronted him about his status: “I think there
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were rumors that I was dying of AIDS,” he says, with derisive laughter during our group
interview.603 Clearly, there was increased risk and vulnerability for the actors to participate
during a time of increased surveillance and paranoia due to the increased visibility of AIDS in
the media as well as within smaller communities.
This is why I find Saint’s presence onstage in this production especially significant. In his
role of He-She, he serves as a guide and a mentor—this parallels the role that he took on in his
life to be outspoken and out at any cost. I should say, also, that this played out differently for the
cast members, due to age, time spent in New York, cultural and religious backgrounds, etc. Two
other members of the cast, Issa and Willie, along with George, were active in AIDS work before
they got involved with New Love Song. In fact, Jelani says, “At the time, since I was doing so
much AIDS work, it just sort of flowed right in, and it felt like we were just opening up new
ground, and doing something that we could be proud of. And you just sort of walked a little
taller…. I felt like a trailblazer, you know.”604
Going back to Yvans’ experience, he spoke of inviting his family members to the play “to
clear the air.” But after they saw it, with the rape scene and all that, it scared them even more.”605
I will now speak of the violence that New Love Song stages, in addition to the violence of
silence. The first vignette enacts a home invasion and sexual assault by a neighborhood man
against a dancer. For a long time, I felt it was almost cruel to make the audience (and actors)
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experience this representation of explicit sexual violence in the midst of the trauma of AIDS, I
wondered about Saint’s motivation for including this material. In speaking with George
Bellinger, Jr., he made the connection between the blame, anger, and hurt that some people
experienced when discovering their seropositive status606. In this scene, the perpetrator of
violence exhibits signs of internalized homophobia and possibly could be experiencing what
Bellinger described. This scene could then be described as another attempt to fight stigma and
silence. Silence about sexual assault is of course its own difficult terrain, which continues to
operate to this day. In our group conversation, Jelani brought up the #metoo movement and
mentioned the actor Billy Porter’s recent piece in Out magazine607 where he came out as a
survivor of sexual abuse by his stepfather. Saint’s inclusion of this scene in his play seems to
allude to the healing around sexual violence that needs to happen on a community level.
The scene seems to have had the most lasting effect on the actors: Yvans recalls:
“The rape scene was so frightening, because I couldn’t imagine that happening to
anyone…I remember the way the audience’s reaction to it was always shock and awe.
You could hear audible gasps, people: “mmm, mmmm, mmmm,” that sort of thing—
hearing the groans from the audience, and noticing the difference between who was
groaning out of “my god,” and who was groaning out of “mm hmm, yeah.”608
The scene was acted out by Willie Barnes, who played the perpetrator, and Vinson German.
George Bellinger actually choreographed it, told by Saint to make it look as realistic as
possible—this was made more complicated given the size differential between the two, with
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Willie being much bigger. After explaining that the scene was completely outside of his realm of
experience, Vinson describes an intense reaction to the scene mid-performance in his interview:
“I remember one performance where, after making the exit out of that scene, I went into the
dressing room (which was maybe only a few feet from the audience), and I—didn’t wail, but I
just cried my life out.”609 I read this as Vinson’s absorption of collective trauma. Like his other
recollection of Joe Beam’s death during a performance, Vinson’s experience is relational and
embodied, and happens within the space of performance, but it is not scripted.
Silence is often enacted as erasure, and voicing resistance is an oppositional act—
however, attending to silences, and quiet, affords opportunities. Scholar Kevin Quashie, in The
Sovereignty of Quiet, argues that while silence is absence and withholding, public and defiant,
quiet is presence and “watcherless,” connected to interiority and allowing for vulnerability.610
Quashie also notes the ways in which expressivity and defiance have historically cohered to, and
been expected of, Black subjects.611 In New Love Song, Saint cultivates a space where both
expressiveness and quiet can coexist. The choreographer of New Love Song, reminding his
listeners that “AIDS was the story,” notes that much of the value of the play resided in Black gay
men portraying the full range of their everyday lives.612
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theatre is a temple, performance a confession, art as a calling, a unifying force, an act of
freedom leading towards spiritual & political growths. theatre is an art, drama is the thing
done/theatre is doing/613
While in the process of reviewing the scripts at the Schomburg, I found a letter that Saint
sent to his collaborators at the start of their rehearsal process: “I am sending you a script. Many
of the symbols we will paint are not written down and will be developed in the rehearsal
process.” 614 Jelani’s role, The Ancestor, is perhaps the most collaborative in terms of process.
Because the printed version of the play does not include the characters of The Ancestor or HeShe, it does not include the chanting and musical elements that were brought in by Issa Jelani. In
the following quote, Issa Jelani describes his function as establishing the space as rooted in
connection to ancestors and deities within African-diasporic traditions.
The African-American chants and the spirituals were my contribution to the play—even
though I didn’t see any mention that fact, but—I was initiated into Santería—Yoruba
tradition, so I researched and brought some of those chants for the opening—opening and
welcoming the gods to the celebration. So that’s where those chants came from, and the
spirituals, being a Southern church boy, they came from my own upbringing. That part I
brought.615
He continues, describing his role during the opening:
I was in the middle of the stage, we had thunder and lightning. The opening chants was
like summoning the gods. Everything that my part, the Ancestor, did, was protective,
calling on the gods to protect us, and to watch over us. And we had thunder and lighting,
and if I had stuck my toe out, I would have been kicking someone in the front row—the
stage was so small.616
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McKinley Winston emphasizes the significance of the sonic in this process of placemaking when he recalls the impact that Issa’s chanting onstage had for him: “It was absolutely
fucking magical. It created a space where this truth could happen; where this world could exist.
And the chants were an invitation for everyone to come in, and be a part of it.”617 This lines up
with how Saidiya Hartman defines diasporic identities, and freedom communities as being “the
possibility of dwelling or inhabiting a place.”618 It also enacts what Gayatri Gopinath describes
as “the aesthetic practices of queer diaspora,” which function as “modes of emplacement” that
“allow us to see, sense, and feel the promiscuous intimacies of multiple times and spaces.”619
Saint’s employment of sound and ritual created “promiscuous intimacies” between various times
and spaces in the African Diaspora. In the quote that opened this section, much as in the one that
follows, Saint depicts his approach to performance as the harnessing and deployment of creative
and spiritual powers in the name of collective survival. “Right from the start, my writings,
especially my plays (Risin to the Love We Need, Black Fag, and New Love Song), became what I
call a necessary theater.”620
In Geneviève Fabre’s Drumbeats, Masks, and Metaphor, translated by Saint’s
contemporary, the Black gay poet, novelist , and CUNY Professor, Melvin Dixon, she outlines
the culturally-derived aesthetics of African-American theatre in the 1960s. Many of these
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attributes can be seen at work in New Love Song, including the integration of song and dance,
ritual, an epic, non-linear structure, alternation between the individual and a chorus, and the use
of masks.621 (In addition, the function of theatre, to inspire action in the audience—who Fabre
refers to as “the concrete presentation of the collectivity,”622 very much aligns with Saint’s
concept of “necessary theater.” Fabre writes: “The spectator must be pulled out of his passive
attitude. Identification together with alienation allows the spectator to reflect and to perceive the
world that can be transformed and acted upon.”623 Fabre sees the theatre as capable of creating
new “new behavioral patterns”624 (in spectators, and even uses a medical metaphor: “The rituals
of black theatre are also analogous to healing rites that bring a sick person back to health. The
long subjugation of Black people is compared to an illness, a plague that leads to despair.”625 In
light of NLS’s explicit treatment of the AIDS epidemic, this metaphor operates on multiple
levels, particularly in the way that it shows how community healing is necessary in order to
refuse what Audre Lorde terms, “the deaths we are expected to live.”626
Mark Gevisser, in a review of New Love Song, mentions that the actors seemed
“organically connected” to the material627; this observation raises the specter of the organic
nature of the actors’ bodies, and therefore, of their proximity to decomposition. He goes on to
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write “New Love Song is the best theater around because it ain’t no luxury; because it is
eloquently and convincingly tied to the survival of the people performing it.”628 This insightful
sentence follows a quote from the play: “In these United Stages of Siege, more than ever,
language is tied to my people’s survival.”629 The ghosts of three phrases exist in both Saint’s text
and Gevisser’s: The first two, most formatively, arise from Audre Lorde: “Your silence will not
protect you,”630 and “Poetry is not a luxury.”631 There is also the ACT UP slogan,
SILENCE=DEATH, which Saint cited in his writing and speech. Language in action, embodied
and moving—not new, but conjured out of the needs of the present—assumes form in New Love
Song as a ritual of communal mourning.
The very real lack of time for processing and grieving that many were experiencing at
this time is addressed in New Love Song. There was no time to grieve, alone or together, and
people were heading towards burnout and avoidance/repression. New Love Song provided a
space for that to begin to happen, breathing space; the scene is followed with a ritual of mixing
the partner’s ash with earth, as a character says: “I see the possibility of my creation begins with
us, touching ourselves.”632 Others join in, uttering: “healing/togetherness/light”.633 José Esteban
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Muñoz writes of communal mourning: “we also mourn as a ‘whole’—or put another way, as a
contingent and temporary collection of fragments that is experiencing a loss of its parts.”634
Paul Gilroy has noted how “Black performers aim to overcome rather than exploit the
structures which separate them from their audiences. The relationship between the performer and
the crowd is transformed in dialogic rituals so that spectators acquire the active role of
participants in collective processes which are sometimes cathartic and which may symbolize or
even create community.”635 In a letter to Saint from an attendee of NLS named Dubose McLane,
the impact of this action is communicated: “During the later part of the play, when Nile is
stricken by AIDS and his lover comforts him and audience & cast read out names of loved ones
who have died of AIDS, I could not keep from weeping, as I too know so many of my friends
who left us so prematurely in their lives. You will never know how deeply that scene touched my
heart.”636 Not only does a list of names get read aloud, but audience members add their own,
thereby participating in, perhaps even becoming, a community bound together in their
witnessing—of each other, and of death, up close.
It is significant that the main character of NLS is a singer. At the beginning of the play,
Sky says, “each time I sing/I give bodies to my dreams,”637 pointing to the way that voicing, or
song, can transform desires (or fears) into tangible possibilities, can bring worlds into being. The
element of sound, not able to be communicated in a printed script, is a crucial vehicle for the
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affective travel taking place between performers and spectators in the performance space. The
intimacy that emerges through this sonic contact does not necessarily need to be archived—it
still has afterlives. I’m reminded of Édouard Glissant’s notion of opacity as “not the obscure…
but that which cannot be reduced,”638 and for his call for opacity to be a right. This is a good
reminder that the chants don’t need to be printed, nor do the lyrics of the song.
In an essay about Giovanni’s Room, Robert Reid-Pharr writes that “from within the
violence” (and here I think of the specificity of violences that Saint depicts) “a new type of
music is produced, a music that points the way to new modes of existence, new ways of
understanding, that allow the community to escape, ever briefly, the systems of logic that have
proven so enervating to the black subject.”639 I imagine that Sky’s “new love song,” as well as
Saint’s performance as a whole, felt something like that.
McKinley, who was cast in the role of Sky, and tasked with the singing of the song,
reflects:
There was a sword of Damocles, this dagger hanging over everyone’s head of AIDS. But
there was also this affirmation of life that we were going to sing a new love song. We
were singing about love. We were gonna love each other. And it was amazing. Every
night those chants would start, the room would fill with that energy—and we were very
close to the audience. So we were, there was a lot of feedback going on. So it was really,
really an incredible experience to be able to talk about being Black and gay and to
describe the horror of AIDS…. it was [usually] the elephant in the room, but it was
actually talked about and acknowledged in the play. But at the same time there was hope.
There was a new love song.640
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What I hear in McKinley’s speech is the possibility of connection, and through that connection,
the felt sense of being alive, without fear or despair overwhelming the present or shadowing the
future. Saidiya Hartman writes of her book Lose Your Mother that is has: “one of those endings
that is about listening for that song that is our song, that song that actually travels across the
diaspora, that song that might engender a new form of radical black politics and it’s about
waiting for that song.”641 The song as an object is not really what matters, it is the fact that it can
exist at all, however briefly—that it can be imagined, that it can have a space cleared for it, and
be anticipated, that it can be drawn upon for the one we need now.

Coda:
The library event was another iteration of the collaborative and relational research I have
conducted for the last few years—an iterative process that has led me from the Schomburg
Center, to the Bronx, to Boston—to people’s homes, to digitizing studios, and to cemeteries. The
materiality of bodies and of objects (texts, props, audiovisual materials, photos) is central to this
work. The research process is not linear, but accretive, as new interviews shift narratives and
new materials emerge. At the Tompkins Square Library event, Becket Logan, the photographer
who took publicity as well as performance shots for New Love Song, brought several photos with
him, and told me that he had dozens more as negatives. I recently identified a videotape in
another collection in the Moving Image and Recorded Sound (MIRS) division at the Schomburg
Center, which seems to record at least an excerpt of New Love Song. The tape may not be
accessible for several months due to a digitization backlog. Essentially, my methodology for
Saint’s play has developed out of the (believed) condition that no tape existed. At this juncture, I
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am continuing my research as before, with the materials available to me. While the viewing of
the performance documentation might open up new possibilities, and is an incredible resource to
have available, it is not a complete way of knowing by any means; it may foreclose meanings
and acts of imagination, it may shift memories. I heed Alexandra Vasquez’s note about the
necessary elusiveness of performance: “There’s a healthy and not-knowing quality of liveness
that always reminds: you were not there. You cannot simply jump into history’s lap and conquer
the laws of time and space.”642 The story is never complete, never finished. The present is always
changing it.
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EPILOGUE

Breathing In The Language Of Dust

On January 1, 2019, I drove with my boyfriend, Chance, to Evergreen Cemetery, in
Ridgewood, Queens. We had left in a rush and it wasn’t until we were in the car that I realized
I’d forgotten to bring the map that identified Assotto’s gravesite It marked Assotto and Jan’s
grave, as well as David Frechette’s and Redvers Jean-Marie’s—I believe Assotto paid for all of
the plots). I was sure I had the information in my email, could vividly picture storing it for future
ease of recall. I searched the whole drive over, and then a bit more once we arrived. It was a
huge cemetery, not particularly beautiful, but it was a warm if windy day, and we drove around,
and then hopped out in an area that felt vaguely right. I found a number assigned to the grave on
my phone, on the Find a Grave Memorial website, and even though it was several numbers
longer than any of the numbers we saw on the gravestones, we had nothing else to go on, so we
walked up and down the rows.
After a nice time, but no luck, I called Mace Anderson, who answered the phone with a
cheerful and gay-ly drawn out, “Hiiiii Jaimeeee,” as if he already expected some shenanigans. I
wished him and his husband Dennis a Happy New Year and relayed the situation. He laughed,
telling me he was afraid he wouldn’t be of much help, and tried to direct us based on his
idiosyncratic memory. His descriptions (the road is very straight, it’s near a lot of Chinese
names, there’s a stone bench nearby), feel like an example of Samuel Delany’s (via Pound)
evocation of the periplum: written (or auditory) descriptions of the contours of the land passed
on for the purpose of navigation in the absence of maps. We gave it another shot but it was
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nearing dusk and the gates would be closing. Before we left, we sanctified the site to the best of
our ability — I hoped that our slutty tribute would mitigate (in Assotto’s omniscient eye?) my
inability to find his exact resting place.
About a week later, Chance and I were lying in bed, and he pointed to a post-it stuck to a
folder above my desk, and asked me what kind of notes I tend to leave myself. I told him,
specific. The next day, I took down the folder and saw that the specific information it contained
was the row and number of Assotto Saint’s grave. I had remembered the event of recording but
not its material conditions. Why do I tell you any of this? What does it matter? I was reading
Saint’s poem, “The Language of Dust,” from Wishing for Wings643, which serves as a
compendium of lost friends and lovers, a litany of funerals, court appearances, political actions,
and most of all, sickness and death. In “The Language of Dust,”644 Saint describes a trip to the
cemetery soon after Jan’s death, beginning:
where
do you find
strength
to climb
down the hill
to your lover’s
grave
“Where”—the unlocatedness, the disorientation, the posing of a simple question that does not
have a simple answer. The surprising turn of “to climb/down” mirroring the inverted nature of
visiting one’s lover at a cemetery.
And then:
jan
my jan
even blindfolded
643

Published posthumously in 1994, republished in Spells.

644

Saint, Spells, 143-149.
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I would find my way
to you
around this
evergreen cemetery
The contrast to my own fumbling. The intimacy between them, the confidence of their
connection, through death. The specificity of suffering, my distance from it.
And then:
I gaze
at the engraved picture/
I outline
the entwined hearts/
I smooth out
the act-up triangle/
the musical notes
float high
on each side
of your viking name
along with dates of birth
& recent death
poetry books
flap bold
on each side
of my voodoo pseudonym
birth name & date
open-ended/
I smile at
the “nuclear lovers” epitaph/
I sit on
the grass grateful
I will rest
not soon enough
right here
above you
in the shadow
of the trade center
towering
in the distance/
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A topography of the gravesite, in detail, which would in fact not last as Assotto hoped.
Description, again in detail, subjective, idiosyncratic. Mace told me that the photograph was
eventually damaged by weather and made illegible. The two pine trees that Assotto planted were
uprooted and moved by Mace to his front yard in the South Bronx, once they started to cover
over the grave. The “trade center/ towering/ in the distance” speaks to the time period, which can
be tracked in the shifting skyline visible from there.
The poem goes on for four more pages, back in time to before Jan’s death, leaving the
present site of Assotto’s embodied grieving. In the most simple sense, something about having
been there makes me feel implicated as I encounter this poem. Implicated in a similar way as
when I am caught between the catalogue of stories and offhand details contributed by his
contemporaries in my interviews—or as when Mace points out his window at the trees. I feel the
weight of Assotto’s grief, the actual contours of it, tied to a real place. The poem captures the
brief period between his burial of Jan and his own burial. He visits his own grave as he visits his
love’s.
+

I returned to the cemetery during the first week of Spring. This time I had the requisite
information. It still wasn’t easy to find. Even though I had the section, the row, and the number,
it turned out that the section was huge and only a small part of it was broken into rows. I
anxiously and methodically went up and down the rows, taking in the hundreds of gravestones
along the way. Occasionally I encountered a person who had come to visit a loved one. By the
time I did find it, I felt relief but not the burst of emotion I expected. I hadn’t realized that the
date of Assotto and Jan’s meeting was inscribed on the grave, underneath “NUCLEAR
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LOVERS,” nor that on the top of the stone, his mother’s name and birth and death dates were
carved in. She died in 2008, and must have been buried on top of them. Although it satisfied
something in me to have finally found it, it was also a cold object. At the top of the tombstone,
there is the oval which originally featured a photo of Assotto and Jan embracing; in the
photographs I took, it’s shiny and reflective—it looks like a mirror. It reminds me of a card I
found in the Schomburg papers, a card that Jan had sent to Assotto. On the front, there is a shiny
crescent of a moon, encircled by a background of shiny paper, and below which is text that reads,
“ONCE IN A BLUE MOON…”645 Opening up the card, one encounters a square of reflective
surface, in which the reader peering in encounters their own face: “SOMEONE LIKE YOU
COMES ALONG.” It’s signed, “I love you. Jan.” In the photo, likely taken by Assotto, of the
gravestone that is found in Spells of a Voodoo Doll, as well as in the poem I quoted from above,
everything is there except for the date of Assotto’s death: June 29, 1994. It is both a postscript
and a punctuation mark.

645

Card from Jan Holmgren, Schomburg Assotto Saint Papers, Box 4, Folder 3, Schomburg
Center, New York.
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Figure 5.4. Photo by Jaime Shearn Coan, taken on March 24, 2019.

Figure 5.5 Photo by Chance Krempasky, taken on March 24, 2019.
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